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Greetings and salutations, assorted losers,

miscreants, rebels, and psychopaths. If

you're presently reading these lines, you
must be holding the very first issue of Hit

List in your grimy little hands. As the editor, I feel

obliged to explain why we are putting it out, what we
hope to accomplish, and why you should plunk down
your hard-earned $4 to buy it and take it home with

you. Once we begin publishing pictures of scantily-

clad punkettes, the reasons for doing so and seques-

tering yourself in your bedroom for a while will

become obvious, but for the moment I thought I'd

take the "high road" by appealing to your intellect

instead of your basest instincts and most prurient

interests.

JEFF BALE

IB
WHY?

I suppose it would be best to begin at the begin-

ning. Why are we wasting our valuable time and
effort putting out a new punk-oriented underground
music magazine? I won't presume to speak for any-

one else involved in

this venture, but the

primary reason I am
engaging in such
activity again after a

hiatus of several years
* is that I love primitive,

aggressive rock
(

n' roll

music more than any-

thing in the world. I

might be tempted to

place beautiful women
and college football on

the same exalted level, but

the women you love the

most have a propensity to

make your life miserable,

not to mention break your

heart, and watching the

Michigan Wolverines on
the gridiron, win or lose,

has developed into more of a source of stress and heart

palpatations than of balls-out pleasure and relaxation. So,

with the possible exception of drinking Coca Cola Classic,

nothing makes me feel better than listening to great rock

'n' roll, something that has been true since that fateful

The primary reason I am
engaging in such activity

again after a hiatus of
several years is that I

love primitive, aggres-

sive rock V
more than anything in

the world.

day several decades ago when I was almost blown off my
bed by the KINKS' "You Really Got Me". Since then rock

'n' roll and I have had a non-stop love affair, and unlike

love affairs with invariably problematic and unpredictable

people, this particular relationship has proven to be truly

unshakable. Perhaps best of all, the transcendant yet

highly visceral effects of pure rock 'n' roll are instantly

available at any time. All I have to do is turn on my stereo

and play a record, and the magically transformative psy-

chological power nestled within the grooves is released

again with all of its original glory and potency undimin-
ished. The very same option is available to you, dear read-

ers. Thus there seems to be a crying need for a magazine
that provides informed coverage of the best underground
rock music, past and present—one that is truly able to sat-

isfy the needs of the world's most passionate and dis-

criminating rock V roll fans.

This brings me to my second reason for starting a new
magazine. As a diehard rock 'n' roll fan, I have searched

in vain for a music magazine that meets all of my own
needs or fully satisfies my demanding standards.

Although I can't claim to have systematically and careful-

ly surveyed all of the world's punk and underground rock

publications, there are only a handful of zines that I

would characterize as truly outstanding. Among these I

would single out Ugly Things, which nowadays provides

the most literate and well-informed coverage of rock *n'

roll but which devotes the lion's share of its space to 60s

punk and hard-edged beat music and appears too infre-

quently to satisfy my constant need for an r 'n* r fix; Black

to Comm, a passionately

written and insightful

labor of love that comes
out even more infrequent-

ly than Ugly Things;

Flipside, which I still think

offers the most entertain-

ing and downright funny
coverage of the current

punk-oriented music
scene; and Sonic Iguana, a

much smaller fanzine—in

the truest sense of the

word "fan"—written with

verve and humor by Jeff

Dahl, whose taste in

music has always been
impeccable. There are

other valuable zines that I

currently enjoy reading

portions of (such as Al

Quint's Suburban Voice, Jack Rabid's Big Takeover, and

—

dare I admit it

—

Maximum Rock 'n' Roll), and I'm sure

there are several more out there that I haven't yet run

across, but it's fair to say that the overwhelming majority

of the existing music and "alternative" culture magazines

roll music
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that I have seen are scarcely worth reading. Most fall pri-

marily into one of three nausea-inducing categories

—

slick, professional corporate publications, amateurish and
often semi-literate underground fanzines, or puritanical

political publications devoid of genuine critical thinking

or a sense of humor. Although the general lack of high-

quality rock magazines has always been a problem, in

earlier proto-punk or punk days a considerable number of

excellent publications appeared that were devoted to

underground rock 'n' roll and the fascinating and com-

plex culture associated with it, including Greg Shaw's

seminal (Who Put the) Bomp, Mark Perry's caustic

Sniffin' Glue, Claude Bessy's belligerent Slash, Vale's

politicized Search and Destroy, Tesco Vee's cantankerous

Touch and Go, the Reverend Norb's eccentric Sick Teen,

and Gerard Cosloy's abrasive Conflict. These and various

other countercultural zines were also devoted to relent-

lessly breaking social and cultural taboos, regardless of

who they offended in the process. Perhaps the most

extraodinary magazine of this type was Jim Goad's splen-

didly written and venomous Answer Me, which insight-

fully and aggressively

ended up goring almost

everyone's sacred cows.

Alas, that was then and
this is now. As the mille-

nium comes to its sordid

and possibly chaotic end
we are once again con-

fronted with a dearth of

quality rock 'n' roll maga-
zines, and it is this huge
void that Hit List hopes to

fill, at least in part.

The third reason why I

personally decided to

become actively involved

in this project is that at

the moment I happen to

have some extra time on
my hands. For the past

several years, since

obtaining my Ph.D. in

modern European history

at the University of California at Berkeley, I've been busy

engaging in a variety of increasingly unsatisfying and

exasperating academic pursuits. As a student at top uni-

versities such as Michigan and Berkeley, I had long been

surrounded by insufferably pretentious bores who fancied

themselves on the "cutting edge" of scholarship even

though they had a herd mentality and were all doing

exactly the same sort of silly, theory-driven work. But

since I was able to pursue my own empirically-oriented

scholarship under the guidance of more serious and bril-

liant scholars who I greatly respected, I was largely able

to ignore the masses of idiots who were slavishly con-

forming to a succession of fashionable but increasingly

inane academic orthodoxies, such as new forms of

Marxist dogmatism, critical theory, lunatic varieties of

feminism, postmodernism, deconstruction, the history of

"the body", cultural studies, and race-baiting "multicul-

turalism". Those who foolishly imposed themselves on my
consciousness in the classroom were subjected to the

ridicule and contempt they so richly deserved. At the time

I thoroughly enjoyed exposing such people as the

pompous, crypto-totalitarian peddlers of nonsense that

they so often were, but unfortunately I failed to consider

the implications of my actions for my own academic
future. Under normal circumstances I have no illusions

about the fact that nonconformists who challenge domi-

nant intellectual orthodoxies and offend powerful people

are more likely to be persecuted than rewarded, but I had
uncritically accepted the "mythology" about historical

scholarship—that intelligence, imagination, and a gen-

uine talent for research would always be recognized and
rewarded, regardless of how unconventional one was

—

despite all evidence to the contrary. Once I opened my
eyes, I soon became aware that that very few professions

are as conformist, servile,

Once I opened my eyes, I

soon became aware that

that veryfewprofessions
conformist,are as

servile, and riddled with

petty animosities, jeal-

ousies, and politics as

the rarefied world of
academia.

and riddled with petty ani-

mosities, jealousies, and
politics as the rarefied

world of academia.

Yet even though I

behaved stupidly and
made a number of influen-

tial enemies, my job

search began much as I

hoped it would. After all, I

have a reading knowledge

of seven languages, have

conducted advanced
archival research all over

Europe, and have become
(in part by default) the

world's leading authority

on the history of under-

ground neo-fascist terror-

ist networks in the post-

World War II era. I was
selected as a finalist for a

military history job at Yale University (which would have

been my dream job) and received a prestigious two-year

postdoctoral fellowship from Columbia University, and

thus was in the enviable albeit temporary position of

being able to turn down tenure-track job offers from less-

er colleges, a reckless course of action I chose to adopt

despite the increasingly tight academic job market in the

humanities and social sciences. For a variety of complex

reasons, the most important of which are that I have a

rather uncompromising and "difficult" personality, and

that my research on parallel intelligence apparatuses and

clandestine paramilitary networks is so pioneering and
politically sensitive that 1) most academics can't fully

comprehend its significance and 2) those who do tend to

feel threatened by its broader implications, my gamble

seems not to have paid off. Since then I have published
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quite a bit and accepted a variety of one-year jobs—a vis-

iting professorship at a liberal arts college in Oregon, fol-

lowed by research fellowships at the Library of Congress

and the Center for German and European Studies at

Berkeley—but have yet to secure a tenure-track position

commensurate with my abilities at a major research uni-

versity. As time has gone on, it's also become apparent to

me that I would only be happy teaching at a handful of

prestigious research universities with outstanding library

resources, very bright students, and a relatively low teach-

ing load. Moreover, I would prefer to live close enough to

a major city so that I can regularly attend punk rock

shows. Is that really too much to ask? Almost certainly. So

now I'm exploring a variety of other options, ranging from
attending law school at Harvard, conducting advanced
research at a "think tank" or government agency, and
becoming a heroin addict

(that's a joke, by the way)

to—and here is the real

point of this extended and
perhaps boring digres-

sion—starting the kind of

literate, intelligent,

provocative, offensive, and
taboo-breaking under-

ground rock 'n' roll maga-
zine that I originally and
naively hoped MRR might
develop into.

WHAT AND WHO?
What, then, can you

expect to find in Hit List?

To begin with, a bad
fuckin' attitude. A real bad
fuckin' attitude. Anyone
looking for one of those

"positive" punk, sensitive,

namby-pamby, "emo", or

politically correct zines had
better look elsewhere.

Second, brutal honesty,

both about ourselves and
about everything else that

will be covered herein.

Don't think for one minute that we're going to sugar coat

anything in order to appease anyone or dumb anything

down for the benefit of functional illiterates. Third, a

wicked sense of sardonic humor, filled with venom, sar-

casm, and bile. At century's end the world remains a ter-

rifying, brutal, and often senseless place, and human
beings don't seem to have evolved much on the emotion-

al level since the Stone Age. All the more reason to laugh

at our ourselves and our predicament! Indeed, when faced

with such a grim reality, perhaps the only rational

response is to recognize that the world is even more
absurd than it is horrible. In lieu of dollops of bitter laugh-

What, then, can you
expect to find in Hit List?

To begin with, a bad
fuckin

9
attitude. A real

bad fuckin 9
attitude.

Anyone looking for one

ofthose "positive
99punk,

sensitive, namby-pamby,
"emo 99

, or politically cor-

rect zines had better look

elsewhere.
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ter, the only alternative may be descending into madness
and, say, becoming a spree killer. Nevertheless, in spite of

all this underlying negativity, at first glance you may not
notice anything out of the ordinary about Hit List. Our
publication will incorporate the standard array of under-
ground music magazine contents, including feature arti-

cles, profiles of bands, a variety of opinion columns,
masses of record reviews, advertisements, and letters to

the editor. On top of that, we're going to be featuring some
provocative artwork by people such as Winston Smith,

and plan to add both an "off-color" humor page, inspired

in part by Ivey's old San Francisco punk calendar and in

part by hilarious "insensitive" magazines such as Baby
Sue, and a Probe magazine insert filled with nekkid scen-

esters. Big deal, you may say. And you'd probably be jus-

tified in "dissing" us like that if the various sections of our
magazine were exactly like the corresponding sections

found in most other music zines. But they won't be.

To begin with, the feature articles in Hit List will gen-

erally consist of well-researched, in-depth analyses of

interesting, important,

and often taboo musical,

cultural, social, and polit-

ical topics. Our aim is to

deal with these subjects

in an innovative, intelli-

gent, and fair-minded

way so as to provoke
rather than forestall criti-

cal thought and informed

debate, thereby allowing

the reader to make up his

or her own mind. This

does not mean that our

authors are not going to

exhibit strong opinions

about the issues under
consideration, but rather

that tKey are going to

provide a lot of factual

information and
assume—perhaps unjus-

tifiably—that our readers

are intelligent enough to

evaluate that information

and decide for them-
selves instead of force-

feeding them predigested

opinions, promoting "party lines", or trying to impose

"correct" views. Whenever possible we will also try to

include interviews with key persons about whom we are

writing in order to allow them to speak for themselves.

Kevin Coogan's article on the complex politics of "black

metal" in this issue is an excellent example of the sort of

approach we plan to adopt on a regular basis, one which
is almost guaranteed to offend dogmatists on all sides of

the political spectrum. In the future we hope to publish

many other articles in this vein, including one on rap

music and the selling of black racism, a sensitive subject

which has hitherto been ignored—if not suppressed—by

_Z)



both the mainstream media and the music press, corpo-

rate and "alternative". On other occasions we will instead

publish feature articles with a more humorous but no less

provocative approach. One such article, devoted to the

Confederacy of Scum, will appear in our second issue.

In terms of band profiles, I myself would rather not

publish anything at all in this vein if it did not at least

approximate the exalted standard set by Ugly Things.

Unfortunately, it's almost impossible to consistently reach

that level of quality in a bi-monthly magazine, at least

until one attracts a cadre of outstanding writers who are

willing and able to produce such features on a regular

basis. Until that point, the most we can hope to accom-

plish is to avoid the standard sycophantic approach,

which is usually a result of the fact that the fanzine writ-

ers who produce band articles are so ecstatic about being

granted an interview with their "heroes" that they can't be

even remotely detached, objective, or critical. For this and
a host of other reasons, not the least of which are com-

mercial in origin, most music zines are stuffed to the gills

with insubstantial puff pieces on bands and/or boring

interviews with their members. Even worse, all too often

they focus on groups that have little or no musical, social,

or cultural significance, groups lacking any real distinc-

tion, or groups whose members have little or nothing to

say. Sometimes such pieces can be uproariously funny,

whether intentionally or inadvertently, and occasionally

they can even be insightful and clever—but usually only

if both the interviewer/writer and the band members have

some imagination and intelligence. Most of the time they

are not funny, insightful, or clever, and hence are of little

or no real interest. (Flipside and Big Takeover seem to be

the only magazines that regularly feature genuinely enter-

taining interviews with bands, both old and new, perhaps

because over the years they've accumulated a solid cadre

of writers who know how to ask the right questions.) But

don't misunderstand me here. I would never be foolish

enough to claim that Hit List will invariably manage to

surmount the inherent limitations and problems of writ-

ing features about rock 'n' roll bands. In this particular

issue, however, I am quite pleased with the results. I think

that ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN make some very sugges-

tive and well-taken points in their interview, that our two-

part FASTBACKS article provides unusual insights into

various personal dimensions of the band's long career,

and that our TOILET BOYS feature is both brilliantly writ-

ten and immensely entertaining. In the future we plan to

publish in-depth and hopefully definitive articles on other

significant bands. Even as I write, for example, Johan

Kugelberg is commencing work on what I believe will

turn out to be a ground-breaking article on the CRAMPS
for an upcoming issue of our magazine.

As for columnists, I believe we have gathered together

the finest array of opinionated assholes to have ever

graced the pages of a single underground rock 'n' roll

magazine. Once I decided to put some time and energy

into creating a new punk zine, I felt bound and deter-

mined to maintain its integrity and not compromise its

quality. I therefore decided that I would only accept con-

tributions from people who 1) were very knowledgeable

about the subjects they planned to write about, 2) were
highly literate and able to write in a stimulating and excit-

ing way, 3) were individualistic, free-thinking people who
rejected dogmas and "party lines", and 4) were willing to

break taboos and offend all sorts of vested interests.

Beyond these basic requirements, which I consider even
more mandatory for our columnists, I also went out of my
way to recruit people who had what can best be referred

to as a negative vibe and a "bad attitude". The traits listed

above have always been characteristic of punk at its best,

and it is this provocative, shit-stirring tradition that we
intend to revive and maintain here at Hit List. Among the

many SOB's I've gathered together to torment you with

columns on a more or less regular basis are Tesco Vee, for-

merly a big cheese with Touch & Go magazine, the MEAT-
MEN, and the HATE POLICE; M. Claude Bessy (aka

"Kickboy Face") of Slash magazine and CATHOLIC DISCI-

PLINE fame; Gregg Turner, formerly a writer for Creem
magazine and a founding member of the ANGRY
SAMOANS; Jeff Dahl, editor of Sonic Iguana magazine,

member of MOTHERFUCKER 666, leader of his own
group, and former member of the ANGRY SAMOANS;
Mike Stax, editor of Ugly Things magazine and former

member of the TELL TALE HEARTS; Johan Kugelberg,

associate editor of Ugly Things; the Reverend Norb of

BORIS THE SPRINKLER, former publisher of Sick Teen

magazine and ex-MRR columnist; Jack Rabid, publisher

of The Big Takeover magazine and contributor to several

other zines; Al Quint, editor of Suburban Voice magazine;

Ben Weasel of SCREECHING WEASEL and Panic Button

records, former publisher of Panic Button magazine, and
ex-MRR columnist; Tony Slug, formerly a member of

Dutch punk pioneers the NITWITZ, B.G.K., and LOVES-

LUG; the Whiskey Rebel from RANCID VAT and the

Confederacy of Scum; Joey Vindictive of the VINDIC-

TIVES; Frank Kozik of Man's Ruin records and poster

artist extraordinaire; Russell Quan, formerly of the MUM-
MIES and now with the FLAKES, the BOBBYTEENS, and

too many other bands to name; Jesse Michaels, formerly

of OPERATION IVY; Mel Cheplowitz, head honcho of the

Shredder and American Pop Project labels and ex-MRR
columnist; ShitEd, also a regular contributor to Flipside;

Jello Biafra—that's "Mr. Jello" to you, dork, at least

according to "Crossfire's" Patrick Buchanan—of the DEAD
KENNEDYS and Alternative Tentacles records; and—last

but certainly not least—me, your friendly editor with the

smile button. I think we've already got enough attitude on

our columnar roster to offend every single reader of Hit

List, but in case we don't I'm eventually hoping to recruit

Jim Goad, Bob Black, Metal Mike, Byron Coley, Gerard

Cosloy, Chris Stigliano, Mark P(erry), Stewart Home, Jon

Savage, Vic Bondi, Chuck Young, Frank Discussion,

Mykel Board, Vale, Felix Havoc, Joe Carducci, Lawrence

Livermore, Greg Prevost, George Marshall, and Michael

Moynihan into our decidedly undisciplined, non-con-

formist, and dishevelled ranks. Then you'll really be in

harm's way, motherfuckers.
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NOTE: Not every columnist listed above appears in this

issue. For example, I took a chance and sent Claude Bessy
a copy of a book about the early LA punk scene to review,

but he felt that it would be a conflict of interest for him to

review that particular book since he himself had written

an essay for it. As a result, his first column won't appear
until our second issue, where he'll be evaluating Johnny
Rotten's autobiography—and hopefully slicing and dicing

it—in his own inimitable style. Certain other Hit List

columnists either had too many prior commitments to be
able to contribute to this particular issue (such as Jeff

Dahl and Biafra) , or were contacted too late by me to be
able to make our first deadline (such as Gregg Turner and
Tony Slug). Such are the vicissitudes of only recently

deciding to publish a new punk rock magazine, and then

trying to finish the first issue in time to meet Mordam's
stringent deadlines so that it will appear near the begin-

ning of the year, the best time to launch a new magazine.
Most of these "administrative" problems will undoubtedly

be resolved before the second issue appears in early April.

I can't guarantee that every single one of our columnists

will appear in every single issue, since unlike those writ-

ing for innumerable other underground zines our colum-
nists actually "have a life", that is, they are actively

engaged in a wide variety of other activities, ranging from
holding professional jobs to running their own bands,

labels, and magazines. Plus, we're talking about punk
rockers here, a notoriously cantankerous, uncontrollable,

ill-disciplined, and deadline-allergic lot. But I can promise
you that the vast majority of them will make an appear-

ance in every issue.

The record review section of Hit List will bear more
than a passing resemblance, content-wise, to that found in

MRR. Some ignoramuses may think that's because we're

copying MRR, but the fact is that I was the person who
originally created MRR's record review format, which is

one aspect of MRR that has stood the test of time. In other

words, the reviews in Hit List will be short, concise, and
to the point, in contrast to the long-winded verbal mas-
turbation characteristic of so many "professional" rock

journalists. No record that falls within our musical para-

meters will be denied a review or penalized by an unfair

description of the actual music, regardless of whether
they are on a major label or how "offensive" the social or

political views contained therein are to the reviewer.

(There is, however, one instance in which this stated pol-

icy was egregiously violated, specifically in the case of the

MXPX LP. I only agreed to run this particular review in an
abbreviated form so that it could be used as an illustration

of something that will not be repeated in the future. It's

fine with me if the reviewer hates Christianity and thinks

it has nothing to do with punk, and I certainly have no
objection to his mentioning that a band is promoting
Christian values which he personally finds repugnant. But

one's opinion about the lyrics, however justified, should

never be allowed to impinge in so blatant a manner upon

the evaluation of the music itself. In this case, if it's true

that MXPX plays good pop punk, than their recent CD
should»not receive a "O" numerical rating simply because
the reviewer is filled with anti-Christian rancor.) Please

note, however, that our musical parameters are somewhat
narrower than those found in many other zines (though
not as narrow as I personally would like them to be)

.

In terms of advertisements, at present we are planning
on limiting them to entities without any corporate con-

nections. That may change in the future, however, for eco-

nomic, musical, and political reasons. First, major labels

are willing to pay a shitload more for the same ad space
than true independent labels, so we may decide to soak
them occasionally for a back or inside cover. Second,

there are some rock 'n' roll labels that put out excellent

records but also have at least an indirect connection with
a disreputable major label, and to me it makes no sense to

penalize them on that basis alone. Why do I say this?

Because it would be wholly irrational for a punk rock
magazine not to accept ads for—or not to review records

by—bands such as the STANDELLS, the STOOGES, and
the SEX PISTOLS, merely because their discs were
released by big corporate labels. The decision by a band
to sign with a major label is certainly not a cause for cel-

ebration, and indeed typically leads to musical and finan-

cial disaster (as I myself pointed out way back in issue #3

of MRR) , but neither does it constitute some sort of "crime

against humanity". Let's face reality. If an underground
music magazine purporting to cover the best r 'n' r from
the 1950s to the present excluded every band that was
linked in some way to major labels from its area of cover-

age, many of the world's greatest rock groups would have
to be banned from its pages. We have no intention of

adopting such an absurd policy. Third, I personally think

it is far more "punk" to rip off the music industry and give

them nothing whatsoever in return than to adopt some
holier-than-thou moral posture that ends up having no
practical impact whatsoever. (Parenthetically, most of the

people who adopt such a posture never even have an
opportunity to "sell out", so it's easy for them to get up on
their high moral horses and preach condescendingly to

others.)

It goes without saying that we're never going to give

bands on major labels good reviews in exchange for ads—
we wouldn't engage in that reprehensible but all-too-com-

mon practice even for indie labels owned by our friends.

On the contrary, the overwhelming majority of rock 'n'

roll releases on major labels that fit within our review

parameters will probably end up getting bad reviews in

Hit List—not because they're on major labels per se, but

because almost everything that makes it onto major labels

these days is pretty awful. We are also not going to refuse

ads that don't meet with our "political" approval. As will

become clearer below, I am adamantly opposed to the

suppression of "incorrect" views, regardless of who is

defining them thusly, and firmly believe that a no-censor-

ship policy should apply to ads as well. We will never do
something as stupid and ridiculous as demand that a

potential advertiser remove an American flag from a

record in his or her ad, as one well-known PC punkzine
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has apparently done. Indeed, don't be too surprised if you
find an ad for Resistance Records side by side with one for

a label or publication like Profane Existence. If you've got

a problem with that, too bad.

Finally, like most music zines, we will be publishing

letters to the editor. We will only do so, however, when
someone responds intelligently to something that

appeared in our own magazine. We will definitely provide

a forum for views on all sides of the political spectrum,

but only if they display a minimal degree of literacy,

knowledge, wit, and insight. Frankly, we are not interest-

ed in what some dogmatic ignoramus—left, right, or cen-

ter—has to say about the issues raised in our magazine.

We are however interested in what informed, intelligent,

insightful people—left, right, and center—have to say

about those issues. In short, don't expect to see mindless

rhetoric regurgitated by

pathetically uninformed
people who can neither

think nor write in our let-

ters section. Most people

are too stupid to be alive,

much less to be granted a

forum to display their

shocking levels of igno-

rance in our magazine.

They would do well to

remember the following

sage advice: "Tis better

to remain silent and be

thought a fool/Then to

open one's mouth and
remove all doubt". And if

perchance you feel a

compulsive need to

whine in public about

not receiving the records

you ordered by mail or about being ripped off by a club

while touring, don't bother contacting us. Address your
complaints to those who really, really care, such as the

sensitive and extremely concerned folks at the following

address: MRR/P.O. Box 460760/San Francisco, CA 94146-

0760.

Now that you know more about the specific sections of

our magazine, I feel that it's important to 1) identify

which genres of music we will be covering in Hit List, and
2) indicate what our general "political" approach will be.

The first question is easy to answer. We will be covering

primitive, aggressive rock 'n' roll and only primitive,

aggressive rock 'n' roll. However, that particular descrip-

tion encompasses a wide variety of musical categories and
subcategories, so it is necessary to be more specific. Hit

List will only cover music within the following genres:

contemporary punk (including proto-punk stuff like the

NY DOLLS and MC5, 77-style punk, garage punk, pop
punk, and hardcore), Oi, 60s-style garage punk, "British

Invasion" sounds (including beat, freakbeat, and mod),
glam, power pop, rockabilly (including psychobilly) , and
assorted other rock 'n' roll trash that we happen to like

(which might include some heavy rockin' psychedelia,

guitar-heavy folk rock, aggressive types of industrial and
Gothic music, raunchy blues, or even a bit of non-wanky
metal) . Needless to say, we will not be covering crap that

doesn't rock, including "soft rock" (an oxymoron if ever

there was one), rap, introspective singer-songwriter pap
(including so-called "emo" bands), ska, or—worst of all,

from my point of view—jazz and arty-farty post-punk. For

this I make no apologies whatsoever. Taste in music is

purely subjective, like taste in food, and unlike opinions

on social, political, or historical issues it is not capable of

being refined, altered, or corrected by means of evidence

and rational intellectual discourse. Either you like some-
thing or you don't. That's the bottom line. I am above all

a rock 'n' roll fan, a

word that is short for

"fanatic", and speaking

as the co-owner and
editor of this particular

rock 'n' roll magazine I

have no intention of

covering any genres of

music that I dislike in

these pages. (Frankly,

it's galling enough to

have to cover bad
exemplars of music
within those genres I

do like!) It's as simple

as that. If you think

that my musical tastes

are too narrow or that

Hit Lisfs coverage is

too limited, you don't

have to buy the maga-
zine. Nobody is holding a gun to your head. If you don't

like what we're doing, feel free to buy other magazines
that cater to your specific tastes or, if they don't yet exist,

to start your own magazine. I certainly won't try to stop

you. At Hit List our primary aim is to satisfy the cravings

of rock 'n' roll "junkies" like ourselves—alienated moth-
erfuckers who can't even imagine living without constant

doses of angry, gut-wrenching rock 'n' roll music.

Although we also hope to appeal to curious people who
are interested in intelligent and innovative analyses of

current facets of popular culture, those who abhor real

rock 'n' roll are truly beyond the pale and of no real inter-

est to us, since there's nothing we can do to salvage their

wretched, desolate existence.

As for our "political" orientation, Hit List has no ideo-

logical agenda other than a desire to facilitate and pro-

mote maximum freedom of expression about any and all

subjects, however taboo they may be. By definition, this

means that we are unalterably and virulently opposed to

"political correctness", characterized as it is by intoler-

ance, ideological dogmatism, sanctimoniousness, moral

Puritanism, humorlessness, and censoriousness, in all of

its many guises. Nowadays the phrase PC has generally

Address your complaints

to those who really, really

care, such as the sensitive

and extremely concerned

folks at the following

address: MRR/P.O. Box
460760/San Francisco, CA

94146-0760.
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come to be associated primarily with the pathetic rem-
nants of the authoritarian left, hypocritical "liberals" who
have long been engaging in coercive social engineering at

the expense of individual freedom, and decidedly illiberal

ethnic and gender pressure groups seeking to exploit

white male guilt and thereby extort special unearned priv-

ileges instead of securing genuinely equal rights. There's

certainly no denying that this "PC left" is especially strong

within academia, the media, the cultural establishment,

government social welfare agencies, and—closer to

home—various circles of the punk scene and certain other

youth countercultures. It should not be forgotten, howev-
er, that the very traits identified above as constituting the

essence of PC are not the monopoly of the left or any other

single political group. All one has to do is pay close atten-

tion to the actions of congressional Republicans, the poli-

cies advocated by the Christian right and the "family val-

ues" coalition, and the lunatic pronouncements of right-

wing radio personalities to observe the very same charac-

teristics. Indeed, much of the shrill hysteria of the PC left

emerged in direct response to the similarly shrill hysteria

of the PC right and PC center (those dangerous elements
who regard any criticism of mainstream values and insti-

tutions as a form of subversion or treason). This doesn't

make the PC left's behavior any less odious, but the point

here is that PC attitudes are widespread all across the

political spectrum. The basic source of this particularly

virulent social disease is that all too many people in our
screwed-up world are not simply content to live their own
lives as they see fit, but also feel a compulsive need to

force everyone else to think and behave just as they do. I

can promise you that such people will be our number one
target in Hit List, regardless of which rock they happen to

crawl out from under.

What does this pro-freedom stance signify in practice?

It means that a wide variety of social and political views
will be displayed in our articles, columns, letters section,

images, and ads. It also means that we will satirize and
poke fun at everyone and everything (including our-

selves), challenge every vested interest we can think of,

and gore every ox that has the misfortune to stumble
across our path, without fear or favor. We are equal oppor-

tunity "haters" and will therefore be equal opportunity

"offenders", albeit not in accordance with some ridiculous

quota system. We won't hesitate for a moment to aim
barbs at the mainstream, the fringes, the powerful, the

powerless, the rich, the poor, the upper class, the middle
class, the lower class, the underclass, men, women, het-

erosexuals, homosexuals, whites, blacks, Hispanics,

Asians, the intelligent, the stupid, the young, the old, the

handicapped, the good, the bad, the ugly, the beautiful,

Christians, Muslims, Jews, Buddhists, pagans, Satanists,

atheists, warmongers, peaceniks, the apolitical, the cen-

ter, the left, the right, democrats, liberals, conservatives,

communists, anarchists, fascists, feminists, capitalists,

managers, workers, the homeless, slackers, Yuppies, pol-

luters, ecologists, racists, anti-racists, upright citizens,

criminals, gang bangers, rappers, metalheads, skinheads,
punks, earthlings, aliens, and any other groups we want
to. No topic will be avoided, no matter how taboo, and no
view will be censored, no matter how "offensive". One of

our unofficial mottos, "we don't discriminate, we hate
everyone", might also end up serving as a fitting epitaph
for our entire magazine. If we don't manage to offend
every existing human group on the planet before we're

done, I will personally feel that we have failed to accom-
plish one of our primary objectives. As suggested above,

the only firm criterion for inclusion in our magazine will

be a noticeable degree of intelligence, creativity, imagina-
tion, literacy, and humor. As such we will regularly and
unapologetically discriminate against PC whiners of all

stripes, with their smarmy preprogrammed and knee-jerk

responses to everything, and more generally against the

stupid, the ignorant, the semi-literate, and the utterly

humorless. Such people are a blight on the human land-

scape, not to mention sadly omnipresent (including in the

pages of most other underground magazines) . Otherwise,

short of outright slander, virtually anything goes.

To sum up, our aim at Hit List is to provide you with
reasonably comprehensive coverage of the world's best

rock 'n' roll music, to inform you about ongoing develop-

ments in our rarefied and incestuous countercultural

milieu, to entertain you with our belligerent and sardonic

sense of humor, to foster rather than suppress debate
about important and interesting topics, and—perhaps
most importantly—to revive the critical "fuck you" spirit

that has always constituted the essence of genuine punk.
If everything goes as planned, Hit List will develop into a
veritable bastion of intellectual and cultural freedom, one
that helps to rejuvenate the creative spirit, provocative

behavior, and libertine if not downright decadent impuls-

es that once animated punk, wonderful traits which cer-

tain moral puritans and sectarian fanatics within our own
scene have since made a concerted but fortunately unsuc-
cessful effort to stifle. If you're sick and tired of all this

stodgy, "benevolent" paternalism and have been looking

for a hard-hitting underground music magazine with
integrity, intelligence, originality, humor, and a take-no-

prisoners attitude, then read on. If not, you'd better run
for cover, since Hit List will soon be firing volleys and lob-

bying grenades at all of your sacred cows.

HIT LIST AND MRR
Almost from the very moment that word got around

that we were starting a new magazine, many people sim-

ply assumed that Hit List would turn out to be another
anti-MRR" publication created by disgruntled former
shitworkers". To some extent this rush to judgement was
understandable. After all, Punk Planet and Heart Attack
had previously been launched, and both were perceived

as little more than pale imitations of MRR, a perception

scarcely belied by their original physical appearance, lay-

out, and organization of contents. Moreover, two of the

three initial partners in this venture—myself and Mel
Cheplowitz—had in fact written for MRR for many years.

Only Mel was truly a disgruntled "shitworker", however,
and in any case he and I soon found ourselves unable to

a
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continue to collaborate on this project because we had dif-

ferent visions about what kind of magazine we wanted to

put out. As a result Mel went off and launched yet anoth-
er new magazine on his own, Shredding Paper, which will

cover punk and Oi but focus much more on pop music
than ours. Meanwhile, Brett Mathews and I set about
putting together the kind of zine we envisioned, the very
rag you are now reading. Furthermore, it was perhaps
inevitable that, in our efforts to recruit the most enter-

taining, obnoxious, and opinionated columnists we could
find, we ended up soliciting contributions from two other

former MRR columnists, Ben Weasel and the Reverend
Norb, both of whom could fairly be described as at least

mildly disgruntled. Then too, several other people who
are now writing for Hit List have long had major gripes

about MRR, and some of them—here, Tesco Vee springs to

mind—had not been shy about expressing them publicly.

Finally, my own ever-increasing disillusionment with the
direction taken by MRR is a matter of public record, and
Tim Yohannan's attempt to suppress the political portions

of my column eventually led to my own resignation.

Given these circumstances it is not surprising that many
punks would view Hit List, -,

/ foundalbeit sight unseen, as an
"anti-MRR" publication. I

therefore feel it necessary

to clarify my own attitude

toward MRR, and explain

how Hit List will differ

from the venerable publica-

tion created by Tim and
others—myself included

—

over fifteen years ago.

When we first began
MRR, Tim and I both

hoped to counter what we
perceived to be the wide-

spread drug-induced apa-

thy and nihilism that were

gradually displacing broad-

er political and social concerns within San Francisco's

punk community. And since we both loved punk rock

with a passion, and were at the time caught up in the

excitement of fostering and sustaining the development of

a broader punk "movement" encompassing both older

urban and younger suburban punks, we were able to con-

tinue collaborating for many years. This was also possible

because Tim, despite his ideological rigidity, was invari-

ably filled with enthusiasm, intelligence, and good

humor. I always had a tremendous amount of respect and
fondness for Tim, and over time I came to think of him as

a kind of surrogate older brother (since I myself had been
an only child). Even so, we'd always had political dis-

agreements, often of a rather contentious nature. Back in

1980 1 considered myself to be an anarchist, which by def-

inition means that I was hostile to authority figures, van-

guard parties, and other sorts of hierarchical structures,

whereas Tim was a Marxist-Leninist with a Stalinist bent

who viewed totalitarian dictatorships like that of Mao
Zedong with rose-colored glasses. His political views had

H2_

the sort of sim-

plistic and knee-jerk

left-wing rhetoric that

was constantly being

peddled in the pages of
MRR to be increasingly

intolerable.

unfortunately crystallized around 1970, by which time
the democratic elements of the New Left had long since

been outmanuevered, if not supplanted, by a host of puri-

tanical, authoritarian, and cult-like Marxist-Leninist sects

who romanticized and supported the world's most brutal

Third World dictatorships—as long as they regurgitated

Marxist rhetoric and were sufficiently anti-American.

Perhaps the single most extraodinary thing about Tim
Yohannan—something which ranks right up there along-

side his tremendous organizational ability and his cack-

ling belly laugh—was that he never read, despite the fact

that he was an extremely intelligent person. I mean that

quite literally. He simply did not read, not even selective-

ly so as to artificially buttress his own preconceived opin-

ions. As a result his political ideas had become thorough-
ly ossified long before I actually met him, and no amount
of contrary evidence and logic could ever shake his fun-

damental convictions, which assumed an almost religious

aspect. Since my own political views had always been
more open-ended, and
continued to evolve

rapidly as I learned more
and more about political

and social matters, both

as a result of life experi-

ence and due to intensive

and systematic reading of

the type one is forced to

do as a graduate student,

I found the sort of sim-

plistic and knee-jerk left-

wing rhetoric that was
constantly being peddled

in the pages of MRR to be

increasingly intolerable.

It finally dawned on me
that MRR was never real-

ly about—and, worse still, would never, ever be about

—

fostering serious and intelligent debate on important but

complex political issues, as I'd hoped. Rather, it was
actively seeking to impose a specific and quite dogmatic

set of political and social values on its readership and, by
extension, on the entire punk scene. Others, who were not

nearly as close to Tim or MRR as I was, saw this clearly

long before I fully recognized and publicly acknowledged
it. Once I did, however, it was no longer possible for me
to collaborate actively in MRR's various projects.

I had always been a very individualistic person, and as

soon as I (rather belatedly) brought my philosophical

principles in line with my intrinsic emotional makeup by
abandoning collectivism once and for all—a process

described at length in my essay in Threat By Example—
my days at MRR were numbered. Since MRR was essen-

tially Tim's magazine, technically he had every right to

try and enforce ideological conformity in its pages. But in

retrospect it's hard to fathom why anyone associated with

punk rock would even want to enforce ideological con-
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formity, or have so little faith in his own readers that he
would be afraid to expose them to a diversity of social and
political views. In the end, all the misplaced humanitari-

anism and demands for "social justice" peddled in MRR
rang rather hollow, because they could not disguise the

fundamental fact that both its authoritarian internal poli-

cies and its collectivistic political values were wholly anti-

thetical to real personal freedom. Tim's decision to censor

the political portions of my own column was thus

emblematic of the entire problem with MRR, not to men-
tion the action which finally ended my association with

the magazine. Although I remained very close friends

with Tim up until his death (despite the immense and
ever-growing gulf between our respective political views)

,

and likewise still consider a number of other people cur-

rently associated with MRR to be good friends, for years I

have viewed MRR as repre-

sentative of, and perhaps

even responsible for, many
of the most reprehensible

trends associated with the

contemporary punk scene.

This jaundiced view of

MRR has nothing whatso-

ever to do with Tim's trag- c/f/If8 3fftt *&
ic, premature death and ^" tr If ft II ff ft

his replacement by
younger people such as

Jacqueline and the recent-

ly-departed Mark, both of whom I like on a personal level.

And it certainly doesn't affect my generally high opinion

of Tim himself, whose absence I miss greatly. At this point

I could go on at length about MRR's various flaws, but

that would serve no real purpose, especially since they are

already apparent to so many people. Suffice it to say that

MRR is infused with the sort of ideological dogmatism,
mindless rhetoric, self-righteousnessness, moral puri-

tanism, and censorious paternalism which I not only find

personally repugnant but also consider alien to any mean-
ingful concept of freedom. Even worse, it has tried to set

itself up as the arbiter of all matters relating to punk, as if

a counterculture so chaotic and multiform could ever be

remolded in the image of MRRl If punk isn't about foster-

ing personal freedom, then it isn't—or shouldn't be-
about anything at all.

As for Hit List, I really don't see it as being in direct

competition with MRR. This may appear strange and even

naive, since both magazines are trying to provide reason-

ably comprehensive coverage of punk and underground
rock music. But MRR's primary mission has always been,

and still is, to foster and sustain the growth and develop-

ment of the international punk community, something it

has done fairly effectively for almost twenty years. Our
goals are at first glance far more modest, since all we aim

to do is provide coverage of the best underground rock 'n'

// punk isn 't about fos-

tering personal free-

dom, then it isn't—or

be—about

anything at all.
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roll, past and present. We have no plans to cover the

development of the punk scene in Turkey or Indonesia,

much less to try and control its development. We are of

course happy to learn that ethical people who are into

punk rock are doing worthwhile things in various parts of

the world, and we applaud their efforts. But we're not

going to provide detailed and ongoing coverage of devel-

opments in various punk scenes, so don't look to our

magazine for that. Yet on further reflection, our aims are

not really limited to covering rock 'n' roll, as important as

that is to us. As noted above, we are also into promoting
maximum freedom of expression, and it is in this area that

we are not merely unlike MRR, but diametrically opposed
to it. Certain foolish people may interpret this as some
sort of "betrayal" of MRR, or even of Tim's friendship, but

I'm certain that if Tim were alive today he'd not only be
excited about the fact that we were putting out an aggres-

sive new punk magazine but would also be willing to

offer us support in various ways. Tim always admired
other people who were as honest, uncompromising, and

principled as he himself

was, even if he deplored

their principles, which is

why he and I remained
such good friends despite

all of our disagreements.

Far from turning over in his

grave, I feel confident that

at this very moment Tim is

bestowing his blessings and
indeed beatifically smiling

down upon our new pro-

ject. Anyone who imagines

otherwise probably never knew the cantankerous SOB
very well.

Henceforth I myself don't plan to say anything at all

about MRR, since I've got far more interesting and impor-

tant things to do than sit around sniping at other punk
magazines. I even went so far as to request that all of our

writers avoid making childish personal attacks on MRR or

other well-known punk institutions and scenesters,

although certainly not to avoid criticizing them for hold-

ing particular views or engaging in specific actions. Of

course, being the ornery punks that they are, four of our

columnists—including all three of the aforementioned

"disgruntled" ex-MRR writers—immediately ignored my
suggestions, and one even had the temerity to claim

(falsely, I might add) that I was trying to force him to con-

form to "silly" rules. Unfortunately, there's nothing I can
do about this, since trying to curb their verbal excesses in

any way would violate both my own maximalist approach

to free speech and our magazine's proclaimed anti-cen-

sorship policy. Hopefully, they've now gotten all those

uncontrollable anti-Mi?/? sentiments out of their systems

and will henceforth be able to concentrate on other mat-

ters. In any case it should be clear that, despite the extrav-

agant and wholly unwarranted claims made by certain

individuals, Hit List aims to supplement rather than sup-

plant influential older punk magazines like MRR and



Flipside, as well as to provide a feisty new alternative to

them. As far as I'm concerned, the more options people

have and the more opinions they are exposed to, the bet-

ter.
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EDDIEAND THE
DREAMERS

I
thought that would get the attention of all you
'REAL TUFF PUNKERS', i.e., those who punk,
out there. OK, you've paid your money, expecting

to see a semi-professional show, so let's go with

professional show biz!! Let's get movin' now, huh (as

punk rocker Steve Martin has said) . The expertise and

solid foundation of knowledge upon which I draw to

base my opinions

stem from my own
'do -nothing- go-

nowhere, UNABLE-
TO-TELL-RIGHT-
FROM-WRONG,
OR—WORSE YET—
GOOD-FROM-BAD'
modus operandi,

which old people

like me naturally

seem to adopt and develop as the decades whizz by,

while struggling to absorb a bit of info from each

decade, only to have everything mercilessly stripped

away as a result of drinking litre after litre of deli-

cious diet sodas. This is not a disclaimer, just a fact,

Jack (as punk rocker Bill Murray has said).

So, punk rockers, will the 90s be the decade that

punk rocker Greg Shaw's 'It Will All Come Back' pop
revival really happens?

I don't think so, and
neither was the 80s for

that matter, but it's

really nice to put on
those rosy glasses once

and a while and flick

through a Bomp editor-

ial, still an icon of that

religious grail to all hedo-

nists at heart, i.e., baby
boomers, no matter how
ludicrous those ideas

might have seemed at the

time. I am not prepared to

enter that arena and let myself get eaten alive by all them
argument sharks over the logistical and sociological cir-

cumstances surrounding that particular pizza pie—that's

Mike Lucas' territory, a guy who lives for the argument

department. Anyhow, it came to be that (punk rocker)

Greg Shaw's Bomp, Voxx, and BFD labels, as well as oth-

ers (Moxie, Crypt, Eva, etc.) that were not (punk rocker)

/ know everyone 'cool'

already knows all about

these records—HELLO
punk rocker NEWMAN!

Greg Shaw's doings, had reissued many LPs containing

'punk rock from the 60s'. But not all was well. Some were

good, but a lot ended up containing the scuzz from the

bottom of the barrels. Now, almost twenty years later,

punk rocker Tim Warren shits out ten, count 'em, ten,

new compilations of the creamiest 'punk rock from the

60s'. The first five entries in the series (called "Teenage

Shutdown") were mostly a rehash of 80s comps like "New
England Teen Scene" and "Chosen Few". This, duh, was a

good thing, as many of those comps in the 80s were as

expensive as gas and contained lots of cereal filler like

Alpo. And nice people such as Billy and Miriam have reis-

sued the Sonics' first and second LPs—Beat Rocket have

just re-released their third LP at a higher price, but it's still

a lot cheaper than trying to get one at a record swap from
the old fat man getting rich off megaloonies like Peepin'

John—as well as the Wailers first LP (have you ever heard

of punk rock?) and a 'best of on their Norton label.

(Remember when these things were reissued by Etiquette

in the 80s?) These LPs have the original covers, complete

with a bunch of informative liner notes and extra songs.

Sorry, but these are two groups I can't push hard enough,

especially to anyone who goes around calling themselves

a 'punk' or someting equally gumpy [Ed.—say what?)

(like 'power pop', or some goobery shit like that, ha ha).

Are these the new and improved 60s 'punk' reissuses and

comps of the 90s? So far, so good. The next five in the

series have never been reissued before and approach the

quality level of "Back from the Graves", if you're into

keeping score at all (like statistical whiz, drumming
genius, and Merseybeat man Mike Saunders, late of the

Rockin' Blues and Lennonburger [Ed.—truly a magnifi-

cent band]) .

I'm already tired of hearing myself blah blah blah , and
I know everyone 'cool'

already knows all about

these records—HELLO
punk rocker NEWMAN!—
but the rest of you should-

n't ignore them the next

time you pop into your

local record shop. Next

time I will examine the

truth behind 'Donna bash-

ing', how 'punk rock'

style has 'evolved' into the

powerful pop FASHION
(as in 'dedicated followers

of) it is today, and the

increased 'collectability' of shitty dollar LPs like Paul

Collins' Beat, the Rubinoos, and worst of all, TEENAGE
HEAD, ha ha. SORRY, maybe I shouldn't have said any-

thing. Leave the Hermans Hermits 'collectables' for me,

and go eat a pizza down in Hollywood, why dontcha?

Rock & roll is alive and living under the mattress where
some smarmy little kid keeps his booger collection. -0
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'ecfr/c Frankenstein
has been challenging
the "New World
Order" byfilling the

record bins ana bringing
back the rock 'n' roll show
all over the world for the
past three years, they've
been compared to the
Dead Boys, the MCs, Kiss,
the Misfits, the Damned,
Black Flag, AC/DC,
Motorhead, the
Heartbreakers. and the
Stooges. Just in case you
iust got out ofjail or have
wen in a coma—the rest
ofyou have no excuse—
here's a briefEF overview,
intent on resurrecting the
corpse ofrock *n' roll by
seamlessly welding
together the best ideas
from 50's R&B, R&R, and
Rockabilly: 6o's Garage
and British Invasion; 70's
Glitter and Hard Rock;
Bo's Metal and Hardcore;
and go's Grunge, Electric
Frankenstein was founded
by Sal Canzonieri (rhythm
guitar), who owned NJ
recordstore Rebel Rouser
and was once in NYC
noise/space rock cult
band the Thing; lead gui-
tarist Jim Foster, one of
the founding members of
Adrenalin OD; and bassist
(and brother) Dan
Canzonieri, who was in
gothic band Kathedral and
also played in Rozz
Williams 9 and Eva O's
Shadow Project and
Christian Death. EF had a
succession ofdrummers
and singers (notably
vocalistScott Wilkins of
Verbal Abuse for two LPs,
and drummerJohn Steele
of Holeshot and Voice of
Doom) before (rejsettling
on Steve Miller (formerly
of the Crash Street Kids]
on vocals and Rob Sifcek
of Fur, Crawlpappy, Mind's
Eye, and Uppercut on
drums. So there you have
it.



Q: I've noticed that on the back

of your last few releases

you've been printing "Fight

the Anti-Rock Conspiracy, Support
Real RockV Roll". Please elabo-

rate on this "Anti-Rock Conspiracy"

and what it means, and also what
you consider "real" rock

4

n' roll to

be.

A: What we want to do, the whole
:dea of Electric Frankenstein, is to

bring back the fun and the excite-

ment that was once in rock. To

update rock *n* roll for modern times

so that it doesn't die out. As the

involved in music and in life, instead

of slowly rotting away like boring

average people. It makes you do
things like starting your own band,

producing a fanzine, promoting
shows, starting book clubs, writing

articles, interviewing bands, creat-

ing albums covers and posters, and
meeting other people at shows. In

other words, it creates EXCITE-

MENT! Now, is this kind of music on

mainstream radio? No. Is it in the

mainstream press? No. Is rock 'n'

roll what people want? Yes. How do
we know that? Because radio listen-

ership is at a 17 year low! Magazine

cal views, and so on. The rock *n'

roll attitude is to question authority

and rebel against the status quo
and mass minded boredom. Roll

and rollers want to think for them-
selves. Of course, this is frightening

to a government that wants people

to be under its control and to func-

tion as enslaved mass consumers.

The Anti-Rock Conspiracy is the con-

spiracy to keep us too stupid to

question authority. Look at how
useless public school education is.

No one is taught how to think any-

more, but rather to compete to be

popular. School work is ignored,

Dictators new song says, "Who Will

Save Rock and Roll?". Nowadays it

seems that a lot of the major labels

are trying to kill off rock for good
with these nondescript "alternative"

music bands and even more boring

Electronica music. And MTV is brain-

washing kids with endless hours of

Rap music. As if rock and roll was a

small thing, a minor event in the

history of music, which is obviously

false. Real rock 'n' roll is music

made from the heart, it comes from

the streets and not the record com-

pany marketing offices. It has a

grass roots following of real fans,

not fair weather "buyers". It's music

with a great beat, powerful emo-
tions, and hooks and melodies that

stick in your head for years. It's

music that changes your life and

you never can forget that rush when
you first hear it. It makes your

insides move! You know it when you

hear it, like the first time you heard

the Ramones, Dead Boys, Damned,
Black Flag, Misfits, and so on. It

makes you glad that you are alive

and gives you inspiration to get

readership is also at an all time low.

And when they do surveys, the

results come back saying that peo-

ple want more media coverage of

rock 'n' roll bands, new and old. Do
they do anything about this? No. So
what's going on? Why are they

ignoring what the people want? The

answer is simple: CONTROL. You are

a unit to be exploited and con-

trolled. You must buy what they cre-

ate and want you to have. This is

the Anti-Rock Conspiracy. For years

now, the major labels and the mass
media have been ignoring what

people want and trying the brain-

wash people into liking what they

want you to like. The first technique

they use to control people is to

keep people divided. When rock 'n'

roll was king, all the teenagers and

young adults were together, they

weren't divided into tiny little splin-

ter groups like kids are today. There

were many variations of rock 'n' roll

and kids listened to all of it.

Together all these rockers made up

one hell of a group, with their own
ideas, art, lifestyle, attitude, politi-
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and people don't

even know how to

read anymore. They
don't care about learning because

the schools teach them nothing. .

What do they get fed in schools

instead? Drugs. Again, this is to

keep them stupid. The huge

amount of drugs coming into this

country can't be accidental.

Someone has to let it in. In case

after case, there has been govern-

ment intervention after major deal-

ers have been arrested and they

then end up being let go! Judges,

DEA agents, etc., complain that they

are forced to look the other way. It's

like the Democrats are the coke

dealers and the Republicans are the

heroin dealers, and they fight and

form alliances to obtain market

shares! It's drugs that facilitate

most of our crimes and murders.

It's drugs that cause neighborhoods

to go down, which then make the

races hate each other out of confu-

sion and fear. This is a deliberate

situation created to destabilize the

population. First they did it in the

_1£B



cities, and now it is in the suburbs.

All over the US, the suburbs have
turned into places with gangs, drug
dealers, murders, robberies, etc.

And, where is it the worst? Amongst
the kids. Today, there is no thinking

for yourself. The problem is a deep-
rooted one, because it is part of a

conspiracy to keep people stupid!

[Ed.— people are plenty stupid all by

themselves. It doesn't take much to

keep them that way] For example,
common people are kept divided

into special interest groups so that

they don't notice they are being

fooled into fighting each other while

they are being screwed by the gov-

ernment. This is being continued

from generation to generation,

which means that is being recreated

amongst the young. People are kept

divided because they are brain-

virtue of the fact that we are all

born the same, as human beings. All

this was already spelled out by the

US constitution long ago. But the

fake idea of civil rights removes this

protection and takes us into a pseu-
do world where we are granted priv-

ileges, where everyone is kept in a

state of competition for more privi-

leges. People then start to hate

each other. We are all then one step

away from being carted away and
put into concentration camps once
our "privileges" are taken away by

law. People don't generally know
this, though ANYONE can look this

up in any public library, but during

World War II Congress passed a law

declaring people of the United

States to be "enemies of the US
Government", thereby suspending
the US Constitution since we are all

washed into

The sales of all the "alternative"
bands and Electronica bands fell,

and all those major
labels are now
doing really badly.
They can barely sell

anything anymore
because they have

thinking there

are such

things as

white, black,

gay, and
straight rights

and special

interests,

when these

categories are

just media
constructs.

We are all

human
beings, with

basic human
rights that are

already delin-

eated in the

US constitu-

tion. People deserve a good life

because they are human beings

with inalienable rights that come
from just being born! Not fake civil

rights for whites, blacks, gays, this

religion, that religion, this cause,

that cause. Since people are being

fooled into thinking about civil

rights, they are put into a position

where the government grants them
privileges and LETS them do things

by law. Laws that can be changed

and taken away. But human rights

are not privileges that come from

the government. No one can take

them away because you are born

with them. Everyone should have a

decent life that is free of hate by

bored people to
death. Finally, people are rebelling
against the brainwashing and looking
to find things out on their own.

of foreign origin! No lie. And, guess

what? This law has never been
repealed! We are all here by privi-

lege, and at any moment martial

law can be declared and off we go

to our deaths. This divide-and-con-

quer idea has also been applied to

youth. In the 50s, 60s, and 70s,

people who questioned authority

had music as a major part of their

lives. Now, kids are all broken up

into tiny sub-divisions called hard-

core, punk, garage, pop, gothic, etc.

There are hundreds of splinter

groups, each scene getting smaller

and smaller and more and more
generic sounding. MTV and other

government tools worked on brain-

washing kids into stupefying them-
selves with useless drugs and
meaningless sex and creating a

pseudo "youth culture", but it's

designed to sell their advertised

products and their fake lifestyles. It

wasn't naturally evolving, like real

rock 'n' roll was throughout its his-

tory. In the past, rock music always
grew and changed in a natural way,

based on the ideas of the people
doing it. Look at how rock music
evolved from 50s Rockabilly, to 60s
garage rock and psychedelic music,

to 70s hard rock and punk rock, to

80s heavy metal and hardcore, to

early 90s grunge. Now, it's been
replaced with a prepackaged pro-

gram that dictates the clothes, the

music, the sounds, and the attitude.

Sometime after the mid 1990s, rock

'n' roll began to be ignored and
replaced in the

media with

"Alternative"

music, rap, and
"Electronica".

Look at all

these subur-

ban kids being

brainwashed

into acting like

inner city gang-

ster types by

rap. These so-

called musical

styles are fake,

and are often

produced not

by bands from

the streets but

by record com-
panies that are

backed financially by hidden mil-

lionaire investors. Music became a

commodity that Wall Street

investors played an important part

in. But in the end, all that did was
bore everybody. The sales of all the

"alternative" bands and Electronica

bands fell, and all those major

labels are now doing really badly.

They can barely sell anything any-

more because they have bored peo-

ple to death. Finally, people are

rebelling against the brainwashing

and looking to find things out on

their own. EF is a case in point. We
sold about 70,000 records all by

word of mouth, and thus outsold

most of the "alternative" bands on

I t l«
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major labels. This was just due to a

grass roots following based on

someone telling someone else. No
advertising, no promotion, nothing.

It was also based on the merits of

our songwriting. We don't even put

our pictures on our records for this

very reason. We want people to like

us for our music. Being on a major

label is often the kiss of death—
look at how many bands totally dis-

appear within a year of going with a

major. I think the era of the major

labels is over. The proof is that they

have no clue on how to make bands
sell anymore. With the advent of the

Internet, they are no longer needed,

since all labels and all bands are on

equal footing with the Internet. I

believe, for all these reasons, that

we should fight the Anti-Rock

Conspiracy by supporting bands

that write real music,

by supporting being

smart and educating

yourself, by support-

ing the do-it-yourself

movement, by sup-

porting being self-

reliant, and by sup-

porting the question-

ing of authority so

that we can be free to

think for ourselves.

very enthusiastic at our shows. We
try to really play with feeling and

not seem like we are just going

through the motions. We love rock

'n' roll and we want other people to

see what's great about it, too. We
get lots of great letters in the mail

from people telling us how much
the music makes them feel charged

up and makes them remember
when more bands were playing with

the same kind of energy and verve.

A lot of other bands sound like

they're playing one big long song.

With ten of these bands' records

played in a row, it sounds like one

band. And that's really boring. I

think a lot of people forgot about

being exciting and about dynamics,

melodies, counter-melodies, crafts-

manship in song writing, riffs, and
hooks. They forgot everything that

experience,

Q: For awhile it

seemed like rock 'n'

roll was considered

"old fashioned". Why
do you feel that you
have to revitalize rock

•n'roll?

People want rock, because
rock 'n' roll is like a religious

like a sexual and
spiritual thins
that you can

feel
throughout
your whole

body and that
' can only come

from really exciting music, loud,
heavy, and powerful.

And then we get the young kids

under 18 writing to us and saying

"oh, you know I started out just lis-

tening to pop and then I heard your

band. It really excited me. It makes
me feel like the bands I used to read

about, and it's great to have bands
like that that I can listen to now."

So, we helped open these kids'

minds up to real rock 'n' roll, and

now they want to find out about the

bands that we get compared to and
the bands that we talk about in our

interviews, and the kids will start to

go searching all over for them. We
get a lot of fan mail from people

saying we gave them a lot of inspi-

ration, We must be appealing to the

kids because they seem to write to

us a lot. Both older people and
younger people write to us a lot. I

think this year alone I got 3 cartons

full of letters from

all over the world,

including coun-

tries like Spain,

Greece,

Yugoslavia,

Russia. Finland,

Sweden, Holland,

Italy, and japan. I

think that proves

that we're doing

the right thing

with what we
sound like, and
that we're helping

to re-vitalize the

corpse of rock *n'

roll. We're trying to

give it an electric

jump-start!

A: People want rock, because rock

'n' roll is like a religious experience,

like a sexual and spiritual thing that

you can feel throughout your whole

body and that can only come from

really exciting music, loud, heavy,

and powerful. What we wanted to

do was bring back melody and good

songwriting, but still keep the music

really powerful and heavy.

Q: What has the response been

from your audiences?

A: EF is obviously doing something

right, because people are usually

makes a song exciting and interest-

ing. When an audience that is

starved for this finally hears a band
really play, it just lights them up like

rockets!

Q: Do you think that people are

finally wising up to this and that

the music scene is finally starting

to see a rock *n' roll revival.

A: Well, it's true, because now we
get letters from all over the world.

People 25 and up are saying "thank

God you're bringing back the really

great aspects of music that rock

used to have, and that "alternative"

music is finally being killed off".
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Q: You guys have been quite prolif-

ic in the past few years. What do
you think about your flood of cur-

rent releases? I've noticed that

some magazines, such as MRR,
don't seem to realize that many of

the records they get are not meant
to be imports, and then tend to

bash you guys undeservedly for all

this duplication. Could you maybe
expand on that?

A: It's nothing but giving the peo-

ple what they want. A lot of people

don't understand about releasing

records when you are popular

worldwide. The people who say that

are usually the people who get



them for free, such as reviewers!

What these people don't understand

is that we have a lot of fans from all

over the world. The records would
cost too much as imports into those

countries, so we release the stuff as

different editions in different coun-

tries to help people in those coun-

tries get the records at the local

price. This is the right thing to do, if

you really care about your fans! But

the record distributors get greedy

and start importing them into the

US, even though it's against our

contract terms. So then it's not

supposed to be here, but peo-

ple see it here as imports from

Europe and they just think

that we're just re-releasing the

same songs all the time. But

we're not, it's that one is on a

European label and one is on

an American label. We only

really have 3 LPs out, about one

a year. The rest are live records or

compilations of leftover tracks and

EPs. We have the WFMU Pat Duncan
Show radio sessions LPs out, where
of course we do the songs that we
were doing live at the time. In the

long run, I go by what the people

who write me letters say and what
the people who come to my shows
say, not what the critics say. 99% of

all the reviews are really enthusias-

tic. The others don't say anything is

wrong with the music, just that there

are several versions of the same
things. The thing is, they would
never have even known about it if

they didn't get them for free from the

labels asking them to review it. Yeah,

MRR started saying that. If they had-

n't said anything, nobody would've

cared. If the world wasn't such that

people didn't have instant access to

things, they would never be able to

get the import versions to review.

They are lucky to get them. I guess

I'll tell the overseas labels to take

them off their mailing lists; that way,

they'll only see the US versions of

the records. The record collectors all

seem pretty happy with us, as are

our real fans. Even most reviewers,

really. There are even bootleg live

albums and videos out that we our-

selves didn't put out, from all over,

which is very flattering. I'm not

against people making bootleg

records of our live shows, I just want

them to send us copies for our

record collections! We keep getting

more and more offers from indepen-

dent labels to do releases with them,
and they all do well. What are you
supposed to tell people, that you
don't feel like putting out records?

No matter how
much

we

out,

people still wanna buy our new
releases. So it's really the only way
to get our music to the largest num-
ber of people. They write to us and

tell us to do it this way. I try to be

really considerate of all our fans,

here and overseas, and then some
selfish people try to criticize us for

caring about our fans? Fuck 'em, our

fans come first, not people who get

records for free and don't even know
how to write a real review that tells

people what the music actually

sounds like, instead of a writing a

bunch of useless comments that do

a disservice to their own readers by

ignoring that they want to know
what a record sounds like.

Q: What is going on on the East

Coast nowadays? Is the NY scene

still alive? Is it still a scene at all, or

is everybody just sort of doing their

own thing? Are there still clubs that

are into supporting the scene?

A: I'm afraid that the NYC scene is

pretty dormant right now. It has

splintered into tiny factions that

can't sustain enough people to get a

scene going. Hardcore, garage,

punk, rockVML sure, glam,

squatter puric. al ;- - s totally sep-

arate from ok £"«=*. =id this has
destroy;:: :-•= : _- sze-e. There are

hardly any ptarrs to ptay, and the

good bands are baskafy trying to

get out as fast as tfeey can.

Q: What bands out there right now
make you just stand back and say,

Fuck, yeah! These guys rock."?

A: There are a bunch of great bands
that rock, and I don't separate them
into categories because as I said,

this is fake. Real rock *n' roll is

being produced by bands like

Nebula, Chrome Locust (Todd

Youth's new band), the

Candysnatchers, Fu Manchu,
Monster Magnet, the new
Marilyn Manson LP (believe it or

not), Acid King, Altamont,

Mudhoney are still great live,

Turbonegro, the Hellacopters,

Gluecifer, the Rockets, the

Turbentines, the Orange Goblins,

Electric Wizard, the Dragons, the

Supersuckers, the Gaza Strippers

(Rick Sims' new band), the Jon

Spencer Blues Explosion, Rocket

from the Crypt, Third Year Down, and
so on.

Q: What's on the EF horizon (new
releases, new projects, upcoming
tours, etc.)?

A: Well, we hope to be touring the

US in the spring, our usual major

cities shows, then go to Europe for 3
weeks in May. Then to Canada,

japan, and Australia. We have a new
single coming out on Victory called

"I'm Not Your (Nothing)", which is

due Jan 26th. The new album is

called "How to Make a Monster",

and is due out in the spring of 1999.

Coop is doing the cover and a video

(he did a great Rocket From the

Crypt video), and Scream Queen

Julie Strain will be on the back cover

as the Bride of Frankenstein. Other

than that, we are doing singles for

TKO and Scooch Pooch, and some
stuff for Man's Ruin, Estrus, Get Hip,

and so on. Lots of tribute comps and

such, too. All with Steve on vocals,

of course. Remember, Fight the Anti-

Rock Conspiracy! Support Real Rock

'n' Roll! Let's Do the Big Takeover! $

22- ;/#«£*.



ELECTRICFRANKENSTEIN DISGOGRAPHY
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. - - -.

Steve Miller - vocals (back again by popular

demand)

Jim Foster - lead guitar

Sal Canzonieri- rhythm guitar

Donato Canzonieri — bass

Rob Sefcik— drums

Temporary guests:

Joey Ramone - vocals (he's the next guest vocalist!)

Rik L Rik - vocals

Former members:

Scott Wilkins - vocals (from Nov 95 to August 97)

John Steele • drums (from 95 to Oct 97 )

Renee Valentine — drums (from 94 to 95)

John Caton - drums (from 93 to 94)

Christopher Lynn — bass (from Oct 95 thru June

96)

Other activities:

Rik L Rik was in F Word and Negative TVend, and

on the Beach Blvd LP, before he sang with EF to

commemorate his twentieth anniversary of perform-

ing Punk Rock. He did two full shows (31 Oct 1997

in NY and 1 Nov 1997 in NJ), and sang "Out There'

with EF in Los Angeles and Long Beach, California.

Scott W. was in Verbal Abuse and Condemned to

Death, and has moved back to Los Angeles,

California.

Steve Miller was in the Crash Street Kids, EF, and

then the Dead Planet Babies, and is now back in EF.

Dan was in Shadow Project, Christian Death,

Kathedral, Empire Hideous, and Swank.

Sal was in The Thing and Doom Patrol, and func-

tioned as the guest guitarist for one show with Von

Lmo/Red TVansistor.

Jim was in Adrenalin OD, the Holy Rollers, Lurch,

and Evil Smocks.

Rob was in Fur, Crawlpappy, Minds Eye, and

Uppercut.

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN
SINGLES
l.EF Theme T (USA:Mint Tone 1994)

EF Theme/Fast & Furious

2. A Sweet Sickness EP 7" (EUR: Demolition Derby

1994, DD 020)

OUT OF PRINT, Only 1000 pressed

Rise And Crash/We Are The Dangerous/Too Much

For You/A Sweet Sickness

3. It's All Moving Faster 7" (USA: Puncrock Records

1995, PUN-005) OUT OF PRINT, first 1, 000 on

green vinyl, 2nd press on black

It's All Moving Faster/Coolest Little Monster (with

Zacherle)

4. New Rage 7" (USA: Exit Records 1995, EXIT 2)

OUT OF PRINT, first 1,000 on blue vinyl.

New Rage/Home Of The Brave (originally by

Naked Raygun)

5. Electrify Me 7" (USA: Junk Records 1995, JR»1)

First 1,000 on black vinyl,second press on red

vinyl.

Electrify Me/ust Like Your Mom

6.Get Off My Back 7" (USA: Junk Records 1995,

JR#2) First 1,000 on black vinyl, second press on

green vinyl.

Get Off My Back/Face At The Edge Of The Crowd

7. Action High 7" (USA: Intensive Scare Records

1996, IS-*6) OUT OF PRINT, Only 2,000 printed,

black vinyl, first 1,000 included an EF fridge mag-

net.

Action High/Out There

8. Not Wit U 7" (USA: Get Hip; 1996, GH-196) first

500 on green vinyl-Cover by Cliff Mott

Not Wit' U/Pure & Simple

9. Blackout 7" (Victory Records) first 500 on green

vinyl-Cover by Wheez!

Blackout/A Singer's Blood (aka "Naked Heat")

10. Deal With It 7" (USA: Sonic Swirl) first !,000

have different picture sleeve.

Deal With It/Monster Demolisher

11. EF Stomp 7" (EUR: Demolition Derby 1997)

1,000 on clear vinyl.

EF Stomp/Queen Wasp (Misfits cover - sung by

John Steele)

12. Devil Dust 7"-picture disc (USA: One Foot

Records) First 1,000 have special outer sleeve.

Devil Dust/Right Now!

13. Estrus 7"- (Estrus Records 1998, ES 7123) with

Steve on Vocals Green vinyl-Cover by Art Chantry!

You're So Fake/Rocket in My Veins

14. Junk 7" - (USA: Junk Records) with Scott on

vocals ,clear vinyl

Clockwise/Frustration (Crime cover)

15. Reptilian 7" - (USA: Reptilian Records) with

Scott on vocals

First 500 on green vinyl-Live single!

Teenage Shutdown/Demolition Joyride

16. UPCOMING: Coldfront/Sin City 7" - (USA:

Coldfront cf-010) 2 brand new songs with Steve

back on vox!! 200 silk screen covers with green

marble vinyl, 300 green marble vinyl with normal

covers, second press black vinyl !!-Cover art by

Mark Devito!!

Up From The Streets/Razor Blade Touch

SPLIT SINGLES

1. split 7" with Hellacopters (EUR: Frank Records,

1997, Frank 004) 3 different colors, 100 brown, 900

purple, 500 black.Repress on hot pink vinyl.

Learn Tb Burn/Born Wild

2. UPCOMING: split 7" with Crispy Nuts (female

Japanese Ramones band) (ITALY: Kill

Yourself/ Rockin Bones Records) with Rik L Rik on

Vocals

Savage (Fun Things cover)

3. split 7" with L. E. S. Stitches (USA: Devil Doll

Records) with Steve on vocals

We are the Road Crew" (Motorhead cover)

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN ALBUMS

1. The Time Is Now 10" (EUR: Nitro! nov 1995,

N1TRO005) Out of print, was limited to 1,000

Teenage Shutdown/The Time Is Now/(You're No)

Superstar/Right On Target /IWant More/Demolition

Joyride - Demolition Derby

1. The Time Is Now CD (EUR: - nov 1995,

NITRO005)

1. The Time Is Now LP (EUR: Nitrot 1996,

NITRO00S)

1. The Time Is Now CD (USA: Nesak - 'Kado, 1997)

These compile The Time is Now 10" with the first

two singles-different song order/cover art/mastering

for Europe & USA.

Teenage Shutdown/The Time Is Now/(You're No)

Superstar/Right On Target/1 Want More/Demolition

Joyride - Demolition Derby/EF Theme/Fast &
Furious/Rise & Crash/We Are The Dangerous/Too

Much For You/A Sweet Sickness

2. Conquers The World CD (USA: Nesak/Kado)

2. Conquers The World LP (USA: Get Hip, 1996,

GH-1048) a singles compilation - different cover art

on vinyl LP,

Firstl.OOO black vinyl, second press purple vinyl.

It's All Moving Faster/Electrify Me/Just Like Your

Mom/New Rage/Deal With It/Home Of The
Brave/Monster Demolisher/Face At The Edge Of

The Crowd/Get Off My Back/Coolest Little Monster

3 Sick Songs CD (USA: Nesak/Kado Records 1997,

19829-2)

Action High/ril Be Standing (On My Own)/Not Wit

u/Pure & Simple/Born Wild/1 Wish I Could/Learn

To Burn/Back At You Clockwise/Out There (origi-

naly by F-Word)

3. Sick Songs 10" (USA: Get Hip, 1997)YelIow vinyl

Action High/I'll Be Standing (On My Own)/Born

Wild/I Wish 1 Could/ Learn To Burn/Back At

You/Clockwise Out There/ (originaly by F-Word)

3. Action High LP/CD (UK: One Louder)

Cover art by Savage Pencil!

Action High/I'll Be Standing (On My Own)/Not Wit

U/Pure & Simple/Born Wild/I Wish I Could/Learn

To Bum/Back At You/Clockwise/Out There (origi-

naly by F-Word)

Frustration (originaly by crime, bonus track for

English press).

4. Fractured 10"EP/CDEP (EUR V&V Productions)

EUR version of USA Spare Parts LP/CD on Get Hip

.Only l,000copies.

Devil Dust/Right Now!/Your Emotions (Dead

Kennedys cover)/Fractured Man's Ruin / Borneo

Jimmy (Dictators cover)

4. Spare Parts LP/CD (USA: Get Hip) Full-length 10

song USA version. Devil Dust/Right Now!/

Fractured/Your Emotions (Dead Kennedys

cover)/Man's Ruin/Borneo Jimmy (Dictators

cover)/EF Stomp (instrumental)/Rise & Crash

(Live)/plus three more live songs.

5. Monsterl0*'EP/CDEP (AUS/USA: Au-Go-Go) Rik

L Rik on vocals - Limited edition 6 song EP for first

printing

Only 1,000 copies.

Naked Heat/Biackout/Savage (Fun Things

cover)/Imperial Void/Used lb Know/Queen Wasp

(Misfits cover)

5. Rock And Roll Monster LP/CD (AUS/USA/EUR:

Au-Co-Co)

Naked Heat/Blackout/Savage (Fun Things

cover) /Imperial Void/Used To Know/Queen Wasp

(Misfits cover)/I Got Power Meathouse/Do the Nihil

(live)/Out There (live)

6. Listen Up, Baby!: (Man's Ruin label) 10" EP/CD -

CD is split with the Hookers. 10" limited to 2,000

with Kozik art!!!

Listen Up, Baby!/Neurotic Pleasures/Hostage

Situation/ Social Infection/Hammered/Takin' It All.

7. UPCOMING: Full Length 12 song LP/CD on

Victory Records

t H* ' M ft k ;/»*£* ^23
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ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN LIVE RECORDS -

OFFICIAL & BOOTLEGS

1. 1 Was a Teenage Shutdown: WFMU Session 1,

4/25/96) Picture Disc LP (EUR: V&V Productions)

limited 3000 press of picture disc

1. 1 Was a Teenage Shutdown: (WFMU Session I,

4/25/96) LP/CD (USA: Estrus) - Scott on vocals

Teenage Shutdown/All Moving
Faster/Superstar/Rise and Cash/New Rage/I Wish I

Could/EF Theme/Right On Target/Demolition

Joyride

2. How I Rose From the Dead . . . WFMU Session II

<vf7/98 LP/CD (One Foot Records) Steve on vocals.

Devil Dust/Blackout /Action High/ Rocket In My
Veins/Right Now /Time Is Now/Neurotic Pleasures

/Deal With It /EF Theme

3. Live at Court Tavern NJ 7" - (Munster Records-

Spain) with Rik L Rik on Vocals .Yellow vinyl, gate

fold.

Do the Nihil/1 Cot Power/Meathouse/Out There

4. UPCOMING Why I'm Evil - Live at Euclid Tavern,

Cleveland Ohio (Sonic Swirl Records), Steve on
Vocals.

5. UPCOMING: My Life as an Electric Frankenstein

- Live at Continental NYC (Safety Pin records) Steve

on Voc<vs.

6. UPCOMING: It's Moving, It's Alive! - Live at the

Continental NYC (Igor Records) Scott on vocals

from his last EF show.

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN COMPILATIONS

1. Step On A Crack, Volume 2 LP/CD (Go-Kart

Records)

Teenage Shutdown

2. Ox Compilation #23 CD (with German magazine

Ox)

Right On Target

3. Punk Rock Dwellings CD (Dwell Records, 1996)

Clockwise/Frustration

4. Seventeen And A Half Is Still Jailbait LP/CD
(Nitre! 1997, NITRO007)

Frustration

5. Betty's Hot Rod Muscle Car 7" Volume 10 (Comes
with magazine Carbon 14, Carbon 14 USA, *10)

Teenage Shutdown

6. It Comes From The East LP/CD (Intensive Scare

Records 1997, ISUM1, ISCD-al)

Deal With It

7. Half-Assed, Will Travel' LP (Perineum/Anyway

1997)

Monster Demolisher

8. D.F.F.D. A Tribute to the Dictators Vol. 1

LP+77CD (Roto, RTL-205, 1996)

Borneo Jimmy (on the 7" & the CD)

9. Son Of Slam Chops CD (Triple X)

It's All Moving Faster

10. RAFR Vol II CD (Flipside Records, FLIP 97,

759528-009728, 1997) I Wish I Could

11. 7" in the latest issue of Rational Inq.uirer maga-
zine 1998

Right Now

12. Dead Kennedys TYibute CV (Know Records 1998)

Your Emotions

13. Estrus Record Benefit Compilation (Man's Ruin

1998)

Learn to Burn

14. Smells Like Spring 2 - LP/CD (Intensive Scare

Records 1998) Back At You

15. Nervous Breakdown fanzine comp 1998

Teenage Shutdown

16. Old Scars and Upstarts: LP/CD comp (Distaster

Records 1998) Used To Know (Rik L Rik on vocals)

17. The Second Coming LP (Frank Records 1998)

EF Theme (different version - Scott vocals)

18. Loose Drive: RPM Rock N Roll Sampler (Spain:

RPM Records 1998) Demolition Joyride

19. UPCOMING: Ox Magazine comp 2 LP/CD

(Germany: OX magazine 1998)

New Rage (different version - Scott vocals)

BILLY CLUB
CD- 7 NEW TRACKS FROM THE.

WANKERS ! FEATURES EX-MEMBERS
OF EXPLOITED, UK SUBS,

BROKEN BONE^DISCHARGE,
& REO SPEEDEALER! ! $ 7 p.p.

g&2Ma
- x'i'.i^^m .''1

gfiiflr

EL DIABLO
NEW CO*P FROM

YOUR NEW FAVORITE BAND!
EX-MEMBERS Of HAGFISH &
REV. HORT. HEAT ! $ 7 p.p.

". OSBSmS

mte; -: .
• S'".'

'.
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JONES CRUSHER
KICK ASS N.Y. ROCK

AND ROLL AT IT'S FINEST.
LONG AWAITED DEBUT CD!!

REO SPEEDEALER
REO SPEEDEALER
FINALY ON VINYL

WITH BONUS TRACK
TO BOOT! '.DON'T

MISS OUT.

L.P-$ 8 p.p.

wz
NEW 7M STILL AVAILABLE,

ALL BRAND NEW SONGS WITH
STEVE MILLER BACK ON VOX !!

COLDFRONT FUCKING ROCK & ROLL RECORDS -cks to b



-HIT-SQUAD
Dear Fags: First off, "The Cadillac of Vaginas."

Second off, as of 7:32 PM CST 12.8.98, MRR
is still gay and i still quit. Third off, as of

7:33 PM CST 12.8.98, Hitlist is gay and i

really should think about quitting, except i can't quite

bring myself to do it yet because Mr. Bale (oh, I'M

sorry, DOCTOR Bale) has lured me back into the god-

forsaken muck that is column-writing by promising

me that, as a duly deputized contributor to this pre-

sumably gay publication, i will be among — and here

i quote the publisher — "the greatest array of punk
rock assholes ever

assembled in one maga-

zine." Wow. Mother
would be proud!

Needless to say, an
appeal to my personal

sense of anusism ("i

stink, therefore i am" —
burrito ergo sum to the Latins) of this magnitude can

hardly be disregarded — although, of course, like

everyone else over 30 who's still into punk rock, i

pretty much only stay active in the scene these days

for the sake of the enhanced opportunities for quali-

ty pederasty my continued participation engenders.

Be that as it may, the bottom line is that FOR SOME
IDIOTIC REASON I CAN AND WILL NOT COMPRE-
HEND, SOMENUT
THOUGHT IT

WOULD BE A
GOOD IDEA
FOR ME TO
WRITE
COLUMNS
AGAIN, SO

" HERE I FUCK-
ING AM. I

mean, look,

Jack, i don't

wanna be here

any more than

you do. I've

already said everything that needs to be said (which was,

if you're scoring at home, "gay," "fag" and "Cadillac of

Vaginas"). I'm only in it for the POO-say, if ya know what
i mean. Besides, what if i find out all the other columnists

are bigger assholes than i am? Don't laugh, it could hap-

pen! What am i gonna do, resign in disgrace when it

becomes painfully apparent that i can't keep up with the

unabated flow of collective jerkitude gushing forth from

the bilious Hitlist clod sluice??? How's that gonna look on

my resume??? I mean, fuckin-a, i do not want to have to

work at being an asshole. Number one, it's too much like

work for an asshole like me to undertake. Number two,

y'd like to think my natural aptitude in this area would be

2£_

FOR SOME IDIOTIC REASON I

CAN AND WILL NOT COMPRE-
HEND, SOME NUT THOUGHT IT

WOULD BEA GOOD IDEA FORME
TO WRITE COLUMNS AGAIN, SO
HERE I FUCKINGAM.

enough to carry the day, but if it's not, what alternatives

are left to me? Getting a job as a telemarketer and calling

people in the middle of supper in order to bone up on my
assholing skills? Yeesh, i ain't that friggin' dedicated. I

mean, i suppose i could always stab my fellow columnists

twenty-seven times a piece, and fuck each and every one

of the stab wounds, and break into their houses, and

unplug their VCRs, and flush all their beer bottle openers

down their toilets, and put Nair™ in their Cruex™ tubes,

and put Preparation H™ in their toothpaste tubes, and put

excess Norb-semen in their Preparation H™ tubes, and

squirt their condoms with Taco Bell™ Fire Sauce, and burn

lots of plastic stuff indoors with the windows closed, and

kill their Indian brothers, and burn their villages, and rape

their mothers, and give them the white man's lord, and tell

them "live by this, or die by the sword," and replace all

their Pop-Tarts™ with Toast-Ems™ (unfrosted), and give

their e-mail addresses to that kid from the Retards JUST
TO SHOW THEM FUCKERS WHO'S TOP JERK IN THESE
HERE PARTS (well, okay, actually i'd never do all that

stuff...those last two things were kind of mean), but even-

tually the public appeal of that sort of constant infighting

would wane, and i'd be back where i started from, up a

creek without an asshole, which is all right, 'cause i got an

awful purty mouth. Feh. I mean, writing for

MaximumRockNRoll was great, 'cause i didn't have to do

hardly anything to be an asshole. Now, apparently, i'm just

one more name-
less brown
LifeSaver™ awash
in a roiling sea of

sphincter, and,

quite frankly, i

have my doubts

about my ability to

cut any serious

quantity of mus-
tard and/or cheese

in the Hitlist

Offensiveness
Derby now that i

don't have that

automatic audi-

ence of ninnies yipping and squeaking in the throes of pre-

orgasmic indignation at my every moral pseudo-transgres-

sion. I mean, saying something like "hey, do you think any

of them chicks who don't shave their legs actually do

shave their pussies?" in MRR was funny, simply because

it was transpiring within the ever-sacrosanct confines of

MaximumRockNRoll. In a magazine where the colum-

nists' major qualifications are how many people they're

expected to piss off, remarks such as those are probably

akin to a fart in a windstorm. Actually, maybe more akin

to a wind in a fartstorm. Fuck, i don't know, i left my
Odorama™ card in the men's room. Oh well, things is

tough all over. See, the problem is that it is now 1998

e » - m a v



(hmm...unless it's actually 1999, in which case, cue the

Prince and pass the amyl nitrate), and, sadly, there is sim-

ply nothing going on in the state of punk rock in whatev-

er fucking year this is to get worked up enough to be a

proper asshole over. Now, a couple years ago, when i first

started writing for — as the Californians say —
"Maximum", them was the days! There were dragons to be

slain, and maidens to slobber over, and wars to wage, and
rabbit punches to throw, and Goliaths to topple, and slats

to kick, and big huge tour buses to make fun of, and all

kinds of other great shit to do. GIANTS ROAMED THE
EARTH, and most of them needed a good fucking flying

clothesline. Sure, sometimes they ducked, and we landed

outside the ring on our heads and saw stars while their

cheesy valets whacked us across the back with their

weighted purses while the roadies went out for more
Nintendo games for the bus (actually, now that i think

about it, maybe that's what punk rock needs in nineteen-

ninety-whatever-the-fuck-year-it-is: Managers. I mean,
you know, bands get "big" and next thing you know they

got these gimp-ass entertainment biz management agen-

cies running the

show, that's totally

fucked. Whatever
happened to the

good ol' Malcolm
McLaren types?

There was a god-

damn manager you
could trust! I mean,

you could trust him
to exploit you, steer

you in whatever
ludicrous and
humiliating fast-

buck direction the

wind was blowing

that day, milk you
for all you're

worth, run you into

the ground, fuck everything up and leave with your money
[hmm...kind of like having a wife, but with more anal sex,

i reckon], and EVERYBODY KNOWS THIS IS GOING TO
HAPPEN, yet you put the guy in charge of your business

and/or artistic dealings anyway, on the outside chance

that he can make you a "STAR." That totally kicks ass.

Then, if you're lucky, you get to shove him in a weasel suit

[it's good for business] before he finds some other saps to

bilk. Goddammit, America don't need no more Ramones
clone bands [no duh], any more "Killed By Death" bands,

or, Jesus, any more Supercharger wannabes — we need

more budding young Malcolm McLaren types to make us

strong and fertile once again. I mean, where are all the

nascent Don Kings, the Bobby "The Brain" Heenans, the

Jimmy "Mouth of the South" Harts of the scene??? Where
is the delicious exploitation of the deserving??? The
bemusing dog and pony show??? Shit, all we have these

days is Darin Raffaeli, and once he started letting the

Donnas write their own songs, he shoulda pretty much
shoved himself into a weasel suit [note: i do not know

what i am talking about]. I WANT TO SEE BANDS KNOW-
INGLY RUINING THEIR CAREERS AND/OR LIVES!!! I

WANT TO SEE BLATANT HUMILIATION KNOWINGLY
UNDERTAKEN IN THE SHAMELESS AND ULTIMATELY
FUTILE PURSUIT OF THE WORST CONCEIVABLE FACETS
OF STARDOM!!! I WANT TO SEE PEOPLE HAVING FIF-

TEEN MINUTES OF REALLY EXCELLENT FAME, THEN
DROPPING DEAD IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER FROM
LETHAL DOSES OF COMMON HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS!
Actually, i don't want any of that. I just want to be a man-
ager, i think it would be fun. I'm not very good at bossing

people around though, but Da Kids keep getting younger
and i keep getting older, so sooner or later i reckon i'm

gonna be able to throw together the all-lesbian eight-year-

old Asian Sigue Sigue Sputnik tribute band i've been plan-

ning for the last decade or so. Until such a convocation is

feasible, however, i think i'd like to warm up my career-

ruining skills by managing, say, Nashville Pussy or some-

one. The first

thing i'd do, of

course, would be

to play up the

"pussycat" angle

inherent in the

band's name,
and make them
all dress in pink,

especially if i

could score the

pink leather suits

the Romantics
were wearing on
the cover of their

third LP for

cheap. Of course,

if i couldn't get

the tails attached

to the leather the right way, they'd just have to go ahead

and wear the spandex body stockings [obviously, they'd

have to pay me back out of future earnings for the suits, as

well as for the Halloween kitty-ears headbands and strap-

on cat whisker noses — that shit don't come cheap, baby!

Nothing but the best for my boys!]. And, naturally, being

so in tune with modern consumer demands as i am, i'd

correct a few of the areas of their stage show in which

they're noticeably deficient, including [but not limited to]

the following: Currently: Singer begins set by coming on
stage looking like Randy "Macho Man" Savage and bel-

lowing "GO MOTHERFUCKER GO!" to commence
evening's proceedings.With Rev. "The Brain" Norb at the

helm: Singer begins set by coming on stage dressed like

Randy "Macho Man" Savage's far less successful real-life

wrestling brother, Leapin' Lanny Poffo, and reads bad

poem off back of Frisbee™ like Lanny used to do before

matches before tossing it into wildly apathetic audience.

Currently: Female guitarist strips down to leopard-spotted

brassiere during set. With Rev. "The Brain" Norb at the

Currently: [Nashville Pussy]

ends set with cover of "Wang
Dang Sweet Poontang" by Ted

Nugent With Rev. "The Brain"

Norb at the helm: Band ends set

with cover of "The Lumberjack

Song"by Monty Python.
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helm: Male guitarist strips down to leopard-spotted

brassiere during set. Currently: Bassist spits fire all over

stupid fans in front of band. With Rev. "The Brain" Norb
at the helm: Bassist spits fire a", over stupid Confederate

flags in back of band. Currently: Female members of band
French kiss during guitar solo. With Rev. "The Brain" Norb
at the helm: Female members of band frantically 69 during

guitar solo [well, i mean, come ON, this band's called

Nashville PUSSY, and i seen 'em five times now, and i ain't

never seen no PUSSY a'tall!!! They ain't called "Nashville

Tongue," are they??? Truth in advertising, motherfucker!!!

WE WANT PUSSY!!! WE WANT PUSSY!!!]. Currently:

Band ends set with cover of "Wang Dang Sweet Poontang"

by Ted Nugent. With Rev. "The Brain" Norb at the helm:

Band ends set with cover of "The Lumberjack Song" by
Monty Python.

There's more stuff i

would have them do,

of course, but i don't

want to tip my
hand), but, god-

dammit, with the fly-

ing clothesline, the

journey is its own
reward. Today? Who
fuckin' cares? Who
feels like climbing up
on the top tumbuck-
le and diving off with

a hell-bent-for-can-

vas flyin' forearm

when the only louts

staggering around
the ring for you to

clothesline are this

year's equivalent of

Jake "The Milkman"
Milliken? (who, for

the record, was about

three echelons below
Leapin' Lanny Poffo)

Who wants to put George "Scrapiron" Gadaski in the tor-

ture rack??? Who wants to powerbomb Kenny "Sodbuster"

Jaye??? SUPERSTAR BILLY GRAHAM WARNS PROMOT-
ERS: "DON'T MATCH ME WITH FLUNKIES!!!" Maybe i'm

gettin' old here, but there is simply nothing going on in the

world of punk rock today that i currently hate enough to

actively vilify with any real fervor. I mean, there's a lotta

lotta lousy shit out there, but it's more the type of thing

one can merely avoid, as opposed to the type of thing that

must be aggressively chased down and lynched. There's

also stuff that i do not necessarily dislike, but that amuses
with with its incredible fuggin' dorkiness — like this

whole newly-quasi-resurged "Street Punk" thing (Jim from
Underground Medicine once once defined "Street Punk" as

"Music for jocks who don't like sports," but i think it's
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i mean, musically, it's pretty

much similar to pop-punk,

except "Street Punk" is slow-

er, more melodic, and with

less of an edge, but with

dumber lyrics and lower and
rougher vocals. Ifyou're really

lucky, they sing in a fake
Limey accent! Or, even better,

in a fake Irish accent!

more like "music for people who take showers but still

smell bad") — i mean, musically, it's pretty much similar

to pop-punk, except "Street Punk" is slower, more melod-
ic, and with less of an edge, but with dumber lyrics and
lower and rougher vocals. If you're really lucky, they sing

in a fake Limey accent! Or, even better, in a fake Irish

accent! Wowee zowee, it gets no better than this!!! And,
yet, this is the stuff that's supposed to provoke one to go
out and paint something really stupid on the back of one's

leather jacket; the REAL DEAL, as it were. Ya. Sure.

Whatever. I am currently of the "anything is better than
more pop-punk, even if it's worse than more pop-punk, if

you follow" school of thought, so i'm pretty much just

amused by the whole thing...but, ah, a couple years ago..!

There was URGENCY! ! ! There was (perceived) NECESSI-
TY!!! There were CLARION-CALLS-TO-ARMS, and all that

other pulse-pounding horseshit!!! Not that many moons
ago, there was an overwhelming feeling that something
was happening, and it was of PARAMOUNT FUCKING

IMPORTANCE that

we EMBRACE it, or

DESTROY it, or

UNDERSTAND it,

or FIX it, or BEND
IT TO OUR WILL,
or GRAB IT and
TWIST IT and try to

FUCK IT UP so it

worked for us but

not for anybody
else— and now, it's

just like, eh, fuck it.

Or is it just me?
And is any of this

making sense?

Fuck, this column
is getting boring.

THE CADILLAC OF
VAGINAS!!! THE
CADILLAC OF
VAGINAS!!! THE
CADILLAC OF
VAGINAS!!! Hmm,
case in point: If i

was gonna really

hate and/or go off on anyone well enough to truly earn my
keep as Contributing Staff Asshole right now, one'd think

said lucky targets would be my former literary overlords at

MaximumRockNRoll, but, shit, i'm really barely miffed. I

just think they're a bunch of WACKO PARANOIAC DOPEY
FUCKERS who, in the great zine coordinator commute of

life, wound up riding the short school bus for reasons i

care not to contemplate. However, this does set us up nice-

ly for this month's coup de grace, which, in the interests

of Big Science, i like to call...

THE REAL TOP TEN REASONS WHY I LEFT MRR
10) Jacqueline wouldn't fuck me.

9) Really sick about hearing that story about how i got

drunk and allegedly propositioned George Tabb.

8) Lefty Hooligan was making everyone cut their column
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this: In #183, i used Said Phrase a number of times in my
column, which did not sit well with the MRR top brass.

After a bit of heated phone chat with the home office in

San Francisco, i was under the impression that all occur-

rences of "The Cadillac of Vaginas" were being struck from
Said Column in the interests of public safety, so, in my
next column [#184], like any good columnist would, i

pissed and moaned about how i was experiencing great

repression at the hands of the philistines making the MRR
editorial decisions, yadda-yadda-doo. However, when i

actually saw the issue of MRR with the believed-to-be-cen-

sored column in it, i found that the only thing missing was
one sentence where i said something like "i'm in the dog-

house with one of the zine coordinators for inventing the

phrase The

Mightysteamed about how Rob

length (and, remember, it is a proven fact that column
length = penile length, except in the case of Mykel Board,

who is grandfather clause incarnate) to 1500 words or less

so that he could increase the point size of the columns sec-

tion's type from like 7 points to 10 points as he felt the

smaller text was too difficult to read, even though Tim
Yohannan, an old man dying of cancer, had no problems
with the smaller type. Then again, Tim was probably

smart enough not to read MRR in the first place.

7) Boy, i sure didn't want to get stuck with another one of

those Christmas bonus checks, i really hated that shit.

6) Mighty steamed about how Rob Coons made fun of

Wisconsin's collective IQ, when he didn't even know
"Cum On Feel The Noize" was originally recorded by
Slade, not Quiet Riot. Yikes, nothin' worse than a poser

headbanger. I mean, and the guy works in a record store

and everything! Well, Epicenter...

5) Jacqueline did

want to fuck me.

4) Morally outraged

about how MRR still

won't review Epitaph

product, even though

rumor has it that

Brett Gurewitz signed

over control of the

company to his par-

ents... if that ain't a

mom and pop opera-

tion, i dunno what
is!!! (hmm...i heard

something about him
seeing that episode of

Sesame Street where
Ernie & Bert's TV just

keeps going

"H...H...H..." one too

many times...)

3) What part of "MRR is gay" do you not understand?

2) I think it had something to do with the really snotty

five-minute long phone message Mr. Lefty Hooligan lefty

on my answering machiney informing me that the MRR
Board of Directors (yes, that's what they're really called)

had voted not to run the column i submitted for issue #185

on the grounds that it was "too boring." I mean, OW Of all

the pots in MRR's cupboard full o' columnists to call my
kettle black, it's Lefty-frickin'-Hooligan who does the deed
— imagine how low i'da felt if they had Dave Emory leave

the message! Yeesh! Mr. Hooligan's stated grounds for my
column's boringness was that, by his own wacky method
of computation, the column was the third in a row where
i allegedly complained about not being able to use my
beloved Phrase That Pays — yep, "The Cadillac of Vaginas"
— and thusly reap the bennies of all its attendant groovy

neo-Marc Bolan literary glory. Unfortunately, that fucking

dimbulb must not've even bothered to read the column he

was moaning about, because the only issue of MRR that i

complained about not being able to say "The Cadillac of

Vaginas" in was #184, which was in error anyway (the

exceptionally condensed version of the timeline goes like

Coons made fun of Wisconsin's

collective IQ, when he didn't

even know "Cum On Feel The

Noize" was originally recorded

by Slade, not Quiet Riot. Yikes,

nothin 9 worse than a poser
headbanger.
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Cadillac of

Vaginas'" — all

the other occur-

rences of Said

Phrase were still

intact — which
brings up two
salient points:

One, my bitching

in #184 over not

being able to say

"The Cadillac Of

Vaginas" is now
totally stupid,

since the Dreaded
Phrase was clear-

ly evident in like

three separate

places in the pre-

vious column;
Two, if, for argument's sake, the phrase "The Cadillac of

Vaginas" is sexist, or racist, or Nazi Death Camp Yeah,

Nazi Death Camp Yeah — then why am i allowed to use

such a heinous phrase in my column, but am not allowed

to say that "one of the zine coordinators" has a "problem"

with it? In other words, one can be as "un-PC" as one
wishes in the pages of MRR — just as long as one never

mentions that the MRR top brass has a PROBLEM with you
being so. Like, they're afraid someone's gonna find out

they're politically correct and it's gonna ruin their meticu-

lously crafted street hipster image??? Hah??? Anyway, in

#185 i briefly tried to clear up what the fuck i was going

on about in #184, and to set the record straight — that i

was able to use the phrase "The Cadillac Of Vaginas," as is

every American's god-given right, and that MRR weren't a

bunch of repressive, paranoid, knee-jerk simps who cen-

sored whatever they didn't understand — but they didn't

understand, so they censored me. Viva Gorditas.

1) Quitting MRR is manly. Clinging on like a sissy until

you get the boot is for pussies like Jeff Bale, Mel
Cheplowitz, and Ben Weasel. Gosh, it's great to be

back!^-
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IS

bY kEVIN COOGAN

Michael Moynihan, Lords of Chaos and the

"Countercultural Fascist" Underground.

The title of this issue's feature article, "How 'Black' is

Black Metal", has a dual meaning. On one hand, given

the almost universal historical association of the color

black with "evil", it implicitly questions whether the

"evil" image of black metal is really justified. On the

other hand, since "black" is the adjective used by

Europeans (outside of Germany, where "brown" stands

in its stead) for "right-wing"—the counterpart of "red"

for "left-wing"—it poses the question of whether today's

fascinating black metal counterculture is intrinsically

associated with far right political attitudes. The author

'.-/ItffKf

of the following article, Kevin Coogan, a leading expert

on the complex and multifaceted world of the radical

right and author of the forthcoming book, Dreamer of

the Day: Francis Parker Yockey and the Postwar Fascist

International (New York: Autonomedia, 1999), argues

that neither of these perspectives is fully warranted. In

making his case, he examines some of the interpretive

subtexts found in Lords of Chaos, an important and
extraordinarily interesting book that deals with extrem-

ist elements of the black metal counterculture in

Scandinavia. Perhaps more importantly, he links those
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subtexts to the political orientation of the book's princi-

pal author, Michael Moynihan, as well as to the larger

cultural and political milieu with which he has long

been associated.

In the process, he sheds light on the broader phenom-

enon of what might be called "countercultural fascism".

It is difficult if not impossible to clarify the precise mean-

ing and significance of this term without going into an
extended discussion about the nature of fascism, some-

thing that is unfortunately not possible here given the

existing limitations of time and space. Suffice it to say

that fascism is an immensely complex political phenom-

enon that has assumed a plethora of variegated forms,

and that—contrary to popular belief—it rests upon an
ideological foundation that is in many respects highly

sophisticated. * To put things in the simplest way possi-

ble, fascism is a Utopian revolutionary ideology and
movement that incorporates and attempts to synthesize

a wide variety of superficially incompatible right-wing

and left-wing elements. The ideological common denom-

inator of all genuinely fascist movements lies in their

attempts to conjoin 1) radical currents of nationalism

and 2) an anti-materialist, non-Marxist type of social-

ism. During the interwar period their aim was to create

a (vanguard) party-led, militarily powerful, economical-

ly self-sufficient, and socially harmonious national com-

munity free of exploitation and internal division, which

in practice meant that all "anti-national" elements had
to be vigorously excised from the body politic—just as

alleged "class enemies" had to be eradicated in order to

create an international egalitarian communist Utopia.

Nazism was an atypical variant of fascism in that both

the movement's nationalist and socialist components

were overshadowed by the Hitler wing's fixation on bio-

logical racism and eugenics. Given the frequent misrep-

resentation of fascist movements as defenders of "capi-

tal", conservatism, and "reaction", it is important to

emphasize that for radical fascists, international capi-

talism has normally been as high up on the "enemies

list" as international forms of socialism and "bourgeois"

parliamentary democracy. After World War II, this

intrinsic fascist anti-capitalist and anti-communist ori-

entation manifested itself in virulent neo-fascist hostility

towards the two "imperialist" superpowers, the United

States and the Soviet Union. Furthermore, many neo-fas-

cist movements abandoned older and more parochial

forms of nationalism and began to promote pan-
European unity, since no individual European nation

could any longer hope to match the military and/or eco-

nomic might of the two superpowers.

With this background, we can return briefly to the

concept of "countercultural fascism". In the same way
that new youth countercultures emerged from the New
Left during the 1960s, so too have many new youth

countercultures emerged from the radical neo-fascist

milieu, especially since the mid-1970s. Indeed, teenagers

and young adults have always played a disproportionate

role in supporting and filling the ranks of fascist move-
ments, and many of these movements likewise contained

significant avant-garde cultural components (such as the

Futurists in Italy and the "literary" fascists in France). It

should therefore come as no surprise to learn that vari-
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ous underground "fascist" countercultures are thriving

today. The important thing to note here is that these

right-leaning countercultures—like their left-leaning

counterparts—tend to create or embrace innovative new
values, fashions, cultural products, and ways of thinking

that are not only alien to those of mainstream society,

but also to those of more "traditionalist" elements with-

in their own political milieu. Such youth-oriented groups

are thus typically anything but "reactionary" (i.e., back-

wards looking) or conservative (i.e., resistant to change).

If anything, they tend to be radical and transgressive

avant-gardists, so much so that many of today's "coun-

tercultural fascists" have ended up abandoning some of

the central tenets and characteristics of classical fas-

cism, most notably its concern for the "social issue" and
its efforts to mobilize the masses in support of a revolu-

tionary political program. Indeed, given their general

abandonment of socialist themes, their aristocratic dis-

dain for the herd-like masses, and their harsh criticisms

of the "plebeian" nature of Italian Fascism and especial-

ly Nazism, perhaps they should not be considered fas-

cists at all. They have much more in common with elit-

ist, aristocratic "conservative revolutionary" intellectuals

such as Julius Evola and metapolitical "New Right" fig-

ures such as Alain de Benoist than they do with radical

fascist thinkers of the pre-World War I and interwar eras.

However that may be, one such right-leaning counter-

culture has manifested itself within the broader "indus-

trial" culture and music scene. In his article Kevin right-

ly notes that there has long been an important division

within the "industrial" milieu between the therapeutic,

"do-gooder" transgressive left, which in various ways is

paradoxically puritanical, and the more nihilistic and
misanthropic transgressive right. Like the former, the lat-

ter have often appropriated the imagery and vocabulary

of violence, genocide, and sadism to shock and offend

people. In some cases this may be merely an affectation,

as it usually is for the left, but in others it appears to be

a reflection of genuine misanthropy or outright sadism.

In still other instances it is a conscious and well-thought

out aspect of their political worldview or agenda, as it

appears to be for Michael Moynihan and Blood Axis.

This brings me to the last point I wish to make. In

addition to Kevin's article and its accompanying side-

bars, we have also included a rant from Lord John
Cobbett in defense of the all-important underground
nature of black metal, and an interview with Moynihan
himself. In my opinion Moynihan is clearly associated

with the "countercultural fascist" milieu in the broadest

sense of that term, although he himself seems to be less

of a true fascist than a devotee of an older pagan, aris-

tocratic European Ur<ulture which he sees as being

threatened by both the "slave mentality" of Christianity

and the crass, "soul-destroying" materialistic forces asso-

ciated with international capitalism, which nowadays
operate loosely under the aegis of the United States. This

would explain his interest both in Anton LaVey's Church

of Satan and in the ideas of Julius Evola. Whether he is

also an active proponent of some sort of de facto alliance

between all extremist "anti-bourgeois" forces—left, right,

or sociopathic—against the "New World Order" is less

certain, although one could certainly be forgiven for



assuming that he is.

If so, that is certainly nothing to be ashamed of. Any
thoughtful person should be concerned about the grow-

ing homogenization of the world, which by definition is

leading to the transformation and degeneration—if not

the outright disappearance—of a diverse array of fasci-

nating, highly developed, and accomplished older cul-

tures, not to mention the values they embody, both posi-

tive and negative Nor can one fault him for decrying the

marginalization or suppression of creative minorities

(whether elites or counter-elites), who have been and
continue to be responsible for virtually all human
progress (however one defines the term "progress"), or

for exhibiting contempt for the masses, who generally do

display the sort of sheep-like behavior they are often cas-

tigated for I myself have a great deal of contempt for

most people, and believe that the world would be a far

better place if its enormous population of ignoramuses

and fools was significantly reduced. Hence I confess to

being somewhat disappointed by Moynihan's responses

to some of my questions, since they were not always as

marked by candor as I'd hoped they would be Having

read many interviews with him in underground rightist

publications, and having been impressed with his intel-

ligence, outspokeness, and willingness to express contro-

versial opinions, I naturally expected him to do the same
in Hit List. In addition to giving him the opportunity to

speak for himself, which was in any case necessary in

the interest of fairness, this was one major reason why I

was anxious to provide him with a forum to discuss his

views. I very much wanted him to challenge the many
preconceptions of our readers and thereby help to gener-

ate an interesting and perhaps ongoing debate about

various important social, political, and cultural topics. (I

was even considering offering him the opportunity to

write a regular column in this magazine, something

which is still not outside the realm of possibility.) Yet

rather than being entirely forthright, he opted for a cau-

tious and at times evasive approach. On one level this is

understandable, since he may have been concerned that

we were going to attempt to "demonize" him or falsely

portray his views. But on another level it was surprising,

since in the course of his numerous other interviews he

did not hesitate to openly proclaim his ideas, and indeed

severely criticized others in his own milieu for not

exhibiting a corresponding degree of candor. C'est la vie

In any event, I think the article below provides a fas-

cinating glimpse, not only into the black metal counter-

culture, but also into the manifold ways in which the

political views of Moynihan may have consciously or

unconsciously colored his analysis of the phenomenon in

Lords of Chaos. I'm certainly not suggesting that any-

thing sinister or untoward was involved in the process;

as a matter of fact, it would be far more surprising and
inexplicable if the underlying values of the author had
not influenced the interpretations in his book. Whether
they did or did not do so is up to you, dear readers, to

decide for yourselves. But in attempting to assess the

validity of the arguments in this stimulating work, it cer-

tainly cannot hurt to know more about the background

of its author For that we make no apology.

-Jeff Bale
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Lords of Chaos (LOC), a recent book-length exami-

nation of the "Satanic" black metal music scene, is less

concerned with sound than fury. Authors Michael

Moynihan and Didrik Soderlind zero in on Norway,

where a tiny clique of black metal musicians torched

some churches in 1992. The church burners' own place

of worship was a small Oslo record store called Helvete

(Hell) . Helvete was run by the godfather of Norwegian
black metal, 0ystein Aarseth ("Euronymous", or

"Prince of Death"), who first brought black metal to

Norway with his group Mayhem and his Deathlike

Silence record label.

One early member of the movement, "Frost" from

the band Satyricon, recalled his first visit to Helvete:

/ felt like this was the place I had always dreamed
about being in. It was a kick in the back. The black

painted walls, the bizarre fitted out with inverted

crosses, weapons, candelabra etc. And then just the

downright evil atmosphere... it was just perfect

Frost was also impressed at how talented Euronymous
was in "bringing forth the evil in people—and bringing

the right people together" and then dominating them.

"With a scene ruled by the firm hand of Euronymous,"
Frost reminisced, "one could not avoid a certain herd-

mentality. There were strict codes for what was accept-

ed." Euronymous may have honed his dictatorial skills

while a member of Rod Ungdom (Red Youth), the

youth wing of the Marxist/Leninist Communist
Workers Party, a Stalinist/Maoist outfit that idolized Pol

Pot. All who wanted to be part of black metal's inner

core "had to please the leader in one way or the other."

Yet to Frost, Euronymous's control over the scene was
precisely "what made it so special and obscure, creat-

ing a center of dark, evil energies and inspiration."

Lords of Chaos, however, is far less interested in

Euronymous than in the man who killed him, Varg

Vikernes from the one-man group Burzum. Vikernes, a
church burner who dubbed himself "Count
Grishnackh" after an evil ore in Lord of the Rings, is

now serving a 21 -year sentence—Norway's toughest

penalty—in a maximum security prison for brutally

stabbing Euronymous to death on 10 August 1993.

After his arrest just seven days later, the Count justified

himself by claiming that Euronymous was a communist
"queer" who had cheated him out of Burzum royalties.

He also claimed that Euronymous was plotting to kill

him. After being ostracized from the black metal com-
munity, Vikernes announced that he was now no
longer a black metal Satanist, but rather a Nazi Odinist

because the Jews had "killed my father Odin."

If Lords of Chaos were only about the antics of the

most extreme wing of black metal, it would be an infor-

mative and entertaining look at pop culture Grand
Guignol. The book, however, suggests that the events in

Norway reflect a growing tendency among alienated

youth from Miami to Moscow, who are now allegedly

blending black metal, Satanism, and currents of fas-

cism into a culturally explosive Molotov cocktail.

Vikernes, however, is really famous for murder, not
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A Black Metal Primer for "Punk Rock Rebels

The truth is: i shouldn't be writing this piece,

because I don't want you to know about BLACK

METAL The term "Black Metal" is a little tough to

define these days anyway, but then you wouldn't

know about that, would'you? I will state that REAL

Metal is a fiercely underground phenomenon and

should remain so, for its own good. If you're not a

METALHEAD to begin with, then stick to your hoary

old punk and lily-livered indie rock!
-"'.

'.
- - •

For years and years Pve tried to get my oh-so-

open-minded friends to appreciate the glories of

Morbid Angel, Entombed, Deicide, etc., but to no

avail. Now all of a sudden I see every idiot in town

raising the sign of the horns at punk shows, swing

shows, any fuckn' show. POSERS! Now that Metal

is "cool" or something, it's finally safe for you con-

formist sheep to embrace the aesthetics and the

concept of MetaL.BUT YOU DONT EVEN KNOW
WHAT if IS!

• ' :
..-...

.
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I don't blame you punks and sweater-wearing cry-

babies for being bored with your music. People get

rich playing that shit. It's even on MTV!! Indie, punk,

neither are dangerous, or even slightly rebellious

anymore. Punk has become what it set out to

destroy: dinosaur rock. It's on theradiojt's on car

commercials, it's the darling of critics, it's ubiqui-

tous on the local live music.scene in every town in

the western world. Playing punk rock requires no

skill, no guts, and no individuality; "everybody's

doin* it"...and anyone can. It's easy, stupid music,

the cry of the attention-starved, the talentless, the

conformist who wishes she had the GUTS to be a

real rebel and playspunk in order to look like one.

As for so called "indie" rock, or shoe-gazer music as

some call it, I can only marvel: what perfect music

for the gutless
4

9o's! Emasculated, self-effacing,

yet oh-so-clever, "indie" is the soundtrack of the

white-guilt-ridden college boy, whose yearning for

pussy is forever at odds with his PC sanctimonious-

ness. .

Clearly, you poor slobs need Metal! Here, just for

you, is a handy guide that will make you Metal in

minutes. Run out and catch that bandwagon kids!

The Bands: Marilyn Manson, Korn, Rob Zombie,

and anything from the great 8o's (you know...Ratt,

Dokken, etc.)

The Look: Big hair, spandex, and lots of ban-

danas...be the first on your block to adopt this look

and then just watch it catch on!!

The Drugs: When I think *8o's, I think COKE!! Coke

is back, baybee, make no mistake! Go out and get

some today!

The Attitude: Remember that you should always be

"into Metal...flS a joke." Keep that smarmy, sarcas-

tic grin on your toothless mug at all times. If you

REALLY take stuff seriously, folks will laugh at ya',

behind your back even (uh-oh)!

Pay no attention to those sourpusses who tell you

that REAL UNDERGROUND METAL is a very serious,

often spiritual movement: a world of labyrinthine

complexity, musically and ideologically. DO NOT
seek out bands like Darkthrone, Mayhem, Abigor,

Bathory, Emperor, or Ulver...and for heavens sake

stay the hell away from Burzum!!

In Darkness...

Sir Lord John Cobbett

Lord John puts on the weekly "Lucifer's Hommer"
metal shows at the Covered Wagon Saloon in San

Francisco, and brought Mayhem over to play at that

same venue a couple ofsummers ago

music, while the overwhelming
majority of black metal musicians

and fans are not, and are not likely

to become, church burners, murder-
ers, or Nazi Odinists.

To buttress its thesis, LOC points

to metalheads turned murderers,

including "Belfagor" from the

Swedish Satanic band Nefandus,

who attacked a black man in a self-

described "niggerhunt"; Bard Eithun

("Faust") from the Norwegian group
Emperor, who murdered a gay man
that sought to seduce him; and Jon

Nodveidt from the Swedish group

Dissection, who butchered an
Algerian immigrant. LOC even
devotes an
entire
chapter to

an obscure

two-man
German
band called

Absurd,
who coldly

executed
an annoy-
ing fellow

high
school stu-

dent.
Although
the mem-
bers of

Absurd are

self-pro-
claimed
Nazis and
Vikernes
fans, even

t h e y
reported
that they committed the crime for

personal, not political, motives.

LOC also dwells on the activity of

otherwise highly obscure fascist

propagandists with no direct ties to

black metal who are nevertheless

trying to recruit its followers into

their cause. It even adopts a far right

spin on Jungian theory when it sug-

gests that Vikernes may have tapped

into an anti-Christian racial/cultural

archetype that is allegedly still

aglow in the Norwegian collective

unconscious. The book also profiles

racist killers with no known ties to

black metal, such as the Florida

youth clique called the Lords of

Chaos. Before being dethroned by

local police, the Lords burnt down a

church, murdered a gay teacher, and
were planning to slaughter black

visitors to Disney World with
silencer-equipped automatic
weapons.
LOC culminates with a paean to

the "fire" which, it claims, burns
bright inside the black metal under-

ground despite the attempts of mys-
terious unnamed "forces of finance

and materialism" to "root it out and
stamp it out." If the jailed murderer
Faust is to be believed, however, just

the opposite has occurred. In a

recent interview in the top

Norwegian black metal zine, Slayer,

Faust complained:

As for the black metal scene, it is

not really interesting anymore...

I

mean there must be over a hun-

dred underground labels releasing

albums of every immature, pre-

ready band around. I'm amazed
about' the absence of every little

sign of a critical attitude from
record labels.

When asked if all this bothered him,

Faust replied: "Not really, it is just a

normal development. We saw the

signs already in '93. As soon as the

arrests were made and when people

saw the publicity the happenings
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made, they thought 'Hey, maybe I

can make something out of this

too.'" If anything, the "forces of

finance and materialism" have used

the events of 1993 to mass market

black metal. Lords of Chaos's pub-

lisher, Feral House, itself distributes

one of Vikernes' Burzum CDs,

Filosofem.

NORWAY'S FAR RIGHT
Despite its apparent fascination

with elements of fascism, LOC stu-

diously avoids comparing black

metal to "white power" music, a

sound much beloved by real

Scandinavian fascists within a cer-

tain age group. A longtime leading

Norwegian far rightist named Erik

Bliicher, who currently controls a

major white power label called

Ragnarok Records, is only men-
tioned once in passing. LOC also

ignores Norway's right populist

Progress Party, which won 25 par-

liamentary seats in the 1997 elec-

tions with a pumped up anti-immi-

grant, anti-welfare state, and anti-

Lapp platform, even though
Vikernes seems to have shared
many of its prejudiced beliefs. He
even justified murdering
Euronymous because he "was half

Lappish, a Sami, so that was a

bonus." When it does briefly men-
tion Norway's right, LOC admits

that the links between the gooses-

teppers and the ghouls are extreme-

ly tenuous. Indeed, with its white

corpsepaint, medieval Viking

imagery, and industrial strength

angst, black metal seems, if any-

thing, overtly anti-political.

LOC has generally been perceived

as an expose of a colorful music sub-

culture, and it does indeed provide

much valuable information about an

otherwise inaccessible scene. Yet

what really makes the book fasci-

nating is that its main author,

Michael Moynihan, is himself an
extreme rightist whose fusion of pol-

itics and aesthetic violence shapes a

not-so-hidden subcurrent that runs

throughout LOC. The book itself,

however, is not a "fascist" tract in

the strict sense of the term, in part

because Moynihan co-wrote the

book with Didrik Soderlind, a for-

mer music critic for a mainstream

Norwegian paper who is now an

editor at Playboy. Moreover, Feral

Hpuse editor Adam Parfrey clearly

wanted to publish a popular book

on the strange universe of black

metal rather than a political

polemic. Nor does Moynihan him-

self fit easily into the more conven-

tional definitions of fascism. LOC is

best characterized as a palimpsest

with the author's own political ide-

ology at work just below the surface

of a text ostensibly devoted solely to

analyzing an extremist musical sub-

culture.

THE ABRAXAS AXIS
Michael Moynihan is an interest-

ing fellow. Some might argue that he

is actually three people
—

"Michael

Jenkins," "Michael Moynihan
Jenkins," and "Michael Jenkins

Moynihan"—since all three

monikers have graced his projects.

In 1989 the youthful Bostonian

joined forces with the San
Francisco-based Abraxas
Foundation, which he described as

an "occultist-fascist think tank"

linked to the Church of Satan.

Moynihan dubbed his own wing of

the Abraxas Foundation "Axis

Sanguinaries" (Blood Axis) because

Blood can be seen as LIFE, and at

the same time it can be equated to

DEATH. It is essential to violence

in almost all instances, It has

powerful sexual connotations. It is

the key fluid of history... [Axis]

highlights the genetic aspect of
blood, bound together in the will

of a people or race. It describes

allies of mind and blood, mobi-

lized for total warfare. It also reit-

erates the pivotal nature of blood

in human existence, both personal

and world-historic.

FREE CHARLIE!
Although Michael Moynihan is clearly associated

with the far right, his own views about the events in

the black metal underground in Norway do not sim-

ply mirror those of Varg Vikernes. Although

Vikernes plays a central role in Lords of Chaos,

Moynihan may not even approve of the Count's

decision to kill Euronymous. By murdering the

Prince of Death, Vikernes in fact effectively ended a

bizarre de facto alliance between the ultra-leftist

Euronymous and someone like himself. Moynihan,

however, appears to advocate an alliance between

theextremes.against the "middle".

Moynihan's point of view is made most clear by

his decision to publish S/'ege, a book that from a

conventional Nazi standpoint clearly advances a

good deal of heretical thinking. Nowhere is this

more obvious than in Siege's attempt to promote a

terrorist alliance between the far right and the far

left. Yet what is most surprising is that Siege's idea

of an alliance between left and right extremists may

actually be based on some real life events. For years

a bizarre Manson Family-linked commune called

Tribal Thumb ran a 130-acre commune in the moun-

tains near San Francisco called Wellspring. It also

doubled as a training center for the Black Panthers,

. Symbionese Liberation Army, and Weather

Underground. Wellspring was raided in 1981 after

Roseann Guston, whose father, was a legislative

aide to a California state senator, was murdered for

trying to flee the compound. An investigation of the

Weatherman/Black Liberation Army attempt to rob

a Brinks truck in Nyack, New York, also uncovered a

radio station in a Bronx apartment which was traced

back to Wellspring.

"Squeaky" Fromme and Linda Good were also

involved in a bizarre "radical ecology" group head-

ed by Manson called ATWA (Air, Trees, Water,

Animals), which sent threatening letters to compa-

nies like Dow Chemical and Standard Oil. Fromme

also tried to assassinate President Gerald Ford.

Manson's motive for helping groups like the

Weather Underground seems clear. Siege reports

that the day before Perry "Red" Warthan was

arrested for murder, there was a major media story

about a jail break being planned by Manson and

some of his prison associates. Then there is the

curious case of Boyd Rice, who was banned from

seeing Manson after prison officials found a single

bullet in his pocket during one visit.

-Kevin Coogan

\. Ellen Frankfort, Kathy Boudm ondlhe Dunce of Death (New

York: Siein & Oay. 1984), pp. 124126. Hie Manson/Symmonese Liberation

Army connection is also mentioned on page 141 of the tAanson file (New

York; Amok. 1988). edited by Nikolas Sehreek with 3oyd Sice as a contribut-

ing editor: "Manson devotees in Northern California formed a brief liaison

with the Symbionese Liberation Army in the mid-yos, planning at one point to

engineer Manson's escape from prison:" •

2. See The Morisgn file chapter "Red and Blue" ("Red" being Lyheite

"Scueaky" fromme, and "Blue" be.ng Sandra Good). The Ab-'aos network

also backs deep ecology "ecofascists" like Finland's Pentii Linkol3. See Ohm

Clock ) (Spring 1995), which cites an article in the 20 May 1994 Wsll Street

loutnol. Storm also tried to puLlish imkota. Moynihan himself repoits that

Linkola dedicated one 0! his books to the leftist German terrorist Ulrike

V.einhof. See Mealier Skef'.er 7. He also argues that the ecology movement is

3 "Green Nazi" invention in T!:e Scorpion 18, p. 2$./Erf. -not wthout some

justification}

y lames Mason, Siege (Oer.ver: Storm. 1992). p. 302. Perry "Red" Warthan.

Mason's NSlf ally and go-between to Mar.son, was also 3 self-proclaimed

anarchist, I'.VW member; and prison rights 3divist. He even had his own one-

man Woodstock Anarchist Parly (WAP), the original head of the K'SLf, Joseph

Tommasi. also wanted 10 collaborate with the far left. M3Son reformed the

NSlf some years after Tommasi's murder (by other neo-Nazis) with some of

Tommasi's former associates. Tomm3Sf operated oufof California, and I sus-

pect that one his cronies was Warthan.

4. See "3ro.vn Rice: is You Is Or is You Ain't A Nazi i" by David Grad, flew York

Press [April 27-May ) 1994). p. 23-

;/*«*/.-* _2Z
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According to some reports,

Moynihan's blood fetish included

drinking (non AIDs-infected) blood.

He was also suspected of setting fire

to a manger scene on the Cambridge
Commons, just across from Harvard
University, in 1987. A note left by

the firebug at the smokey scene the

day after Christmas asked: "How
many more fires before you realize

your gods are dead? DEAD!"
As for the Abraxas Foundation, it

was founded by another blood
fetishist named Boyd Rice in 1984.

The name came from Abraxas, a

Gnostic deity that

combined within

itself the forces of

light and dark-

ness, good and
evil. Rice hoped
that his founda-

tion would help

create "a new
demographic of

people who are

into the occult,

Fascism, and
Social Darwinism.

It's out there as an
alternative for

kids who are

growing up and
need that infor-

mation."

Both Rice and
Moynihan came
out of the "indus-

trial" music scene.

Rice, who calls

his musical pro-

ject NON, released

his first self-pro-

duced "noise

music" Black
Album in the late

1970s. As for Moynihan, he created

his own one-man "power electron-

ics" group called Coup De Grace in

1984. In the summer of 1989 Rice

invited him to come to Japan, where
Rice was doing a NON tour. That
same year Moynihan renamed his

project Blood Axis.

THROBBING GRISTLE
And then you have hypocritical

people who use this kind of [total-

itarian/fascist] imagery and then

claim they're against all the

things they're singing about which
has always bothered me... they 're

using these fascistic, totalitarian,

disciplined tactics and there's an
inherent irony in that. The people

in these bands use this incredible

level of violence, and yet claim

they're in favor of peace and are

opposed to violence. What I liked

about the black metal people that

I saw right away was that they

seemed totally

unhypocritical...Because you'll see

these other bands like TG
[Throbbing Gristle] who were also

in a lot of ways using really vio-

lent imagery and ultimately you

have someone like Genesis P-

Orridge being some hippie, flower

child in reality.

-Michael Moynihan.

The chain of events that led

Moynihan and Rice to an eccentric

and avant-garde form of cultural fas-

cism that would have made Hitler

himself apoplectic began in the

"industrial culture" movement of

the late 1970s, and particularly with
the seminal British industrial band
Throbbing Gristle (TG). Boyd Rice

and TG played together at Rice's first

London concert in 1978, and then

again later in Berlin. TG's Industrial

Records even agreed to release a

Boyd Rice LP before he signed up
with Mute. TG and Rice were also

lauded by Re/Search in its influen-

tial 1983 "Industrial Culture" issue.

TG's most important member,
"Genesis P-Orridge" (a pun on
General Post Office), legally

changed his name from Neil Megson
after becoming active in the mail art

movement of the early 1970s. He
also did extreme performance art

with his then-girlfriend "Cosey
Fanni Tutti"

under the name
C U M
Transmissions.

Their shows
incorporated
whipping, self-

mutilation,
masturbation,
enemas, and
vomiting.
C O U M
Transmissions
lasted until

1976 when
GPO, Cosey,

and their friend

"Sleazy" (Peter

Christopherson,

who had joined

COUM in its

last year) creat-

ed TG with elec-

tronics wiz
Chris Carter to

reach a broader

audience.

Boyd Rice

recalled that

when he and
GPO first met in

London in 1978:

/ played Gen an early NON concert

tape and he played me an early

T.G. tape. We both agreed that

there were some amazing similar-

ities not only in the musical (if

you can call it that) direction we
were exploring, but also on a per-

sonal level—a lot of shared inter-

ests. I had no idea what T.G. was
when I went around to look up
Gen, all I knew is that he was an
artist who was very into Manson
and Hitler. Back then, NO ONE
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was into that sort of thing...In

those days, Gen still wore

swastikas and would tell anyone
who'd listen (and many that

wouldn't) what a great guy Hitler

was. Uncle Adolf he called him.

But that was a long time ago.

GPO's interest in Hitler was not

unique. British punks often incorpo-

rated swastika imagery and
Malcolm McLaren's Sex boutique

sold Nazi symbols side-by-side with

S/M and fetish gear. More than just

a cheap shock, the swastika deliber-

ately mocked the ideals of the

1960s, the era of long hair, free love,

and flower power.

Nor could English swastika wear-

ers be completely oblivious to the

fact that the racial populist National

Front (NF) was then polling at an
all-time high. The NF took 18.5% of

the vote in the Leicester by-election

in the summer of 1976, and it

appeared likely that it would win its

first seat in the House of Commons
from the Hackney section of east

London. To the aesthetically rigid

NF and its "John Bull" allies in the

neo-skinhead/soccer hooligan

scene, however, punk was too

mockingly anti-patriotic and
nihilist, just one more symptom of

England's sad decline.

TG, the linchpin of the post-punk

"industrial" turn, dressed in camou-
flage gear decorated with an SS-

looking lightning bolt patch, and
issued songs like "Zyklon B
Zombie" and "Salon Kitty" (named
after an SS-run brothel in Berlin).

The cover for the TG song
"Discipline" on Fetish Records

showed the group outside the for-

mer Nazi Ministry of Propaganda
building in Berlin. TG called their

Hackney-based recording studio the

Death Factory, and its Industrial

Records logo was an unidentified

picture of Auschwitz. Many punks
despised TG as misogynist "death

art" fascists. At a 6 July 1978 con-

cert at the London Film Co-op

(where Boyd Rice also appeared), a

fight even broke out between TG
and members of the Rock Against

Racism-allied bands the Slits and
the Raincoats.

T(ECH)G(NOSIS)
TG's fascination with violent

totalitarian imagery, however, had

its roots not in politics but in indus-

trial culture. At a time when disco

celebrated the body, sensuality, and
mindless pleasure, industrial culture

had an almost gnostic contempt for

the flesh. Believing that rock music

had turned into yet another pop cul-

ture narcotic, TG's sound was delib-

erately abrasive. The Beatles pro-

claimed: "All you need is love." TG
mockingly defined its sonic assault

mission as "Entertainment through

pain."

.Beginning with Lou Reed's

"Metal Machine Music", industrial

culture demanded sounds that

screamed about meaningless life

lived inside concrete boxes in decay-

ing cities. Like the Futurists of the

early 1900s, it was obsessed with

the tradition-smashing technological

wonders of modern life—the roar of

jet engines, the wail of air-raid

sirens, and the screech and sparks of

subway cars all served as sources of

aural inspiration. Cosey Fanni Tutti

later recalled that for TG industrial

"wasn't just [about] the music. It

was a philosophy. It was a serious-

ness of what life is about. That has

nothing to do with what is called

industrial now. It was so anti-music

to call something industrial."

Unlike their optimistic and Utopian

Futurist forebears, however, TG and
their fans were filled with pes-

simism about the future.

These dystopian British "industri-

alists" saw mass consumer society,

the Situationist "society of the spec-

tacle," as—to quote from Guy
Debord—a "permanent opium war"
that reduced all who were trapped

inside it to docile sleepwalkers. To

anyone who wanted to break the

stranglehold of media high priests

over the imagination, providing

"entertainment" was viewed as col-

laboration with the enemy. The
artist's mission was to shortcircuit

the psychic control machine by
breaking cultural and social taboos.

For just this reason, TG also toured

with bands like SPK, whose live per-

formances included eating raw
brains from recently opened sheep

skulls.

The industrialist fascination with

taboo breakers extended to charis-

matic leaders like Hitler and

HA1LSADE!
In an interview in the rightist zine Momentum,

Michael Moynihan was asked what must sound tike

a bizarre question:. "How much of a Fascist or

National Socialist do you consider yourself? Or are

you merely a Sadist in Fascist trappings?" The

sadism question also giancingly appears in the

acknowledgments for Lords of Chaos, when

Moynihan writes: "An initial and sincere word of

thanks is due to my good friend Peter Sotos, at

whose suggestive encouragement many years ago I

first began to investigate much of the material which

later wound up documented in these pages." In a

Seconds interview with Sotos, Moynihan describes

his friend this way: "Peter Sotos is a sadist, in the

truest sense of the word. His name is hardly well

known and he's quite happy to keep it that way."

Sotos' name did become known to Chicago resi-

dents in 1985 after he was arrested and charged

with the possession of child pornography, specifical-

ly the fourth issue of a journal called Incest Sotos,

who later mocked the. police for not finding even

more evidence against him, admits that "the stuff

that I had, the child pornography I had, wasn't this

sort of Menudo-type thing. It wasn't just Jock Sturgis

photos or whatever. It was really ugly stuff. It was

definitely rape." Although he avoided serious jail

time, Sotos wound up with a felony conviction and

thousands of dollars' worth of debt.

Sotos and Moynihan crossed paths around the

time Sotos was publishing Pure, a zine which first

appeared in January 1984. Pure included detailed

descriptions of child torturers, sadistic killers, and

homosexual mass murderers, as well as encomiums

to the Third Reich in the following vein:

"Dead jews, jew generation upon jew generation,

Jewish body upon Jewish body, money-sniffing jew

upon parasitic princess, broken supercilious jew

nose upon cheap Jewish cunt. The mighty Third

Reich, under the direction of Ubermensch Adolf

Hitler, took care of the subhumans who plunged a

thorn in his side and these subhumans never wit-

nessed a powerso strong and malevolent as Hitler's

Nazi Elite."

Such a passage speaks for itself.

Although Sotos was busted in December 1985, he

had been under U.S. government mail and phone

surveillance some nine months before his arrest. In

an interview in Heatter Skelter, Moynihan said that

his phone had been tapped and his mail interrupted

due to his friendship with Sotos. He recalled that

after Sotos was arrested, "Interpol police raided

numerous people in Europe (mostly people I was in

contact with, connected to the underground

Industrial/violent music scene) and on their list of

objects to look out for were cassettes of my old pro-

ject Coup De Grace. Why these were of interest I

have no idea
"

In September 1993 Sotos created yet another dis-

turbing zine called Parasite. The November issue

contained a feature on Norwegian death metal,

including VargVikemes' murder of Euronymous just

four months earlier. Like Sotos, Euronymous was

also into child pornography, snuff films, and films

depicting extreme torture. Vikernes claimed that

Euronymous spent large parts of his time watching

child pornography...so-called "snuff" films where

ordinary people are kidnapped and tortured to

death in front of the camera. For example— I have

been eagerly told descriptions of what these films

are like from [Euronymous]— dildos with nails are

pushed into women's crotches, or they are nailed to
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Manson, who became iconic figures

in a world where evil was more real

than good, and hate more strong

than love. Yet because they, like the

Marquis de Sade before them, were

also fearless disrupters of middle-

class morality, a Hitler or Manson
were also, in a sense, perverse role

models. The sheer bleakness of

industrial culture also provided fer-

tile ground for future misanthropy.

If evil was more powerful than

good, evil was also more natural. In

a truly Hobbesian world the Social

Darwinists and the Malthusians

were right when
they argued that

only the strong

could and should

survive.

"COUNTERCUL-
TURAL FASCISM"
AND THE RADI-
CAL EVOLANS
The sense of

despair felt by
industrial culture

was not unique. A
similar heroic/pes-

simistic worldview

appeared in Europe

after World War I.

In the early 1920s

there arose what I

shall call "counter-

cultural fascism."

More a sensibility

than a movement,
it fused Friedrich

Nietzsche's idea of

the individual will-

to-power and his

contempt for mid-

dle-class morality

with Oswald
Spengler's belief in the imminent
downfall of the West. Artists like

Futurist founder Filippo Marinetti,

Ezra Pound, Gabriele D'Annunzio,

and Ernst Junger viewed traditional

forms of conservatism with the

same contempt that they felt for

social democracy, rationalism, and
the Enlightenment. While GPO was
not really a countercultural fascist,

TG stood on the cusp of a revival of

a "countercultural fascist" turn in

segments of haute bohemia.
Another set of ideas associated

with the Abraxas network had earli-

er been promoted by a radical Italian

fascist named Franco Freda. Freda,

who advocated a combined right-

and left-wing terrorist assault on the

middle class Establishment, first

outlined his ideas at a 1969 meeting

of the far-right European
Revolutionary Front in Regensburg,

Bavaria. In his talk, which was later

published as La disintegrazione del

sistema {The Disintegration of the

System), Freda argued that the "ner-

vous system of the bourgeois world"

had to be disrupted with utmost vio-

lence by far right "political soldiers"

working in an alliance with the far

left.

Freda
derived essential

parts of his strate-

gy from the Italian

conservative revo-

lutionary theorist

Julius Evola, the

"Herbert Marcuse"
of the postwar
European far

right. Evola

argued in books
like Cavalcare la

tigre {Riding the

Tiger) that the

total collapse of

modern mass soci-

ety was something

to be welcomed,
not resisted.

Radical Evolans

like Freda believed

that violent shocks

to the system

could only hasten

the inevitable col-

lapse of the hated

modern order.

OVER THE TOPY
GPO chose art and music, not pis-

tols and plastic explosives, as his

"aesthetic terrorist" weapons. He
declared that he and his supporters

were "waging war on mass culture.

That's our job. The bottom line is to

always keep destroying the status

quo." In his continual quest for cul-

tural electroshock, he had no
qualms about making inflammatory

statements. In his article "Giftgas",

for example, he wrote:

When you kill someone, you
affirm your own existence. You
heighten your perceptions...Killing

puts your social intentions into

perspective. If you can kill some-

one with the correct attitude, you

can do anything. You realize the

hidden fear of retribution which

has informed every 7 action.

Such ideas were later to be reprised

by the countercultural fascist milieu

within which Michael Moynihan
operated.

TG split up in the summer of

1981. GPO and Sleazy then formed

the music group Psychic TV along

with the Temple of Psychic Youth

(TOPY). GPO's idea for TOPY came
from one of his heros, Aleister

Crowley. Crowley, a British sex

magician dubbed "The Most Evil

Man in the World" by the tabloid

press, led a purported magical order

called the Ordo Templis Orientis

(OTO). He used drugs, ritual magic,

sado-masochistic sex, homosexuali-

ty, and anything else he could think

of in order to magically transform

his and his followers' mundane con-

sciousness. GPO saw TOPY as an
aesthetic/magical/paramilitary/poli

tical order, a new improved OTO.

TOPY also fetishized Charles

Manson, Jim Jones, the Process

Church, and Adolf Hitler, whom
GPO viewed as a powerful magician

not unlike himself:

/ mean, at least somebody like

Hitler had vision! And did some-

thing pretty exciting... you can
maximize the chance of things

happening if you have a vision.

And I think that's what happens
with people like Hitler... they apply

the forces of magick without

understanding all of them.. .But

that's how someone like Hitler

could get so much done in ten

years. He kind of went from cav-

alry to space travel in ten years! .

. .So he was applying the laws of
magick completely, but he was
misapplying them, because he

wasn't genuinely concerned with

everybody else. And that's where
the big break comes... Basically he
was probably very much like we
are, but he chose the political

arena. And when you choose the

political arena... very? weird things

happen, because it's on such a
scale that you can't control

it. .That's why I'm interested in
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the individual and not the mass.

And precisely why I've been inter-

ested in the individual is anti-fas-

cist And it's always accused of

being fascist, and I always think

that the mass is what is fascist—
mass movements and mass sys-

tems of thought

TOPY was also meant to act as a

seed crystal for a rejuvenated youth

culture. GPG, however, .always

remained an
"aesthetic terror-

ist." Moynihan
was in a way
right when he
lambasted GPO
as "some hippie,

flower child in

reality" because,

for all his excess,

GPO saw his pro-

ject as anti-fas-

cist. Boyd Rice,

however, clearly

took a page from

GPO's idea of an
aesthetic/politi-

cal order when
he formed
Abraxas.

CRUEL COOL

Imaginary evil

is romantic and
varied; real evil

is gloomy,

monotonous,
barren, boring.

Imaginary good
is boring; real

good is always

new, marvelous, intoxicating.

—Simone Weil

Industrial culture in the United

States never attained the brooding

complexity of its British cousin. In

America it remains jumbled up with

a salmagundi of styles that include

John Waters' consciously anti-politi-

cal "trash aesthetics," slasher movie
Grand Guignol, and the deconstnic-

tion of highbrow academia by

Parisian postmodernism. The
French invasion was closely tied to

the cultural left through intellectual

icons like Michel Foucault. Unlike

the bleak British industrialists,

transgressive leftist "artworkers"

like Karen Finley wanted to epater

les bourgeois and promote good

causes like feminism and gay libera-

tion.

Since all good transgressives used

drugs, liked porn, and despised

"middle America," Norman
Rockwell, Jesse Helms, and Pat

Robertson, a natural alliance existed

between the West Side liberals at

MOMA and the downtown avant-

garde at La

Mama. A
small group
of mostly

straight
white male
scenesters,
however,
used trans-

gressive tac-

tics to attack

what they

saw as the

therapeutic
left's hege-

mony over

b o he m ia .

Unapologetic

bad boys in

search of an
aesthetic that

couldn't be
co-opted,
they turned

to cult lead-

ers like

Manson and
Jim Jones,

serial killers

like John
Wayne Gacy,

violent
images of deformed or dismembered
bodies, weird conspiracy theories

from the far left and far right, UFO
abduction tracts, and hate rants by
black nationalists and Klansmen.

Some wanted to epater les com-

munistes because they believed that

artists should not live in a world of

self-imposed censorship for fear of

violating every leftist and feminist

dogma de jour. There was also the

fear that bohemia, long a bad boy
Shangri-La for sex, drugs, and rock

'n roll, was turning into a therapeu-

tic "No Smoking" zone. And what
better "in-your-face" way to say

"fuck you" to the sissies, parlor

tables through their labias.

WHITEHOUSE

Moynihan and Sotos were also industrial music

fanatics who had previously been inspired by

Throbbing Gristle. Sotos, a former punk, told

Moynihan in a Seconds interview: "Then you ended

up with Throbbing Gristle, and as soon as I heard

that stuff everything else just seemed pale." TG's

1981 breakup left a void in the extreme industrial

scene that a band called Whitehouse sought to fill.

The group's name was a pun on an "Anita Bryant"-

type British morals crusader named Mary

Whitehouse. Whitehouse lyrics joyously celebrated

rape, torture, serial killers, and the worst brutalities

of the SS. In a Seconds interview with Whitehouse

founder William Bennett, Moynihan commented that

TG only used the image of death camps for "moral

purposes." Bennett replied; "Right, exactly." He

then explained that Whitehouse and TG fell out

because Genesis P-Orridge "disapproved of any-

body using it [death camp imagery] in a different

way."

Whitehouse, however, was not- in Moynihan's

words— a band for "brain dead fags or Woodstock

wimps." Whitehouse openly took pleasure in the SS

because the SS, in Bennett's words, gave someone

like Joseph Mengele "the freedom to explore a lot of

his own pleasures and perversions." Bennett, who

assaulted audience members during live perfor-

mances just as the Futurists had done during the

1920s, also said that Whitehouse wanted "to trans-

late as much mental violence and power into music

as is possible."

True freedom for Whitehouse was Sadean, the

freedom of the master to torture a child to death.

The truly free were also beyond good and evil and

labels like "right" and "left." For just that reason,

Bennett told Moynihan that "the guys you see in NF

[National Front] marches, they would totally despise

Whitehouse." Bennett meant that even ordinary

skinhead types would consider Whitehouse degen-

erate. That statement didn't prevent him from

'describing NF/skinheads elsewhere as "truly an

awesome sight en masse in England. They emit such

a flood of energy and vitality."

Whitehouse summarized its philosophy in a state-

ment called War or Peace?:

Brutality is respected. People need wholesome fear,

they want to fear something, they want someone to

frighten them and make them shudderingly submis-

sive. Why babble about cruelty and get indignant

about violence? People need something that will

give them the thrill ofattack...because when the vio-

lence is greater, the shock upon the nervous system

will be sharpen then it will emerge that the harshest

and most ferocious.will be the best.

Whitehouse/Come Organization literature also

included descriptions of serial killers, much like

Sotos* zine Pure. Sotos even played on one

Whitehouse U.S. tour in 1984, when one member of

the trio couldn't make the trip.

As for the younger Moynihan, he too began as a

punk but soon turned to industrial music. As a 15

year-old he visited England, where he explored the

post-TG violent music scene led by Whitehouse.

Returning to Boston, he set up his own "power elec-

tronics" group, Coup De Grace.

THE BELGIAN CONNECTION ,

Like Abraxas in the U.S., Whitehouse/Come

Organization came under attack in England as "fas-
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pinks, and Feminazis than to play

the ace card of transgression—aes-

thetic fascism.

EXIT
The new hip regime of mean was

exemplified by the infamous Los

Angeles Amok catalog. Amok Press*

best-seller Apocalypse Culture, a col-

lection of rants, raves, conspiracy

theories, and aesthetic terrorist

tracts, was another key text. Adam
Parfrey, owner of Amok and later

Feral House, first entered the scene

in 1980 with IDEA, a southern
California-based Re/Search-type

journal about punk culture. He then
moved to New York where he met
the art designer George Petros.

Parfrey also became friends with Joe

Coleman, a painter and performance
artist once famous for biting the

heads off live mice and blowing
himself up on stage.

In 1984 Parfrey and Petros created

Exit, a New York-based journal

heavy on graphic design. Exit also

drew on contributions from
"Cinema of Transgression" film

makers Richard Kern, Nick Zedd,
and actress/musician Lydia Lunch,
as well as from artists and musicians
like Joe Coleman, Jim Thirlwell

(Foetus) , Genesis P-Orridge, and
Boyd Rice. Exit even included draw-
ings by convicted murderers Mark

B2_

David Chapman, John Wayne Gacy,

Charles Manson, and the "Night
Stalker" Richard Ramirez. It used
strong psychedelic-like designs, car-

toons, totalitarian agit-prop images,

photos of Hitler, and John
Heartfield-style collages to punch
outraged readers in the eye.

Parfrey worked with Petros on the

first three issues of Exit before leav-

ing to create Amok Press, Once a
succes de scandale, Exit's increasing

fascination with fascism doomed it

to just six issues. Issue five, for

example, featured a particularly

rancid piece of anti-Semitism

entitled the "Execution of Carl

Jung", which was "conceived by
George Petros" with "text

researched by Robert N. Taylor,"

a former paramilitary

Minuteman leader turned racial

Odinist. The final 1994 Exit

included contributions from
Michael Moynihan and James
Mason, an American Nazi
whose book Siege was published

by Moynihan. While producing
Exit, Petros also served as an
editor at Seconds, an eclectic

New York-based music maga-
zine that Moynihan, Rice, and
Parfrey regularly write for.

ENTER SATAN
The new glorification of the

instinctual and the barbaric, the

belief in the survival of the

fittest, and the hatred of both
Christian morality and liberal

humanism, were all music to the

ears of Anton LaVey, the founder
and head of the San Francisco-based

Church of Satan. Not surprisingly,

Boyd Rice developed close ties with
LaVey in the early 1980s. In 1984,
Rice set up the Abraxas Foundation
as a "social Darwinist think tank."

An Abraxas tract called WAKE pro-

claimed "Long Live Death!" and
hailed Malthusianism as "Nature's

Eternal Fascism." (The Church of

Satan also maintained close ties to

TOPY. ) Today Rice is himself a

member of the Church's governing

inner circle, the Council of Nine. He
also conducted the last interview

with LaVey for Seconds prior to

LaVey's death on 29 October 1997.

LaVey, who is often only seen as

just a libertarian maverick, called

for a new kind of fascism in a 1994

interview with Michael Moynihan
in Seconds. Moynihan's essay, "The
Faustian Spirit of Fascism," was also

published in the Church of Satan's

magazine, The Black Flame. LaVey
even contributed an introduction to

a new edition of "Ragnar
Redbeard's" Might Is Right, a
Nietzschean and Social Darwinist

tract first published in 1896 which
LaVey had liberally plagiarized in

his own book, The Satanic Bible.

The editor of the new edition of

Might Is Right is listed as Katja Lane.

She is the wife of David Lane, an
Odinist leader of the high-profile far

right paramilitary group called the
Order, who is now serving a life sen-

tence for conspiring to murder a
Denver radio personality named
Alan Berg.

The author of Mights afterword

is, arguably, even more "devilish"

than LaVey. He is none other than
George Hawthorne, head of the
white racist musical group RaHoWa
(Racial Holy War) and founder of

Resistance Records, whom Michael
Moynihan interviewed for Seconds
and The Black Flame. Moynihan is

also thanked in the new edition of

Might Is Right for helping make the

book possible.

MANSON/MASON
In the mid-1980s Adam Parfrey

formed Amok Press, the precursor to

Feral House, with Ken Swezey of the

Amok catalog. Amok's first book,
Michael, was an English translation

of Nazi Propaganda Minister Joseph
Goebbels' sole novel. Parfrey's next
book, Apocalypse Culture, was fol-

lowed in 1988 by The Manson File,

which was edited by Nikolas

Schreck (the boyfriend of LaVey's

daughter Zeena) in collaboration

with Boyd Rice and others. Rice reg-

ularly visited Manson, and even
campaigned to get him released

from jail through an Abraxas spin-

off called the Friends of Justice.

Via Manson, the Abraxas circle

came into contact with James
Mason, a former member of George
Lincoln Rockwell's American Nazi
Party (ANP) and the eccentric head
of the National Socialist Liberation

Front (NSLF). Mason had estab-

lished contact with Manson in the

early 1980s through an NSLF mem-
ber named Perry "Red" Warthan.
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Warthan later murdered a 17-year-

old high school student in Oroville,

California, because the boy told

police that Warthan had been dis-

tributing racist literature.

In the late 1980s Rice got into hot

water due to his friendship with

Robert Heick (aka "Bob Blitz").

Heick is the leader of a skinhead

group called American Front that

once attacked the San Francisco

anarchist bookstore Bound Together.

Although he denied having any
political ties to Heick, the growing

unpopularity of Abraxas in San
Francisco led Rice to decamp to

Denver, Colorado.

As for Parfrey, he first moved his

publishing operation from New York

to Los Angeles. After the LA riots, he

relocated to Portland and then

returned south to Venice, California.

While in Portland, Parfrey (whose
own mother is Jewish) hired the late

Keith Stimely, an openly gay former

editor of the journal of the Institute

for Historical Review, the world's

leading Holocaust-denial outfit, to

write Feral House press releases.

Stimely's name also appeared on a

leaflet, along with that of Moynihan
and Portland artist Diabolos Rex, as

part of a Boyd Rice/NON "Total

War" performance in that city.

SIEGE
Michael Moynihan was Boyd

Rice's Denver roommate in 1991.

That summer their apartment was
visited by men who first said they

wanted to talk to Moynihan
because, as he later recalled, "they

believed I had witnessed the murder
'of a black man/" The visitors, who
turned out to be Secret Service

agents, next accused the stunned

Moynihan of plotting with some
Manson followers to assassinate

then-President George Bush during

a visit to Denver!

One year later, Moynihan was
more preoccupied by literary than

legal matters. His Denver-based

Storm Press published Siege, a 400-

page anthology of the writings of

James Mason, the Nazi fan of

Charles Manson. In his acknowl-

edgments, Moynihan ("Michael M.
Jenkins") thanked (among others)

both Adam Parfrey and Anton LaVey

for their help in facilitating Siege's

publication.

Mason argued in Siege that

National Socialism had lost its vio-

lent, revolutionary edge. "We want
to see crime and chaos rise to such a

degree where the System becomes
no longer viable and falls apart," he
wrote. In a tract called "Smashing
the Pig System," he growled: "If a

bunch of Black Nationalists rob a

Brinks truck, if they kill some
System Pigs, WHO CARES??!!"

Siege also paid homage to white

racist "lone wolf" assassins like

Mason's former ANP colleague

Joseph Franklin, who specialized in

shooting interracial couples ("race

traitors"); and James Huberty, who
massacred a largely Hispanic clien-

tele at a McDonald's restaurant in

San Diego. Mason felt that the lone

wolves were merely expressing

healthy "Viking berserker rage"

against "Big Brother." He especially

liked the fact that, since they acted

alone, these lone wolves were very

difficult to catch. Siege also glorified

Charles Manson. Mason even creat-

ed a Manson-inspired successor

group to the NSLF called the

Universal Order in an effort to tran-

scend the traditional "left-right spec-

trum."

In his introduction to Siege,

Moynihan also highlighted Mason's

call for a unity of extremes against

the System:

At this point in history there were

no such things as "innocent

bystanders. " The degeneration

and decline of the West had long

since passed the point where such

ideas had any meaning. Now it all

boiled down to whether you were
working "for" or "against" the

System, and anything which
helped further augment instability

in society—no matter what corner

it came from, or what "opposing"

(i.e., Left Wing or Marxist) group
might be responsible. The break

with conservatism and "Right-

Wingism" (the categories most
people invariably believe Nazism
falls into) had now been made
once and for all...Mason will reit-

erate that he wishes the best of

luck to anyone willing to attack

the System head-on.

For all its crudeness, Siege echoed

Franco Freda's radical Evolan call

cists". Rough Trade not only refused to carry

Whitehouse, but also warned other distributors

about the nature of the group. The London

Musicians Co-op took a similar, stand, as did

Re/Search in'America-. In 1983 Whitehouse refused

to play San Francisco because of bomb threats.

GPCTs TORY followers also dehounced;.Whitehouse,

as;'d;
;

Jy fftjmiifets^^'djf the group's. giorifica|i0n
r
;6f

people like:MerS^ipei a' serai killer whb preyed-

on prQstitutes:'; •'
.:-

•'•

For its part, Whitehouse continued to deny any

political motives even as it released records like

"Buchenwald", which it advertised in one leaflet as

"the most violent music of the new right." Come

Organization also issued "Triumph of the Will" by

Leibstandarte SS/MB (Maurizio Bianchi), "Lie" by

Charles Manson, a tape called "SS Marches", and

121/5/62/82 that the group Ramleh did in homage to

Adolf Eichmann. Yet Bennett still denied that there

was any political meaning behind it all, saying that

people were free to interpret the: sounds and images

any way they chos^. ';'

Bennett's claims fell flat, however,- once it became

known that he had written an article called "The

Struggle for a New Musical Culture" for the June

.1982 issue of an Antwerp-based journal called Force

Mental. In it he wrote:

......
"Come Organization is concerned with the struggle

against the unhealthy negroid influence in all popu-

lar music today. These primitive forms have corrupt-

ed many generations of youth in music and in

word...We must blame the corruption of the negroid

music and the Jewish exploitation for the reprehen-

sible movements today like Anti-nuclear, Amnesty

International, and feminist groups, to name but a

few...The music ofCome Organization artists fulfills

a twin purpose—firstly, to crush the disease we have

just discussed and secondly to express the new

movement in terms ofpower and strength of will. It

is almost totally electronic in nature, extremely

uncompromising and sometimes violent in expres-

sion. But brutality is respected.

"

Bennett's piece caused a scandal. Although he

later tried to say that he meant it all as a parody, he

was forced to admit that "it was a total mistake for

me to write something like that, and a worse mis-

take to allow it to be printed." •

Whitehouse broke up in 1985," when Bennett

moved to Spain and then on to Thailand. As for

Moynihan, his work began to be distributed in

Europe through a German record label called

Cthulhu, named after the greatest of the other-

dimensional "old ones" in the horror tales of H.P.

Lovecraft. In 1988, he toured the continent after

"some European artists in Belgium" financed the

trip. Since he spent a good deal of time living in

Antwerp, a likely guess is that the Force Mental cir-

cle brought him over. Force Mental-and allied

musical groups like Club Moral and Etat Brut- were

also accused of being part of the European New

Right, although -the magazine claims that it only

publishes extreme material to force the reader to

react to it.

After returning from Belgium in 1988, Moynihan

contacted Boyd Rice by letter and phone. They final-

ly met in 1989, when Moynihan went to Japan where

Rice was on tour. As for Whitehouse, it reformed in

1990, Its current member's are William Bennett, Jim

Goodall, and Peter Sotos.

:• -Kevin Coogan
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for total social disruption in La dis-

integrazione del sistema. Storm also

plans to issue the first English trans-

lation of Evola's 1953 book, Gli

uomini e le Rovine (Men Among the

Ruins).

In August 1993, one year after

Siege was published, Varg Vikernes

murdered Euronymous. Although
Moynihan was not a black metalist,

the lure of Norway's new Charles

Manson was too much to resist since

Varg Vikernes serves the role of a
pariah and heretic to Norwegians,

similar on a number of levels to

that of Charles Manson in

America. Both profess a radical

ideology at odds with, and at

times unintelligible to the average

citizen. Both insist they have done
nothing wrong. Both espouse a
revolutionary attitude with strong

racial overtones. Both have
become media bogeymen in their

respective countries, and both

knowingly contribute to their own
mythicization. Both also under-

stand well the inherent archetypi-

cal power of symbols and
names—especially those they

adopt for themselves.

BOMBING BLITZ HOUSE
In LOC Moynihan suggests that

Vikernes is an avatar of a long-

repressed Odinist archetype analo-

gous to what Jung claimed for Nazi

Germany in his famous 1936 essay

on Wotan. Moynihan clearly

believes in racial archetypes and
told Ohm Clock: "racial achieve-

ments are distinctive between differ-

ent races and I think that culture is

based on race. I don't understand

why it's a taboo topic to discuss/'

In LOC Moynihan relies upon
"Kadmon," editor of a Vienna-based

journal called Aorta, to bolster the

racial archetype thesis. Kadmon
argues that Norwegian black metal-

ists are modern day examples of an
ancient martial/mystical band of

Werewolf-like "berserker" warriors

known as the Oskorei. No disinter-

ested scholar, Kadmon is also a

political supporter of Vikernes as

well as Moynihan's collaborator. His

band Allerseelen, for example, put

out a joint CD with Moynihan's
group Blood Axis. A blood fetishist,

Kadmon named his journal Aorta

because it is "a blood-red cycle. In

Aorta there is my blood. The blood

of the poet, the blood of the magi-

cian, the blood of the warrior."

Kadmon also devoted one issue of

Aorta to "the Odinist Norwegian
composer Varg Vikernes. . .who is

currently in prison due to his Viking

ethics."

But should Odin take the rap for

Vikernes' "Viking ethics"? LOC
offers strong evidence that Vikernes,

who came from a divorced family

apd was raised by his mother Lene
Bore, was a fascist well before he
became a metalhead. Vikernes

reports that his mother "was actual-

ly afraid that I was going to come
home with a black girl! She's very

race-conscious...She could just as

well be my friend as she is my
mother." He also said about his

acts:

It's not a rebellion against my par-

ents or something, it's serious. My
mother totally agrees with it She
doesn't mind if someone burns a
church down. She hates the

church quite a lot

Few doubt the truth of Vikernes'

remarks, especially after Lene Bore

was arrested in 1997 for giving close

to $20,000 to a neo-Nazi clique that

wanted to break her son out of jail.

Her racialism clearly affected her

son, who "insists his racial/nation-

alist feelings have been present

since childhood." Vikernes also

said: "I was a skinhead when I was
15 or 16. Nobody knows that.

People say that I suddenly became a

Nazi, but I was actually a skinhead
back then. It was in waves — in 91'

I was into occultism, in '92

Satanism, in 93' mythology and so

on, in waves."

Vikernes recalled that when he
was a skinhead, "there were these

Punks — that was more the reason I

went over to the other side. But of

course the main reason is weapons:
German SS helmets, Schmeizers
[sic] and Mausers and all these

weapons. That's what they shot the

British and Americans with, great —
we hated British and Americans."

In January 1993, some months
before his murder of Euronymous
and at a time when Vikernes wasn't

openly identified with fascism, a

photo taken in his apartment dis-

played his Nazi memorabilia.

Given how much valuable infor-

mation LOC does present, it is some-
what incredible that the book fails

to note that at the time that Vikernes

murdered Euronymous, he was also

planning to destroy an Oslo-based

punk anti-fascist squat called Blitz

House. After his arrest for murder,

the police discovered that he had
about 330 pounds of stolen dyna-

mite in his possession. Vikernes

may have felt that he had no choice

but to kill Euronymous before

bombing Blitz House because "the

Communist" would almost certainly

have opposed such an act. Recall in

this context that Vikernes also

claimed that Euronymous had been
plotting to have him killed. It may
well be true that Vikernes really did

murder Euronymous for petty per-

sonal reasons. By refusing to even
mention Blitz House, however, LOC
glides over another potentially high-

ly relevant motive.

LOC also ignores another obvious

cultural influence on Vikernes, the

Abraxas network's glorification of

killers like Charles Manson!
Vikernes' home town, Bergen, is

also home to Jan Bruun's
Hypertonia World Enterprises.

Brunn is a major distributor of

Charles Manson memorabilia like

"Watching Satan — the Legacy of

Charles Manson. " He knows
Moynihan and interviewed him for

an Italian journal aptly named
Healter Skelter. Moynihan also

thanks Bruun, an avowed social

Darwinist and Malthusian, in the

acknowledgements to LOC. It seems
almost impossible to believe that

Vikernes would not have known
about Hypertonia World
Enterprises, especially since Bruun
was in contact with Euronymous
and even sold Mayhem LPs.

THE ASATRU CONNECTION
Despite his use of Kadmon's the-

ories, Moynihan claims in LOC that

"there is absolutely no specific con-

nection" between practitioners of

Nordic religion and the black metal

scene. "In fact," he writes, "public

assumptions that such a link would
exist have been a severe liability to

these groups." Moynihan, however,
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neglects to mention that he himself

is a leading member of a U.S.-based

racialist "Old Norse and Germanic
religion" movement called the

Asatrii Alliance of Independent

Kindreds (AA), which is headquar-

tered in Arizona.

The AA evolved out of a 1960s

Odinist/Nordic revival movement
called the Asatru Free Assembly.

The AA faction argued that a Norse

religious movement should only

include people of Northern
European descent. It also publishes

a journal called Vor Trn which is

edited by Robert Ward, the former

editor of a rightist music zine called

The Fifth Path. He is also almost cer-

tainly the "R. Ward" thanked by

Moynihan for his typesetting contri-

bution to Siege. Another AA leader,

"Valgard" (Michael) Murray, was a

former member of Rockwell's

American Nazi Party.

Moynihan's close friend Robert

Nicholas Taylor, who publishes an
Odinist journal called The
Continuing Clan, is yet another AA
bigwig with a far right bio. The
rightist music journal Ohm Clock

reports that during "a 12-year stint

as a national spokesman for the

Minutemen, he [Taylor] went on to

become Director of Intelligence and
set up the first guerrilla training

schools ever to exist in the United

States." Taylor's call for the racial

balkanization of America, an argu-

ment associated with the late

"Klanarchist" leader Robert Miles,

was also featured in the last issue of

Exit

BYE BYE BOYD
Moynihan now lives in Portland,

where he moved in order to work
for Feral House. He also left

Colorado after a falling out with
Boyd Rice. In an interview in

Momentum, Moynihan announced
that Blood Axis "will not ever work
with Boyd Rice again, due to per-

sonal differences." He also told

Healter Skelter: "I don't have any
contact with Boyd Rice anymore,
mainly because we just went our
separate ways."

Unlike Moynihan, Rice is usually

quite careful to call himself a fascist

only in aesthetics and not in politics.

He did, however, tell Seconds: "I

think basically I am a Fascist,

because I do think there is a hierar-

chy, and there are people that are

stupid, and there are people that are

clever," a definition so bland that it

hardly does justice to the complexi-

ty of fascism as a political ideology

and the extremism of fascism as a

political system.

Moynihan clearly seems fed up
with Rice's bob and weave. In the

Momentum interview, he groaned:

I'm sick of people saying they're

"not political, " as I think this is a
cop-out...If you're going to espouse

"fascist" ideas, then I believe you
have to accept some of the respon-

sibility for their application in the

real world; otherwise what is the

point of espousing them in the

first place?. . . Terms which are

bandied about like "occult fas-

cism" don't have any tangible

meaning as far as I can tell,

though they sound impressive.

Moynihan apparently feels that

"occult fascists" like Rice "cop out"

when they refuse to carry their "aes-

thetic" agenda to its real world con-

clusions. For the same reason
Moynihan hates black metal bands
that don't use violence because they

fear it might prevent them from
becoming rock stars.

THE FAR RIGHT AND BLACK
METAL

True to his principles, Moynihan
is quite active in the propaganda
support network for Vikernes. He is,

for example, a leading contributor to

a rightist journal called Filosofem,

which is published by a group also

called Blood Axis. Filosofem is

located at 5 Rue Gabriel Price in

Metz, France. This same address is

the source of a series of pro-

Vikernes leaflets which carry the

name Cymophane on them.
Filosofem also takes its name from a

Burzum CD that Vikernes recorded

in 1993 while out on bail. That CD
is currently being jointly distributed

by Misanthropy Records,

Cymophane Productions, and Feral

House Audio,

LOC also contains an interview

with Kerry Bolton, a New Zealand-

based Satanist who is trying to pop-

ularize fascism inside pop culture

with a series of small journals like

Notes:

l. in an interview in Siayer n. Moymhan S3id:"l've also. been friends with -'

Peter Sotos, of the band Warehouse and also Pure magazine.fa^ahd he toW

.me about the;extreme fnnges-of Heavy Metal sorfcetimetfourKTi^. and I

started following Death Metatwifrfsome interest, maihJybecause itwas so :

obsessed with violence." •
'''*;'•'..•;'''-'..'' */>*;«

--(. ... m -

3..$ee the Anthology of Peter Soros" writings called Tota!Aby$$f?6i\\2ti&- ;

.

Goad to Hell Enierpfises),
(

p\3Jim6oad;Sotos" publisher, alio published '..'-.

Answer Me magazine. All my citations from Sotos' tines are fr.om Total Abuse.

4. ffcrd, p. 18.
' -.• '._;-

.

5. Sotos' troubles began after Scotland Yard found a copy of Pure in the house

of one member of a Scottish group called Metgumnerone. who had been

arrested for grave robbing. 8riti$h authorities.then alerted U.S. Customs in

;

Chicago about Pare. .'.'•.
.

'
.

.

6. Sotos explained what he liked about death metal in Parasite, in a way that-

SOiindsverymuchlikeMoynihan; • ;

Death metal has always delivered Based on obsession withrrage and violence.
•

there was a time when that olone vmld entertain. But recently the ante s been

upped. While the old guard, in the face ofiust-about-ta-break record sales and • \
brighter media attention, have been [oiling all over themselves to tow the old.

tired "violence for a violent society" tog, a group of young extremists from

Norway have devoted themselves to o purer sense ofoft-Young and preten-

tiously morbid.Jhe Block Metal Mafia, os they've come to.be know, make up .

for aH the ntual-abuse stories youjove to hear but con't believe. Finally, a . . v
group ofmen v/iiSng to go the extra length to provide real entertainment.

'

• . "•.. *
."••..'

, '

7. £0C P. 75.
.

8. Seconds 3$ (1995). .

' / ,.*

9. Seconds 28 {1994]. Bennett also said in a ComeOrganization release: "We

are not political. Wenave no scruples about enjoying the pleasures of the

death camps, though, and the wonderful excesses the SS indulged themselves

in." My main source on Whitehouse is from an over 30opage uh'oaginated clip

compilation called The Whitehouse/Come Organization File, which ! will refer :

A03SWHF.
'

'."'
;-; "V

\o.WHF.

ivlblL

n.ibid. ,

.*-'.' ' •

lj.Sbtosmayalsohavebeenaneailymemberofttiegroup "

m England-One early whitehouse member was a performance artist/musician •'
v

from Chicago named Philip 6est. who had his own group called Consumer

Electrodes. Best did a Show in London in lune 1982 that combined machine

sounds with films of open heart operations and dead corpses. Philip 8est and., -

. Peter Solos may be the same person. If they are different individuals, it seems

remarkable that bolh of them came from Chicago and played with Whitehouse.
*. * * ''*'

. • •'*.'

14. During that visit Moynihan bought his first Boyd Rice record. He further

explained: .

In ig$6 1 got "Blood£ Flame"when it came out and wasamazed to see NON
suddenly presenting more concrete (or blatant) ideos in the record and pack-

aging - things which specifically related to myown interest It was very differ-

ent from his (Rice's} more ombigiiovs earlier releases. I think in 1987 on ...

.
English friend who had gotten in contact with Boyd around the tinie The

Sanson File was being assembled gave me his oddress..lt wasn't until 1988

that 1 finally sent him a letterand various enclosures, very unsuie of what >

.

response I would, get (if any). As it turned out he v.rote back enthusiastically,

andwhen 1 returned to America (I WQS thing port of the year in Belgium at the
.'

time) we started talking on the phone very frequently.

See.Ohm Clock 3 (Spring 1990). v ,.'"

.ij/the background of the Bennett article is a bit complex;
:He was asked to

write for a magazine called DATA on "the most violent music of the New Right-

in an issue devoted to exploring the New Right that would include contribu-

tions from members of the Mew Right. DATA began as an experimental arts

journal funded by Antwerp University. After three issues it lost its academic.

• support. Some members then decided to continue DATA as an independent

journal devoted to rxpenmental media. DATA' s first issue was to he on the
1

-New Right. DATA never got off the ground, but one branch of it created an

industrial band catted ( lub Moral as well as the maga/me force Mental, lone

tJfentinhen printed the article lieniietl intended for DATA. Bennett at fust

claimed that he was. asked to write a parody on the left, the right, and the

' anarchists. Force Mental, however, said this was total nonsense. ;
.

ib.wiir.
.

'. ... ' :...:' -.' •
.

.-"

17. Moynihan asked. Bennett in the Seconds'interview if he experienced any

repercussions after Sotos was arrested in Chicago. 8ennett replied:

"Surprisingly, hot tc my knowledge. I know Kevin Tompkins (a Whitehouse

member at the time] got a couple of things taken by customs, but neither

myself nor the record label-there was no investigation. Not that we'd have ; '$i

had anything, anyway. It was #classic'case of police paranoia." One seized-' * :

item seems to h3ve been a video called "First fuck."-Tompkins, who came

from a group called Sutcliffe lugend. also made a Whitehouse/Come orgarii/a-
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Key of Alocer, The Nexus, and The
Flaming Sword . His essays have

also appeared in The Black Flame
and Filosofem. In one of his writ-

ings Bolton even calls the Futurist

(and later Fascist) Filippo Marinetti

a forerunner of "Industrial Culture".

His publications also feature

Moynihan, R. N. Taylor, Boyd Rice,

Kadmon, and others like them.
In his interview in LOC, Bolton

denounces Christianity in classic

"right meets left" jargon as:

one product of the Magian [i.e.,

Jewish-KC] infection of Western

culture, the others being plutocra-

cy, liberalism, globalism, egalitar-

ianism, and so forth... Since the

thrust of the present civilization in

its phase of senility is towards a
global plutocracy, with the pluto-

crats and globalists utilizing con-

sumerism and multi-culturalism

to break down the different

nations and cultures and arche-

types upon which they are based,

it is fitting that "new" forms of
Satanism are emerging with a
nativist heathen basis to challenge

this globalism.

Bolton also leads an overtly fascist

magical sect called the Black Order.

The Black Order's New Zealand
address is conveniently reprinted in

an illustration in LOC.
A French far rightist and OTO

leader named Christian Bouchet also

pops up in LOC. Along with pub-
lishing his own occult journal

Thelema, Bouchet helps lead

Nouvelle Resistance, a fascist "third

way" grouping whose journal Lutte

du Peuple he edits. Bouchet advo-
cates an alliance with the far left,

applauds Castro for resisting

American imperialism, and praises

the French nineteenth century anar-

chist Pierre-Joseph Proudhon. He
even offered a eulogy for the

German ultra-leftist Ulrike Meinhof,
a leader of the terrorist Rote Armee
Fraktion. Nouvelle Resistance is

also behind a pro-Vikernes music
fanzine called Napalm Rock ,

whose editor LOC interviews.

Given his own background and
publicly proclaimed political views,

it seems fairly obvious that

Moynihan would not be terribly dis-

fraught if a new wave of "berserker

youth" chose to follow in Vikernes'

path—regardless of whether or not

he holds the Count's most extreme

political statements in high regard.

Although Vikernes was later ostra-

cized for killing Euronymous, LOC
claims that black metalists who act

out their violent fantasies gain "a

perverse form of credibility over the

bands who merely sing and dream
of empty morbid fantasies."

Speaking to Ohm Clock, Moynihan
was even more explicit:

/ would see these forms of music
and expression talk about vio-

lence, people who were clearly

obsessed with violence, but never

would actually go out and do

what they were talking about.

They never take the logical

step...If you're going to sing songs

or record entire records about
killing people then after a while it

gets silly when it's just fantasy. I

think that's why a lot of the death

metal stuff got really cartoonish

and stupid. Then the black metal

phenomenon superseded death
metal and basically wiped it off

the map. They actually did some-

thing more than just release

records for their friends to buy.

The others had been doing a dis-

service to themselves by not actu-

ally going out and committing the

act.

For much the same reason LOC
highlights non-black metal killers

like Florida's Lords of Chaos or the

teenager in France who stabbed an
elderly Catholic priest to death.

They too are part of the fiery youth

of the future, in whom "rebellious

embers grow brighter."

CONCLUSION
Lords of Chaos contains a good

deal of fascinating information
about both black metal and cultural

fascism. But does it all add up?
While one could persuasively argue
that church burnings per se might
well arise from black metal's dime
store Satanic ethos, LOC's musings
about fascism and black metal large-

ly hang on a thin evidentiary thread,

Varg Vikernes. Yet when Moynihan
replaces his steel helmet with a

reporter's fedora, LOC shows that

Vikernes had been a far rightist well

before he became a black metalist.

After his murder of Euronymous,
Vikernes lost almost all his credibil-

ity in a scene where the old timers

still mourn for the "Prince of Death".

LOC gives an especially clear,

even restrained, summary of its core

thesis in the following paragraph:

There are many divergent politi-

cal views found across the spectrum
of Black Metal musicians and fans

(the communism of Euronymous
provides a prime example of some-
one taking leftism to its utmost
extreme) , but no one will deny that

right wing attitudes have become a

natural extension of the interests of

some involved.

But just how many black metal "fas-

cists" are there? Ten? One Hundred?
One Thousand? LOC doesn't tell us.

And are these unnamed fascists the

natural children of black metal? For

all its cleverness in seeking to por-

tray Varg Vikernes as the Charles

Manson of the Marilyn Manson gen-

genereration, LOC fails to make a

convincing case that black metal
and fascism walk hand in hand.

LOC may even get the story of

Norwegian black metal backwards.

There really was a small clique of

black metal Satanists whom
Euronymous dominated. Vikernes

made his mark in the scene by
torching a church, an act so extreme
that Euronymous had little choice

but to go along or be revealed as a
con man or a coward. After

Vikernes killed Euronymous—for

whatever reason—the subsequent
wave of arrests decimated the

underground. Nor did massive press

coverage spawn a new wave of

Vikernes copycats. The exact oppo-

site seems to have occurred: a
poseur takeover by would-be rock
stars blathering about Satan. Far

from symbolizing black metal's

metamorphosis from guitars to gaso-

line, Vikernes actually helped to rob

black metal of its dark soul. Since

then, it has largely been just show
biz and record deals.

Since Euronymous' murder still

haunts Norway's metal scene, it

seems appropriate to give the last

word to "Son of Satan," who writes

in the most recent Slayer:

;/#**£*



Welcome to Norway, the Black

Metal centre of the world. Never

has such a small country spawned
such a big amount of bands in a
somewhat limited genre. Yeah,

that's cool...or is it? The scene is

unique and so on, but there is a
but. .Shouldn't there be something

more? Shouldn't also Black Metal

be extreme? Something went
wrong somewhere. In between all

bands signing to major labels I

think something disappeared.

There is [sic] not many in Norway
who puts [sic] Satanism before

Black Metal in our
scene...Everyone has his or her

definition of Satanism but at least

you can say the extremity is gone.

I think many just dress in black

because everyone else does it,

wearing pentagrams without

knowing its potential danger.. .But

nothing is really happening in

Norway now as in regard to anti-

Christian action. People say that

there will be no more church fires

which of course is a sad thing. No
matter what, the church burnings

were great. Even if it didn't really

help in the war against

Christianity I thought it was a
great thing. A hail to those who
committed those deeds. But noth-

ing like that happens now, there is

not even proper violence.

Everything is so nice up here.

Hill: University of North Carolina, 1979); Renzo De
Felice, Mussolini il rivoiuzionario (Thrin: Einaudi,

1965), tlie first of many volumes of De Felice's com-

prehensive biography of Mussolini; Reinhard Kiihnl,

Die nationalsozialistiche Linke, 1925-1930: Eine

Untersuchung iiber Geschichte, Struktur, und
Ideologic der Strasser-Gruppe (Meisenheim: Main,

1966); Patrick Moreau, Nationalsozialismus von
links: Die "Kampfgemeinschaft Revolutionarer

Nationalsozialisten" und die "Schwarze Front" Otto

Strassers, 1930-1935 (Stuttgart: Deutsche, 1985);

and Rainer Zitelmann, Hitler: Selbstverstandnis

eines Revolutionars (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1990).

Needless to say, the term "fascist" has nowadays
become a general epithet used by all sorts of people

to smear their political and ideological opponents, so

much so that its actual meaning has become hope-

lessly corrupted and confused and it has been trans-

formed into a virtual synonym for absolute "evil",

not to mention authoritarianism, genocide, and mil-

itarism. (Why the same fate has not befallen the

word "communist", a political ideology and system

whigh shares many of the same characteristics and
has been responsible for an equal measure ofhuman
misery and even more genocidal murders, is a sub-

ject worthy of serious study.) For good surveys of tlie

contemporary Euro-American radical right, see Paul

Hainsworth, ed., The Extreme Right in Europe and

the USA (New York: St. Martin's, 1992); Luciano

Cheles <£ others, eds.. The Far Right in Western and

Eastern Europe (New York: Longman, 1995); and
Jeffrey Kaplan & Leonard Weinberg, The Emergence
of a Euro-American Radical Right (New Brunswick:

Rutgers University, 1998).

t For an introduction to Juiius Evola's thought, see

Richard Drake, "Julius Evola and the Ideological

Origins of the Radical Right in Contemporary Italy",

in Political Violence and Terror: Motifs and
Motivations, ed. by Peter Merkl (Berkeley: University

of California, 1987), pp. 61-89; and Franco Ferraresi,

Threats to Democracy: The Radical Right in Italy

after the War (Princeton: Princeton University,

1996), pp. 43-50. For contemporary Fbr tlie continen-

tal European neo-pagan. anti-American, and
"metapolitical" New Right (i.e., the Nouvelle

Droite)—which must be carefully distinguished from
the conservative, pro-free market Anglo-American
New Right—see especially Pierre-Andre Taguieff, Sur

la Nouvelle Droite: Jalons d'une analyse critique

(Paris: Descartes, 1994).

1. Slayer 11, p. 57. Slayer is published by John

"Metalion" Kristiansen, and is the leading black

metal zine in Norway. See Lords of Qiaos, p. 33.

Issue 11 appeared after Lords of Chaos was pub-

lished. Although the issue includes an interview

with Moynihan, it does not comment on Lords of

Chaos.

t'.j'i ultra video which included the tonute and death of tats and o;her ani-.

nials.lWf *

18. Ohm Clock $ (Spring 1998). p. 12.

19. Moynihan's photocopy edition of 7te Antiihrist was published io Antwerp

ifl 1988. with a cover by the Whitehous^-aliied artist Trevor Brown,
"

20. from an article by the founders of force Cental in the WHf. 1 have not seen

a copy of the publication. .

• 1

2:. Sotos also discusses Whiiehouse in Total Abuse, pp. 215, 218-20,

Notes:

• Viere is an enormous scholarly and popular litera-

ture on fascism, but much of it is sadly deficient. Tlie

best general history of fascism is undoubtedly that of
Stanley Payne, A History of Fascism, 1914-1945

(Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1995). For the

best introductions to ^'classical" fascist ideology, see

Eugen Weber, Varieties of Fascism: Doctrines of

Revolution in the Twentieth Century (New York: Van
Nostrand Reinlwld, 1964); the many studies by

Israeli scholar Zeev Sternhell, including "Fascist

Ideology", in Fascism: A Reader's Guide, ed. by
Walter Laqueur (Berkeley: University of California,

1976), La droite revolutionnaire, 1885-1914: Les

origines fran^aises du Fascisme (Paris: Seuil, 1978),

and Ni gauche, ni droite: L'ideologie fasciste en

France (Paris: Seuil, 1983); Emilia Gentile, Le origi-

ns dell'ideologia fascista, 1919-1925 (Bari: Laterza,

1975); and A. James Gregor. The Ideology of

Fascism: The Rationale for Totalitarianism (New
York: Free Press, 1969). All of these works rightly

emphasize the left-wing and anti-capitalist features

intrinsic to fascist ideology, especially in its earlier

"'movement phase". Fbr more on these elements, com-
pare Paul Mazgaj, The Action Fran^aise and
Revolutinary Syndicalism (Chapel Hill: University of

North Carolina, 1979); David D. Roberts, The
Syndicalist Tradition and Italian Fascism (Cliapel

2. The American-based Revolutionary Communist
Party (RCP) is a highly similar outfit. The RCP spent

the late 1970s and early 1980s trying to recruit youth
from the punk and hardcore scene, and the

Norwegian group may have recruited Euronymous
in the same way.

3. Slayer 11, p. 57.

4. The leading extreme music magazine Terrorizer,

which devotes considerable space to black metal,

has condemned such murderous activities.

5. LOC, pp. 272-73; also see Terrorizer 57 (1998), p.

5.

6. Slayer, p. 8.

7. In the inside text to the Burzum CD, there is even
an announcement for Lords of Chaos.

8. LOC, p. 159.

9. Ibid, p. 120.

10. Ibid, pp. 324-329.

11
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The most recent issue of Slayer, for instance,

does not devote one page to politics of any kind.
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12. Moynihan, however, is clearly the book's main

author. The acknowledgement section in LOG for

example, is written only by him. In it he remarks:

"The bulk of the book was written and organized by

myself, with important editorial contributions from

Didrik." In an interview with the Italian publication

Healter Skelter 7 ("Mondo F.stremo"), he says: "A

friend in Norway who works for one of the newspa-

pers there helped me on the book as well."

Moynihan was also interviewed in the current

Slayer. In the interview he does not mention

S0derlind's name once when discussing how he
wrote the book.

13. Moynihan said that the idea for Lords of Chaos

came when he was asked to write a chapter about

events in Norway for a proposed book project on
"extreme things connected to Rock in general" that

was to be called Apocalypse Rock in homage to the

Peral House best-seller Apocalypse Culture. After
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into a book. See Slayer 11, p. 24.
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15. Interview with Moynihan in The Fifth Path 3, p.

27.
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York: Time Warner, 1994), pp. 195-96; and Carl

Raschke, Painted Black (New York: Harper & Row,
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17. In an interview in Rollerderby 18. Rice said: "I
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mythology of blood."

18. Seconds 38 (1996), p. 40.
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20. On Moynihan's background, see The Fifth Path 3
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21. Ohm Clock 5. p. 18.
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1994).
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8.
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28. Jon Savage. England's Dreaming (New York: St.
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30. Thompson, p. 49.
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of both TOPY and the punk scene, see Vague 20

("Televisionaries"), pp. 24-39.
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like Andrea Juno, a Re/Search founder and publish-

er of Angry Women (a book devoted to women
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than Andrea Dworkin types. One "Angry Woman,"
the musician Diamanda Galas, also tried to get Boyd
Rice kicked off the Mute Records label. See Seconds

38. p. 36.

39. Parfrey even took a stab at a manifesto in his

"Aesthetic Terrorism" essay in Apocalypse Culture.

40. Parfrey interview in The Fifth Path 4 (Winter

1992/93), pp. 21-25. Also see Parfrey's interview in

Divinity Five.
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ed in The Exit Collection (Chicago: TACIT, 1998).
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with Lyndon LaRouche!
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Boyd Rice's take on his split with Re/Search, see his

interview with Lisa Janssen in Your Flesh.

44. WAKE was also reprinted in Apocalypse Culture.

45. Blanche Barton, Vie Church ofSatan (New York:

Hell's Kitchen. 1999), p. 49.
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47. Seconds 27 (1994) contains Moynihan's inter-
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i) Let's begin with some basic questions about Lords of Chaos

[hereafter LOC]. How did the project come about, develop, and

assume its final form? Could you describe the general process from

the point when you first came up with the idea of writing about the

"black metal" counterculture?

I've often written about unusual and "difficult" (in the sense of

embracing attitudes the average status quo person might find trou-

blesome or frightening) elements in music, and for a number of

years I both interviewed and reviewed many artists in the more

extreme wing of Heavy Metal, which had become increasingly vio-

lent or, on the other hand, preoccupied with radical religious posi-

tions like Satanism. When I heard about the excesses of Black

Metal, which is an extreme example of where both violence and

peculiar forms of Satanism meet, naturally my curiosity was piqued.

For a few years I researched Black Metal more intensively, inter-

viewed dozens of people involved with it, and then in the Fall of

would have been hesitant to analyze without his contributions.

3) How would you characterize the general response to LOC since

its publication? Has it been received differently in the United

States and in Europe? How have various reviewers treated the

book, and how have black metalists themselves— including some

of the protagonists— reacted to it? Has the book sold well?

The book has been well-received everywhere, and has done

extremely well (the last I heard, it was the bestseliing Feral House

title). I don't think the attitudes toward it have been significantly dif-

ferent between the USA and Europe, although in the European

countries there is probably more familiarity and interest in the

music— in America I think it may have reached a more general audi-

ence than elsewhere. The reactions from Black Metal fans have

been overwhelmingly positive, although some probably wish we

focussed a bit more on the music

AN IN + ERVI6W WI + H
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1995 went to Norway for two weeks to also interview some of the

most involved figures, a number of whom were serving jail sen-

tences. I also interviewed a few astute commentators there who had

written about Black Metal in Norway, from diverse vantage points-

such as a Christian Theologian, or the founder of the O.T.O. in Oslo

(an initiatory order connected to the late British occultist Aleister

Crowley, who was also often accused of practicing "Satanism").

Interviews were also conducted with sociologists, priests, and

police officers, not to mention fanzine publishers and record label

owners. Once a wealth of material had been gathered, I set about

organizing it and writing the book itself, trying to present everything

in a way a reader unfamiliar with the subculture could understand.

This was not an easy task, given the bizarreness and obscurity of

the subject matter.

2) What role did Didrik Soderlind actually play in researching and

writing the book? Do the two of you share similar perspectives con-

cerning the nature and significance of the black metal scene, or do

your interpretations diverge in important respects?

Didrik played an active role in the book, although the bulk of the

writing and organization was done by myself. He translated quite a

lot of material into English, as well as conducting some interviews in

Norwegian and translating them. He also had significant insights

due to the fact that he personally was acquainted with important

figures like 0ystein Aarseth, the guitarist of Mayhem who was later

slain by Varg Vikernes. I don't think Didrik and I have particularly

similar perspectives, but we continuously discussed the material

throughout the process of putting the book together, questioning or

countering each other's opinions, which I believe helped lead to the

balanced nature of the book as a whole. Also, being Norwegian,

Didrik was qualified to comment on a lot of cultural aspects there,

and the relation of Black Metal to them. These are things that I

rather than events surrounding it.

Still, I think the general impression

is that it is a far more interesting

and level-headed treatment of the subject than could have been

expected from a typical mainstream journalist. As for the protago-

nists, the responses were also very positive, with one exception:

Varg Vikernes. He thought the book portrayed him in an extremely

negative light. Most of the others, including Bard Eithun, compli-

mented the book as a well-researched and fairly-presented analysis

of what they had been (and in some cases still are) involved in, both

musically and in terms of "beliefs."

4) How did Feral House end up distributing BURZUM's "Filosofem"

CD? Was this a direct outgrowth of its publication of LOCI

The explanation for the Burzum release is quite simple. At one point

in time, Feral House planned to start up a record label in addition to

thebook imprint. Since I was writing a book about an unusual genre

of music, an obvious idea was to release a compilation CD of Black

Metal which could also tie in with the book. I began to work on

putting this together, asking for material from the main bands and

figures discussed in Lords of Chaos. It became clear that Varg

Vikernes would not participate in a compilation which featured

other musicians who had testified against him in court. At

the same time, Burzum was a seminal band in the genre and we
thought it would be misrepresentative to ignore it. The idea was

arrived at to license a Burzum record in addition to releasing the

compilation. Unfortunately the plans for the compilation ended up

falling through entirely due to completely unrelated circumstances,

in the wake of which Feral House decided against pursuing plans to

run a record label. Contracts had already been signed on the

Burzum CD, so this came out but ended up being the first and last

"Feral House Audio" release.
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5) What sort of family and educational background do you have?

Were there any aspects of your early upbringing or childhood expe-

riences that you regard as formative or otherwise significant?

I come from a New England, middle-class liberal background. I

dropped out of school the day I turned 16 and lived in Europe for a

few years shortly thereafter. The most significant aspects of my

upbringing were the fact that I was raised agnostic, and in general

my parents encouraged reading and striving for knowledge in their

children. Independence of thought was respected. They were also

extremely ethical, often to their own detriment.

6) Describe the general developmental process that led you from

an early interest in punk rock to an association with the transgres-

sive "industrial" music and cultural scene. How did your associa-

tion with these two countercultures influence your current socio-

political views and musical tastes?

I listened to music from a very early age, starting with my mom's

Beatles albums and quickly moving to punk rock and hardcore. I still

have the first issues of Maximum Rock and Roll, which I enthusiasti-

cally bought right when they came out. I also attended many of the

early hardcore punk shows in Boston, ranging from SS Decontrol to

the Dead Kennedys, Minor Threat, etc. I liked many of the attitudes

and the angry, violent creativity of the bands, but the robot-like

behavior of the audience quickly turned me off. I've never had any

interest in being part of some "movement" for human cliches. Back

in the period of punk and hardcore, Industrial music had a far more

extreme edge than it does now (since it was coopted into Disco),

and I think that the earliest wave of Industrial musicians (Throbbing

Gristle, SPK, Monte Cazazza, to name the obvious) demonstrated

more genuine intelligence and unconventionality than most of what

was produced under the banner of punk.

After exposure to Industrial I realized that I really didn't care

about "rock" music one way or another, whether it was snot-nosed

punkers screaming "fuck the system!" or cruise-control arena bands

singing shitty power ballads. I don't think any form of music ever

influenced my socio-political views, nor do I have any "allegiance"

to any particular genre of music. I really don't care about the vast

majority of it.

7) How would you characterize your current political orientation?

Would you locate it somewhere along the traditional left-right

political spectrum, or do you feel that your views transcend this

standard classificatory scheme?

I don't bother "characterizing" myself—people who do seem to

become cartoon characters sooner or later. I don't have any interest

in trying to "locate" myself either, since I'm not confused about my

own position in the world, nor do I need to identify myself in terms

of some outside abstraction like the "spectrum" you speak of.

According to some people I'm an anarchist, others say I'm a Nazi, so

I've long since given up caring whether any of them are right or not.

Nor do I have any interest in wasting much time arguing about it.

8) You have often been described by others as a "fascist", and

indeed you yourself seem to have accepted that designation, albeit

with some qualifications, in your interview in Momentum. Do you in

fact consider yourself a fascist? If so, how would you define fas-

cism and which currents of fascist thought do you sympathize or

identify with? If not, in what ways do your views differ from various

interwar or contemporary fascist ideological conceptions?
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I don't consider myself a "fascist" in any typical sense. Such defini-

tions are sort of pointless now, anyway, since so many people have

misapplied the term for so long that any sense of real meaning is

blurred beyond recognition. As you say, there are "various fascist

ideological conceptions." If you want to tell me a specific one, and

define it, then I could explain how my views might differ from it, or

what aspects of it I would sympathize with. Many, if not most, of the

people who've pejoratively labelled me a fascist probably couldn't

define the word, or in the cases where they could, it would become

rapidly evident to any intelligent person that I hardly fit in with their

definition.

9) How did you become associated with elements of Anton LaVey's

Church of Satan? What is it about the contemporary brand of

"Satanism" that attracts your interest? Is it simply a logical out-

growth of your oft expressed elitist and Social Darwinist views, or

is something else involved? Do you see the new Satanism as

embodying an older European pagan or heathen worldview that is

uncontaminated by, or at odds with, the "slave mentality" of

Christianity? Is Satanism even conceivable except as a reaction

against— or indeed as an inverted image of— the Christian concep-

tion of "good"?

I met Anton LaVey in 1989 and found him a charming person with far

more vitality, humor and common sense than most people on this

continent. There is little I would disagree with in his outlook,

although personally I don't care much about "Satan" one way or the

other. Maybe since I wasn't raised a Christian, it's hard to get much

of a thrill from this. So to answer your second question, there isn't a

whole lot of "contemporary" so-called Satanism that I have any

overwhelming interest in. Many people who call themselves

Satanists are just as silly as any other type of person one might

encounter. The fact that a given person might be a "Satanist" does

not make them interesting to me. In lots of cases I'd probably steer

clear of them. Nothing is an outgrowth of "Social Darwinist" views,

because I don't consider myself a Social Darwinist. I'm attracted to

people who do things I think are worthwhile. That's the only

grounds for elitism, in my book, and my elitism is based exactly on

such value judgments of content, depth, and aesthetics. LaVey did

many intriguing things and was a repository of forgotten ideas and

insights. I'm glad to have been lucky enough to meet him on a few

occasions.

In theory Satanism should be the antithesis of a "slave mentali-

ty" but naturally, humans being what they are, many of them can

enslave themselves just as well to an antithesis.

In Norway a particularly virulent brand of Satanism arose which

we chronicle in Lords of Chaos. It attempted to live out an inversion

of Christian conceptions of what is "good." In doing so it was often

ludicrous in its behavior, and it couldn't maintain itself for very long.

10) Like many other people associated with "industrial" culture,

you appear to have a fascination for serial killers, spree killers,

sadists, and other extreme figures who are shunned by mainstream

society. Does this attraction derive solely from their transgressive,

taboo-breaking behavior, or does it also have a political dimension

(as it appears to have for James Mason in Siege)?

I think you are confusing me with some other people, as I certainly

have not ever made a big deal out of any fascination for serial

killers, etc. However, I am interested in certain people who are gen-

uinely outside of mainstream society, and who exist on their own
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terms. This doesn't mean they have to be criminals, although I'm

sure some are left with no choice in the matter.

u) How and why did you become a Charles Manson supporter? I

can understand why so many "bohemian" transgressives would

embrace a high-profile "public enemy" merely as a means of

shocking bourgeois squares, but I find it perplexing that you and

many others seem to be trying to transform a convicted murderer

with an apparently psychotic personality into a contemporary "folk

hero"— regardless of whether he should be considered legally or

morally responsible for the crimes committed by his "Family" mem-

bers. What exactly is the source of your own fascination with

Manson?

I have no interest in shocking people. I've always stated I have far

more interest in Manson's ideas than in the Tate murders and all

that nonsense. But irregardless of anything I might think about him,

the fact of the matter is that Manson already IS an American folk

hero, has been for decades, and it surely had nothing to do with me.

For example, I've just been reading Peter Baumann's book Terror or

Love?. He was a member of the leftist June 2nd Movement in

Germany—they already considered Manson a folk hero back in the

early 70s.

12) What is the nature of your relationship with Boyd Rice? Did you

have a falling out of some sort? If so, over what issues? You

claimed in your interview in Healter Skelter that Interpol carried

out an investigation of your European contacts in the wake of Peter

Sotos' arrest. Why? [These are both issues raised in Kevin Coogan's

article, which I am here offering you an opportunity to clarify fur-

ther.]

Is this an interview or the makings of a gossip column? Actually,

Boyd and I are on friendly terms. At one time, now many years ago,

we collaborated and I helped him out with his music project Non for

awhile. At a certain point we decided to go our separate ways and

concentrate on our own endeavors, which was a mutual decision.

If you want to know why Interpol had nothing better to do than

bothering people in the Industrial scene, you should probably ask

them. As far as I could ever ascertain, the whole thing stemmed

from the Chicago police raiding Peter Sotos' apartment (with highly

dubious legality, as was later raised in court) and finding his

address book. At the time dozens of people in the Industrial under-

ground were in contact with Peter, and it was these addresses which

the police found. I imagine these were turned over to* Interpol, as

part of their effort to crack down on an imaginary pornography ring

which simply didn't exist.

But this raises a good question, and one I've still never gotten

any real answer for: if Kevin Coogan is really interested in "research-

ing" my background, friends and acquaintances, associations, etc,

so closely, why doesn't he just call me and ask me about it, rather

than creating "issues" based on a sentence here or there in scat-

tered interviews. At least that would seem to me the sensible thing

to do.

13) How did you come into contact with Mason, and why did you

decide to publish Siege? What do you think of his expressions of

support for any and all violent actions that serve to disrupt or

undermine the moral and social order of mainstream society,

regardless of whether they are perpetrated by the right, the left, or

apolitical psychotics?

fiZ_

I was first sent a flyer that Mason produced with a text by Manson

called "Drugs, Power and Sanity", which I thought was surprising

and insightful. If I remember right Jack Stevenson (an underground

cinema impresario, who later wrote a book on the films of John

Waters) sent it to me. Having an interest in both Manson and the

Third Reich, I was intrigued to see the two so blatantly intertwined. I

started corresponding with Mason and eventually obtained copies

of his old newsletter Siege, which was about the most radical thing

I'd ever come across. It was thought-provoking and totally atypical

from most of the typical neo-Nazi junk floating around. In fact it was

so bizarre that even most Nazis had totally blacklisted Mason. I fig-

ured he must be doing something right. At times he was so unclassi-

fiable as be off the political map entirely. In light of all this, I thought

it deserved a wider audience, and since I figured no one else would

ever do it, I published it. The reactions were interesting. The right

wingers and Nazis mostly hated or ignored it, and the most enthusi-

astic responses came from leftists. As for Mason's opinions, they're

his own and we disagree on all sorts of things. Regarding his sup-

port for these alleged "disrupters," honestly I don't think they've

managed to disrupt anything in the slightest, so there's not much to

have an opinion on.

14) What is your opinion of the contemporary American radical

right, ranging from neo-Nazi elements to the militia movement?

How and why did you become involved with certain currents of

Odinism? [This latter issue is also raised by Coogan]

My opinion of the American radical right is exceedingly low, but then

again so is my opinion of the radical left. Come to think of it, my
opinion of the "center" is pretty deplorable too. So is my opinion of

just about anything "American." I don't have much interest in rub-

bing elbows with any of these people, but on the other hand I would

like to stress that I am not a misanthrope.

I'm not sure which "currents" of Odinism Mr. Coogan has me
pegged as being involved with. I know a number of people in the

Asatru movement, which in principle I firmly support. I think any

return to older, more organic spiritual values, especially those of

one's forefathers (no matter who they are), is a positive thing. I see

far more for European-Americans to identify with in older indige-

nous faiths of their former homelands, than in some cockeyed reli-

gion like Christianity.

15) Why have you decided to publish an English-language version

of Julius Evola's Men Among the Ruins? Why did you select HJ.

Hansen to write theextensive introduction as opposed to some
other Evola authority, and will your version also include the brief

preface by Junio Valerio Borghese? Doyou plan to publish any of

Evola's other works in the future (e.g., Riding the Tiger)? What is it

about Evola's thought that you find interesting or appealing?

Since first coming into contact with his writings over a decade ago,

have been continually impressed t>y Evola's depth of perception and

insight, both into spiritual as well as philosophical principles. He is

one of the most challenging thinkers of this century. As many of his

works are slowly appearing in English, Men Among Ruins is one of

the major books that was not yet translated. That was one reason to

do it. Secondly, his attack on the erroneous principles that underlay

important historical events like the French Revolution is devastating

and deserves as wide an audience as possible. I didn't "select" H.T.

Hansen to write an introduction; he'd already written it for the

German edition. As it is a very in-depth explanation of Evola's politi-

cal views, it is a useful complement to the book itself. The English
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. ersion will not include the preface by Borghese, which I've never

e*en read. Personally I would love it if all of Evola's books were

^/ailable in English, and if I can continue to contribute to this occur-

-ng, I will. As I said, I find his perception unparalleled. I don't

aiways agree with everything he says, but it is invariably food for

nought. His aristocratic detachment from world affairs was com-

mendable as well. His esoteric writings are unequaled in their erudi-

tion. So these are just a few reasons why I find Evola appealing.

:6) And now, here's a loaded question. Do you share an affinity for

the Nordic or Europeanist, if not racialist, conceptions promoted by

certain circles of black metalists, including Varg Vikernes? Do you

approve of their acts of anti-Christian arson or "berzerker" vio-

ence? If so, why? If not, why does your own interpretation in LOC

echo that of Kadmon, why do you criticize those metalists who are

#
only interested in music and "evil" imagery as opposed to carrying

out extreme actions consistent with their alleged values, and why

do you end the book with a paean to the "fire" that allegedly burns

deep within the souls of genuine iconoclasts and dissidents and

thus can never be extinguished by the "forces of finance and mate-

rialism"? [This question grows directly out of Coogan's analysis,

which is why I'm soliciting your feedback regarding these matters]

Personally I find many of the Black Metal "conceptions" you allude

to pretty shallow. Much of it was done simply for shock value or very

reactionary reasons.

As for my own views, I don't share an affinity for Nordicist racial-

ism. I certainly don't agree with a lot of what Varg Vikernes says, but

I respect his right to say it, and there are on the other hand some

aspects I would sympathize with (Nordicist racialism not being one

of them!) If my confessing to an abiding admiration for European

culture constitutes something problematic for certain people, tough

shit. I was raised in the most liberal environment imaginable, but

I've never felt the slightest interest in jazz, rap or gospel music.

Maybe I'm just an inherently uptight honkie, who knows?

Regarding the "beserker" violence perpetrated by Black

Metallers, I don't approve or disapprove of it. As I've often said, I

can sympathize with their motivations, but not necessarily their

actions. I've never felt the urge to go burn down churches, but on

the other hand if someone else takes it upon themself to do such a

thing, I'm not going lose any sleep over it either. That's their busi-

ness. When one commits such acts, one does so with the looming

threat of societal repercussion and punishment. For myself, I have

no desire to sit in jail for years or pay million dollar insurance fines

to attack a religion I could really care less about in the first place.

On the other hand, if the churches were ugly examples of bad mod-

ern architecture, maybe the arsonists were doing a public service

merely on aesthetic grounds. There are a lot of different ways one

could look at

it.

Why do I echo the interpretation of Kadmon? Simply because it

was an intriguing theory, and I found it a stimulating subject to write

about for a chapter of the book. I certainly do not claim that it is the

"correct" explanation of events that took place in Norway, but there

are curious synchronicities whith one can uncover. Actually I don't

think there is any one "correct" way to explain a phenomenon like

Black Metal, which is one reason why the analogy to ambiguous and

repressed elemental forces like fire itself seems a more apt general-

ization to me than some typical sociological mumbo-jumbo, for

example. Not to sound hokey, but I do believe in a certain

indomitable human spirit. The modern world, financial and material-

istic as it is, is likewise firmly opposed to any genuine forces which
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rise up against such limitations. As I've said, I often sympathize with

the motivations behind an uprising, although I don't necessarily

think the subsequent actions are always useful.

17) What was your primary aim in forming Blood Axis? Is it primari-

ly a musical entity, or a vehicle to disseminate political and philo-

sophical views? Have frequent attempts been made by totalitarian

leftists to forcibly ban Blood Axis performances, as unfortunately

happened here in San Francisco a couple of months back?

I see Blood Axis as an experi-

ment in willpower, but this is too

complex to explain in detail in an

interview like this. Blood Axis is

a music group, although one

where ideas and instincts are of

primary importance. I follow my
instincts and I draw inspiration

from ideas I find important. This

might be the baptismal fire of

world conflagration or the hallu-

cinatory storm set off by a few

too many glasses of Absinthe. I've come to realize that more than

anything, Blood Axis is a psychedelic group.

Actually only a couple of attempts were made to ban our shows,

and in all cases by confused people who didn't even have the slight-

est idea what the music was in the first place. The end conclusion

I've arrived at is that they wouldn't tolerate our playing a concert

simply because my personality doesn't suck up to the kind of

retarded Marxist gibberish these people have made the central

point of their lives.

The biggest irony of it was that in both instances we received

vast amounts of publicity (most of it positive, in my view), far more

than we could have ever hoped for, and up in Seattle we got paid

$1200 and didn't even have to step out the door— the money helped

to later pay for our plane tickets to

Europe.

So in reality these activist types didn't activate anything except

their own selves. The people behind the cancellations, the horribly

misnamed "Freedom Socialist Party", also vowed at one point that

they would shut down our entire European tour. This grandiose

claim was totally laughable, since we've just returned from playing

16 concerts in 11 different countries all over Europe, with nary a pro-

tester in sight. [Ed. —the Freedom Socialist Party is a cult-like ultra-

feminist sect based in the Pacific Northwest whose leader broke

with the Trotskyist movement several years ago. As Moyhihan notes,

it is "horribly misnamed", at least insofar as the term freedom" is

concerned.]

18) Is there anything else you would like to add or clarify, either

about these issues or about other subjects?

Who is Kevin Coogan, and why has he bothered to write such a

long article about me?

Ed. - You'd have to speak to Coogan directly to get a thorough

answer to that question. He is one ofmost well-informed people I

know concerning the complex netherworld of the international radi-

cal right, not to mention a variety ofother arcane topics. As to why

someone would bother to write about you and LOC, all that needs

to be said is that LOC is an interesting book about the black metal

counterculture, and that you have a very interesting background. <$
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MIT-SQUAD
Grumpy Punk Loathes

Everyone!

"I HATE", byShitEd
"I hate them all, creatures!" -Rikk Adolescent

hate liberals, because they aren't really liberal,

i4ir**im*i

©U**.

except maybe with other people's money. You
want all those touchie-feelie federal programs,
pay for them yourfuckingselves.

I hate "progressives". Where the fuck do they get

off arrogantly pro-

claiming them-
selves to be the

agents of progress,

when all they
actually are is a

bunch of busy-
body would-be
social engineers
who want to

change everyone
else for "their own
good" against their

will. Fuck progres-

sives. Go die.

I hate Republicans.

A republic operates

from a constitutional

system of principles

and guarantees.

Republicans only guarantee those rights which suit

them and their religious beliefs, and never notice that

other people might have different values than they do.

Liars.

I hate Democrats. Pure democracy is pure evil

because if everything were voted upon, then the major-

ed

Fuck co-ops andfuck the mega-

corporations that co-ops are a

revolt against, too. The real

way to be free is to start your

own small business, employing

just yourself.

ity opinion would impose tyranny upon all minorities.

That is similar to what Karl Marx called the "dictator-

ship of the proletariat" But then, most Democrats aren't

really democrats, they're demagogues. Look the word
up in a dictionary, Slo-boy.

I hate conservatives, because all they're conserving is

a value system based on Protestant Christianity. The
dirty little secret of their morals is that American cul-

ture contains a large element of Puritanism. Many con-

servatives seem insane to the point of hysteria on the

subject of sex. Whatever happened to my constitution-

ally guaranteed right to the pursuit of happiness?
I hate legislators who pass laws presuming that

everyone in the country has thousands of dollars in the

bank, just like they do. Take the mandatory car insur-

ance law (please! Henny Youngman lives!). Some peo-
ple just do not make enough money to maintain their

car and keep it insured. The law discriminates against

the poor. If insurance is required by the state, then the

state should provide it. Or fuck off. The problem with
most legislators is that they are rich lawyers. Need I say

more?
I hate the multiculturalism movement. It's a cover for

the activities of anti-white racists and anti-American

cryptofascists. Fuck off! Speaking of which, I hate the

Reverend Jesse Jackson too. Never forget "Hymietown".
The hell with that goddamn grandstanding, rabble-

rousing SOB. He should go get a job doing something
useful in society.

I hate self-described "minorities" who whine and
puke about how they

don't have a chance,

when in fact they

refuse to really try.

Lazy loserass bums!
I hate Nazis. We

got some of those

inbred fucks here in

Sunland-Tujunga,
and I wish each of

them possessed two
brain cells to rub
together so that they

could ignite a flame

of cluefulness. The
essence of a human
being has nothing to

do with skin color or

ancestral origin. It

has everything to do
with character, and only a little to do with culture.

Nazis are idiots.

I hate the editors at major media conglomerates like

ABC News, NBC News, CBS News, CNN, the Los

Angeles Times, and all the rest of their icky ilk. They
wouldn't know how to report the news in an unbiased,
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objective fashion if their jobs depended upon it. As a

matter of fact I suspect that they only keep their jobs by

reporting it in a slanted manner. The worst thing about

them is their habit of not reporting most

of the news, but instead arbitrarily picking and choos-

ing what will appear. Fuck that, I want the raw feeds.

Fire all the "talking heads".

I hate most self-proclaimed "anarchists" within the

punk scene. Many of them are nothing but a bunch of

wussie closet communists building airy-fairy castles in

the sky. They want to set up co-ops and other socialist

entities, when it is painfully obvious that such things

never work. Want to starve? Form a cooperative. Idiots!

That's hippie economics. Fuck co-ops and fuck the

megacorporations that co-ops are a revolt against, too.

The real way to be free is to start your own small busi-

ness, employing just yourself.

I hate knee-jerk anti-war demonstrators. I hate war
too, but the anti-war crowd seems to be incapable of

visualizing any situation where it might be necessary to

use force. If they had their way, we wouldn't have any

armed forces, which would leave imperialist fuckheads

like Communist China and Saddam Insane free to

invade their neighbors at will. We kicked the Wacky
Iraqi out of Kuwait, now what are we going to do about

Tibet? Why are we trading with China? Fuck China.

And fuck all the wussies that can't see that ultimately

the real world is ruled by naked force. Remember what
Mao Zedong said about power coming from the barrel

of a gun?

I hate "Hanoi Jane" Fonda for doing a photo op man-

ning an anti-aircraft gun in North Vietnam, which was

no doubt used to shoot at American aircraft. Traitor

bitch.

I hate Ronald Reagan for hanging Ollie North out to

dry. What North was doing was probably unconstitu-

tional (although we'll never know because Reagan

avoided a showdown with Congress over whether the

White House had to obey Congress in that case), and

certainly he should not have engaged in activities that

were concealed from Congress, but the bottom line is

that he was following Ronnie's orders. Reagan should

at least have backed

his man up, and if he had any balls, dared Congress to

do anything about it. Separation of powers, baby.

Coward.

Read my lips, George Bush.

I don't really hate Bill Clinton, Newt Gingrich, or

Rush Limbaugh. I think they're hilarious. Put them on

the Comedy Channel where they belong. . . I lied, fuck

them too.

"
. .1 hate them all!" -Aggro Agnew

"By subsidizing non-profit organizations
while spreading social awareness,

SubCity aims to have an impact that
goes beyond music. 11

I^SUBCITYCi
Sub City Records PO Box 7495 Van Nuys, CA 91409

Upcoming Releases
April 13th, 1999
SubCity Sampler/Audiozine SCOOl-cd only

April 27th, 1999
Fifteen "Lucky" scoo2~ip/cd/cs
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"Alright, are you ready to rock . .

.

I said are you ready to rock ..."

Miss Guy, lead singer of New York

City's Toilet Boys, shouts into the

mike with an affected rock n' roll rasp.

The rest of the band's frontline, bass

and two guitars, is bathed in soft blue

lights, shirtless and hunched over

their instruments, stacking chords

and guitar leads on Electric Eddie's

tribal drum intro. Then there's a big

rock n' roll crescendo, and, like a cat's

eyes glowing in the dark, two bright

beams of light peak out from fixtures

mounted on each side of Electric

Eddie's drum kit.

Next, the Toilet Boys mold the

intro's musical clump into "Go Go
Boys'" tight opening riff. "Let's go",

the boys shout in unison. A few open
chords ring out, and Miss Guy pauses

from his (we'll get to that later) gum
chewing to deliver the tune's lyrics.

Sean, the six-foot five guitar player,

rolls his head from side to side in

The Toilet Boys don't just play, they straight boy to join him in the bath-

kkt

perform these hip-shakers. The guitar

solos, simple yet flashy, dazzle but

never lose their purpose—to heighten

a dramatic passage of a song— in

selfish indulgence. And Guy's campy
machoness is playful enough to get

you to scrunch up your face and

pump your fist without ever reaching

eye-rolling exaggeration.

Heads bob and frantic

"wooooooooows" from the audience

fill the gaps between songs, as the

Toilet Boys claw their way through a

nine song set. Tonight the band is

opening for the Donnas from

California and the Lunachicks from up
the street, so it's unfair to say the

sold-out, 1200-plus crowd is here just

to see the band. But then again, who
cares, it's a great gig, and a long way
from being a one-off pickup band at

Squeeze box, an out-of-the-closet, off-

the- wall rock n' roll night at Don
Hill's, a small night club in New York

PK

room for a little. . . without embar-
rassing or making the boy feel

uncomfortable. If the boy obliges

then. . . (insert imagination here), but

if he doesn't, Guy can make the offer

seem totally innocuous, like an ice-

breaker or a joke, the friend said.

But that's the Toilet Boys' way-
charming ambitiousness. As Rocket

(guitar) once said, "Nothing you see

at a Toilet Boys show, or hear on any
product we have, is accidental." You
also get the feeling that nothing a

Toilet Boy says or does is accidental.

In a way, they're hustlers, loveable

hustlers. In describing Adam Vomit's

(bass) "outfit", they all laugh mischie-

vously. A seven-hundred dollar pair of

Stingray boots. A two-hundred dollar

Lip Service jacket. A two-hundred

dollar watch. A diamond ring. A plat-

inum ring. "It's so ghetto," Sean says

laughing, "He can't even afford to buy
two donuts." "Because he's a cheap

OILeT
BY LORNE BEHRMAN

time with the tune's peppy beat while

Rocket, the band's other guitarist,

comes center stage, leans into the

audience, and flashes them a guitar

lead.

Tonight the Bowery Ballroom—

a

large dancehall down in New York

City's lower east side— looks and
sounds kind of like Kiss 1978 at

Madison Square Garden. Blue lights

flash. Banana-yellow light-beams

dart. Guitars, aimed like guns, shoot

laser beams. Real guns, ambushed
behind drums and amplifiers, shoot

real confetti. The tunes are of the

bubblegum metal variety—heavy

hummable hip-shakers that stick to

your ribs as much as they stick in

your head.

City's lower west side.

But even that wasn't so bad,

because the band was opening for

Miss Guy's idol Debbie Harry. Oh yeah

. . . We were supposed to go over

Miss Guy: he, she, or what? What, a

little of everything— lipstick, long

bleached blond hair, and lingerie—
everything except padded bras or

implants. Guy looks like Debbie Harry

but performs like Paul Stanley.

Tonight Guy is the one in black stock-

ings, silk panties, and a loose fitting

tank-top-like sequined blouse that he

jokes Cher let him borrow.

Miss Guy is full of playfully myste-

rious statements like this. A friend of

the band once said Guy's the kind of

person who can ask a seemingly

bastard and never pays for anything,"

Guy quips.

But hustlers, loveable ones espe-

cially, go far. After their one-off

Debbie Harry show, the Toilet Boys

wrote a bunch more songs that they

debuted two months later at a

Lollapalooza date in New York City.

Then, three months later, the Toilet

Boys went on the road with Rancid.

And now, a year and a half later, there

are the recent "is rock n' roll still

alive?" debates/arguments Sean has

had on the Howard Stern show with

Billy Corgan.

So welcome to Toilet Boyland

where fantasies are reality, and reali-

ties happen on cue, and when they

don't, you don't know it. Tonight,
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when the Toilet Boys begin the open-

ing chords to "Another Day In The

Life," on cue three beautiful scantily-

clad girls take the stage behind the

band and shake their butts and pom
poms to the tune's bubbly beat. A
month earlier, at a Toilet Boys record

release party, the same thing hap-

pened. Last December, at a CBGBs
show opening for D Generation, the

same thing happened. You can bet

that in the next show, during "Another

Day In The Life", the same thing will

happen.

And when things don't happen on

cue, you don't know it. Tonight the

flashpots, the columns of fire, didn't

go off during "Go To Hell," but you

wouldn't know the Toilet Boys were

Coney Island High, a New York City

night club in the east village. And
Adam Go Go dances and models
occasionally; most recently he mod-
eled naked for Mario Testino, a noted

fashion photographer. Day and night

the Toilet Boys are Toilet Boys.

One night, after putting on a record

at Squeezebox (where Guy Djs), he

crouched behind the Dj booth and

pulled out a compact. He looked in

the small mirror and made a few

touch-ups. The song had just started

and Guy had time to go to the bath-

room to do the touch-ups. Guy might

not have cared about smeared lipstick

or blemished foundation; after all,

this was his equivalent of a day job.

But it was as if Guy didn't want any-

see the way you look at Rocket here

on guitar ..." Guy proceeded to do
this to each member of the band, and

of course each band member rose to

the challenge to single himself out by

playing his instrument more flashily

than the others. However, when Guy
got to Sean, the six-foot five guitar I

player, obviously the most macho guy

in the band, he caressed Sean's

sweaty chest. Sean responded by

putting his guitar below his waist,

wearing it like a protruding phallus,

and then coaxing some wild notes I

from it. For a minute you couldn't help

but ask yourself, "Do these guys real-,

ly do it." You can't help it because it's

so wild. Guy is this waif-like dropdead

blond queen, and Sean, six-foot five

[iraviwfr?

Stage with active explo-

sives. Tonight Guy got

to the show twenty min-

utes before the band

was set to hit the stage,

but you wouldn't know
he didn't know where

the explosives and

Sean's fire-breathing

juice (that he is sup-

posed to squirt into

Sean's mouth) were hid-

den. You wouldn't know
Guy was tired as hell

because he got only

twenty minutes of sleep

you wouldn't know that

the band neither practiced nor saw
each other since their West Coast tour

ended two weeks earlier. You would-

n't know any of this because the

Toilet Boys get a lot of practice,

they're always on stage— all the band
members do underground rock star

stuff like model, Go Go dance, and Dj.

Guy Djs at three clubs per week. Rik

and Sean host their own night at

one between the Dj booth and the

bathroom seeing any imperfections-

imperfections are reality reality, the

Toilet Boys are fantasy reality, and
there are no imperfections in this

reality.

At one point during the set, Guy
did the "band-introduction" thing.

"Do any of you guys want it," he said

wantonly. "I know you do . . . 'Cause I

and muscular, looks like the football

jock that might have given him a hard

time back in high school.

However, this is part of the fantasy

reality that alienates some potential

fans. Electric Eddie once said that six-

teen year-old boys often get frustrat-

ed because they think Guy is a hot

girl, until they realize Guy is a guy.

Consider the following mental calcula-
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tions

:

If Guy-girl, they want to have sex

with her.

But Guy=guy.

Thus Guy=a guy they want to have

sex with. So by the transitive property

they had a homosexual fantasy , and

that violates their delicate masculini-

ty. And they're probably further frus-

trated because in so many ways the

Toilet Boys are the ultimate guy band:

the pom pom girls, the fire columns,

the solo spots during band introduc-

tions, the songs about "hell". . . The

Toilet Boys are the type of band

Beavis or Butthead would proudly

hang a poster of in his room between

an autographed AC/DC poster and an

original 1977 Kiss Alive 2 promo

photo.

But if there's any homophobes
here tonight, they're not making

themselves known. Everyone "oohs

and ahs" at the gesture (Guy massag-

ing Sean's sweaty chest) before

returning to head bobbing as the

"band introduction" thing segues

smoothly into the next song.

During this song, there's a break-

down where Guy repeats the lyric

"Set me on fire." Guy then goes stage

left, and one of the Toilet Boys' crew

hands him a lit torch. He faces the

audience, holding the torch over his

head, and slowly does a clockwise

windmill with it— the motion looks

like some vintage Diana Ross move.

And on cue—this is Toilet Boyland-

the rest of the frontline takes its

hands off its instruments and finishes

now is tribal and is slowly building an

eerie momentum. Guy pours some
liquid in Sean's mouth. Sean recoils

his head, sucks in, and fills his cheeks

up with liquid and air, so he looks like

a mid trumpet-solo Dizzy Gillespie.

Then he thrusts his neck forward and

spits the juice into the fire, and the

fire shoots into the audience dragon-

style. The band punctuates the ges-

ture with heavy rhythmic stabs from

their instruments. Boooooooooom.

ny=a my tkev want id kare itpc

&y the {ransitiYejroberty tkey

kad a kdMdjepenal fantasy ; and tkat

ridlatex tkeir delicate nutscKlitipfy.

the move in unison with Guy.

the "Set me on fire" lyric, softer

and monotone now, becomes almost

like a chant— a chant to some ancient

fire ritual, as Guy toys more with the

lit torch. Sean gets on his knees fac-

ing the audience with Guy at his right.

Guy then hands Sean the torch and

Sean attaches it to the pitchfork on

the headstock of his guitar. The music

Booooooooom. Drums thunder and

guitars roar as Sean does it again.

The primitive noise then congeals

back into a structured musical state-

ment. "You want it, you got it," Guy

yells into the mike before getting on

his back, and raising his legs into a

"V" in front of the drum kit. The music

soldiers on and Guy moves his raised

legs in time to its raunchy pulse.-
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Next the song thunders to a

screeching halt, guitars feed back a

little, and Guy announces that this is

going to be the last song. The band

hunches over its guitars and churns

out "Living Like A Millionaire"'

ascending riff. Mid- song Guy goes

over and gets some more fire. He then

goes back over to Sean. Sean is now
holding his guitar over his head as if

he were making an offering to some
higher being. He holds the guitar

over his head and squeezes a rapid

series of notes from it. Guy reaches

up and touches the guitar with the lit

torch, and Sean proudly displays the

flaming sacrifice to the audience.

The fire rituals, the customized gui-

tars, and the dance movements all

have a certain studied naturalness to

them— as if the Toilet Boys just

applied discipline to raw talent.

Which is exactly what they did, seeing

that the Toilet Boys are everyone's,

except Sean (guitar) and Ed's

(drums), first band. By pooling indi-

vidual talents— Rik Rocket (guitar) is

a visual artist, Sean (guitar) Go Go
dances and produces music, Adam
Vomit (bass) is a magician, Electric

Eddie (drums) is a workaholic, and

Guy (vocals) is a glamorous

charmer— the Toilet Boys have made
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The reasons why Yve asked the editors of Ugly Things magazine to write a column for Hit
List are simple and straightforward. First, Ugly Things may be the world's greatest rock 'n'

roll magazine, and I've been reading it with great pleasure for years. Second, editors Mike Stax
andJohan Kugelberg know vastly more about the history and minutiae of rock

c
n' roll than I

will ever know. This is quite an embarrassing admission for me to have to make, since I proba-
bly know more about the history of rock V roll than 99% of the people on this lame planet of
ours, including most of the readers of this very magazine. So sit back, relax, grab a Coke or a
beer, and read on. You might actually learn something about the amazingly variegated manifes-
tations of "punk" attitude and style from the early 1900s to the present. If not, thafs nobody's
fault but your own.

JeffBale

Why would anyone want to put out a
fanzine? Not for the money, certainly.

There's far easier and less time consum-
ing ways to make a fortune.

Panhandling springs to mind. Or perhaps going to the

beach with a metal detector. For free records andCDs?
Certainly it's

a pleasant

side effect,

mostly for

the crap you
can haul

down to the

used record

emporium,
but by the

time you fac-

tor in the time, money and headaches you sink into

I
1 your little publication, it would've been a lot easier to

I

I
just go pay for your musical kicks like any regular

% person. When Ugly Things was launched, it was real-

* ly for one reason alone: PASSION. A possibly irrational

passion for music that bordered on the

obsessive. It's a passion that has sustained Ugly Things

for almost 1 7 years now. There's an element of egotism

involved, too. Like most fanzine editors we think that

our music tastes are infallible and that

everyone should agree with us. When Mike claims for

example that the Pretty Things are the greatest rock'n'roll

band that ever existed, or that 1960s Dutch freakbeat is

infinitely more relevant and meaningful than hardcore

punk or hip-hop, he means it, man. These beliefs may be
improvable and basically irrelevant, but at least they are

convictions.

Without passion and convictions any kind of writing is

drab and lifeless. Like 95% of all fanzines, actually. What
initially was a one man rant has since become a forum
where many voices can make their improvable, irrelevant

but absolutely passionate voices heard. People like Johan,

our food and wine editor, and writers like Mick Farren,

Don Craine, Rex Doane, Dan Epstein, Doug Sheppard, and

F £ p / M A P ;/#**k*

dozens more. With more contributors, our scope of cov-

erage has expanded but the basic framework remains the

same. One thing Ugly Things doesn't do is cover any
"new" bands. Why not? There's plenty of good music out

there, but there's already 90,000 other publications sort-

ing through that mess. We concentrate our efforts on
"Wild Sounds from Past Dimensions" — '60s garage,

R&B, freakbeat and psychedelia; choice '70s and early

'80s punk rock; '50s blues and rockabilly; even '20s and
'30s rural and popular music; and whatever else catches

our fancy. There's hundreds of excellent reissues in all

those genres, and any one of them is infinitely more stim-

ulating and musically relevant than the latest "hot" new
flavor at the moment. For us, at least. It's liberating not to

have to keep up with the NEW, when a new unreleased

freakbeat acetate from '66 is gonna deliver me a hundred
times the sonic thrill anyhow. According to our readers,

they feel pretty liberated too, cos they share the same
madness and passion that fuels every page of every issue

of Ugly Things.

And there are plenty of magazines that cover the new
stuff. Today, however, we've decided to take the opportu-

nity to mention some bands and records of the 1990's that

are slanted for coverage in Ugly Things circa 2015 or so.

Ladies (and gents), these are some Ugly 77ungs-quality

sounds of recent: purchase Stiffs, Incorporated 's endless-

ly rewarding album "The Electric Chair Theatre Presents"

(Gladgum). It is obsessive/compulsive geek rock at its

finest. A foursome with limited musical chops reaching

for "Pet Sounds", the Zombies' "She's Not There", or Tim
Rose's "Morning Dew" in the same manner as the

Damned did on "The Black Album" or the Stranglers did

on "The Raven" or for that matter the Jam on "Setting

Sons". Stiffs Incorporated are an ugly little punk band
obsessed with the Hollywood of the 1920s, of Victorian

and Edwardian England, of the whodunnit murder mys-
tery as well as the American hard-boiled school, obsessed

with arcane medical equipment, obsessed with the eti-

quette of yore — And they love these subjects with the

fiery glove of the fanatic. Making "Electric Chair Theatre"

is their homage to what morsels of brilliance they've

unearthed as students of the many secret museums of
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mankind. This album is not as good as Scott Walker

Four" or "Pet Sounds", but it is as good as the Damned's

Black Album" or any of the Stranglers baroque pop

albums.

So, it has been four years since the Strapping Field

Hands released their phenomenal debut album "Discus"

in an edition of a couple of thousand or so. Somewhere
between Incredible String Band, Ivor Cutler, Robert Wyatt,

Roy Harper and Vivian Stanshall, these Philly-boys

smeared on the anglophilia in one hell of a layer.

Extremely intelligent pop music, this. And funny. And
timeless. Stupendous live band they were, and the first

three 45's were the greatest triple-whammy since early

Halo of Flies.

The Negro Problem's first album "Post Minstrel

Syndrome" (Aerial Flipout) was for me the most reward-

ing debut of 1998. Stew, the singer is AMAZING, a
heavy/muscular black guy in his early 30's whose song-

writing is Elvis Costello/Sparks/XTC, and whose vocals

are Randy Newman/Sam Cooke/Jackie Wilson. The
arrangements and orchestration on the record borders on
the baroque, like so many orchestral pop records of the

late 60's, and the final schmear is the double-doses of

excellent prime-psychedelic fuckery that these overtly

potent imaginations unload on the happy listener. File

next to Os Mutantes, (prime) Pizzicato Five or Richard

Harris' "A Tramp Shining".^

- Mike Stax and Johan Kugelberg

UGLYT

An Ugly Things playlist:

ferry McCain - any

Valentin Clastrier - "Heresie"

Bloodstains on the Wall - "Country Blues From

Specialty"

AngrySamoans - "Gimme Samoa"
Slim Gaillard - "The Groove Juice Special"

Nurse With Wound - "Second Pirate Session"

Hi Times - "The Hi Records R&B Years"

King Bennie Nawahi - "Hot Hawaiian Guitar

1928 - 1949"

Shirley and Dolly Collins - "Harking Back"

Performing Ferret Band - LP

Pretty Things - "SF Sorrow" CD reissue [Ed.-

one ofmy all-time favorites, too]

If you are hounding the web for quality CD's such as these,

try Forced Exposure.

To contact Ugly Things write: 3757 Fifth Ave. #145

San Diego, CA 92103.

^JjfflB^^

VOL.1

VOL.2
$29.95
each
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Terhaps the most vibrant collage artist since Max Ernst, and single

handedly responsible for an entire generation's style; Winston continues

stomp theupturned face of the man, endlessly."

MOW AVAILABLE FROM " LAST GASP " " FRANKKOm
PO BOX 410067 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94141-0067 -checks or money o

or visit: www.winstoiismith.com



It's
probably a sign of my slowly improving

mental health that I haven't had a whole lot to

say on the subject of punk rock for the past few
years. Sure, I was canned from Maximum

RockNRoll; Tim didn't want me subverting the

troops or something. I took it as a compliment, I

didn't have anything left to say anyway. When Bale

got canned [Ed.—I didn't get canned, I quit when
Tim told me I couldn't write about politics anymore,
only about music), we all knew it wasn't because he
was writing things in his column with which Tim

mm

I

If

m
disagreed; it was that Tim started seeing that people
were taking the column seriously. Tim's dead now,
but I hear through the usual sources that his half-

sane ghost is still making most of the editorial deci-

sions over at MRR. The grapevine says that some-
times you can smell his spectral cigarette smoke in

the hallways of MRR headquarters, which seems
odd; Tim quit

smoking a few
years before he

died. I've had
no spooky noc-

turnal visits

from the spirit

of Tim Yo, but

maybe that's

just because I

made him
promise not to

haunt me. He
said I'd become
too cynical and
jaded, at least in

regards to punk
rock. It didn't seem
worth it to search

my soul to figure

out if he was right.

So we're all sup-

posed to pretend

that this new rag

isn't in competi-

tion with MRR. Right. Bale calls me up and asks me to

write a column. I've gotten a total of one other offer

since 1995 so I'm not about to turn it down; I have an
ego to feed. But I'm immediately faced with a rule so
silly that I have no choice but to break it in the second

So we're all supposed to pre-

tend that this new rag isn't in

competition with MRR. Right.

Bate calls me up and asks me to

write a column. I'vegotten a total

of one other offer since 1995 so

I'm not about to turn it down.

paragraph of my first column in the premiere issue. This

magazine is in competition with MRR, and Punk Planet

too, and it's gonna kick both their asses. Whether it is

the publishers' intention or not really doesn't matter.

And considering the

competition, it won't take much to lead the pack. MRR
has become a trade magazine written by people who
don't read, featuring record reviews by people who
don't like music, all in the name of promoting a pseudo-
anarchist manifesto that most of its readers wisely

ignore. Punk Planet is an inappropriately titled rag filled

with nothing more than the latest developments in the

world of

bunny-punk as reported breathlessly by faux-jaded Gen-
X cretins; its columnists are third-rate hacks whose idea

of insight is whining about the lack of an affordable nat-

ural food store in the town where they're attending

"university"; and its editor is a petty art fag who would-
n't know good writing if it crawled up his leg and gave
him head.

There goes rule number two: don't get personal.

What the fuck? Why call me? After all, I'm an obedient
little pup but I's only knows one trick, massuh... bark
bark... take off my leash and yell "sic"... I'll tear your
fucking eyeballs out... stomp 'em into jelly with my
white Converse Chuck Taylor All-Star hi-tops... I'll be

the one in the leather

jacket. . . talk about
sick... unhealthy...

low-brow comedy... I

was a red-assed

baboon... a zoo mon-
key too dumb to

know that if you're

gonna whack off in

front of a crowd you
should at least have
the dignity not to do
it with a huge grin

plastered on your
face... knock what
you can't have... or

don't understand... a

clockwork orange... I

really didn't under-

stand... I still don't

quite get it... I used to

drink a lot when I

wrote... chain

smoke...

three packs in eight

hours... anybody who tells you that drugs don't help is

either a Christian or a reformed addict... when I was at

my happiest I never had anything to say... a few more
milligrams of Klonopin a day... I had one month that

was just fucking beautiful... 4:30 A.M. in a hotel room
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in Munich... a swank hotel... sitting on the edge of the

bed with my Mosrite... writing pretty little songs like I

was the only man in the world who knew
how... I'm off drugs now... haven't been drunk in

years... chewing on toothpicks that still remind me of

cigarettes... funny thing though... can't write for shit...

punching a lot of walls lately...

"What's it like to be a middle-aged punk?"., you're

supposed to hang out in dingy bars... try to pick up
other sad, lonely ex-punks... rock and roll rebel for the

night... music courtesy of another bunch of too-cool

rockers copying the Dolls or Iggy... painting by num-
bers... beer by the pitcher... cruising on fumes... drink

up because tomorrow you go back to the cubicle...

laugh to yourself at your co-workers who like

Springsteen... you're still a small fish in a smaller

pond... going gentle into that good night... those

of us who can't or won't aren't any better... just doomed
to see the reality of our shitty lives a little more clearly...

the months rush by so fast you start to realize you'll

never win... and once you've seen the truth you can't

ever make yourself forget... alcohol only works for so

long... tell the lie to teenage kids?... now that's fucking

cruel!... everything will not be okay... you laugh at

yourself. . . not in some humorous, self-deprecating

way... it's a mean laugh...

I don't even listen to rock and roll anymore... I swear
to god... most of it sounds like noise to me... I hate

kids... they've got too much energy and pointless enthu-

BENFO Sf

siasm... I want them to give up now... see your future

like watching an old man whip open his raincoat to give

you an eyeful of filthy crotch... "youth is wasted on the

young"... they'd rather hold hands than fuck... they

believe in God... think they're going to go to hell if

they're bad... they don't know that hell is for the stupid

and weak and they already live in it... po idea how
much they'll regret all the times they could've gotten

fucked... fucked up... quit their jobs... don't get person-

al?... wrong number, pal... controversy?... I don't know
the meaning of the word... I'm not playing dumb...

don't ask me to try... I belch and halfway across the

world some jerk gets a wild hair across his ass... I can't

explain it... I'm a pussycat... I don't try anymore... can't

try... takes too much out of me... not worth the effort....

it's not cynicism... it's intelligence... everything still

sucks... it's just that now you're not lying to yourself

about it... not exactly a tidal wave of an insight... I

might not be able to learn new tricks... doesn't mean I

have to keep repeating the old ones... should've called

me for this gig back when I still gave half a fuck about
being king of the shitpile... thanks for asking... but you
know me... you know I'm probably gonna hate this rag

so much that in six months I'll be knocking it in some
other rag...
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